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BUSINESS CARDS.

—

At

Sole agent* in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market
price,

Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawauna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Ves-

SIMPLE

Has fitted up the elegant looms over H. H. Hay's
at the Junction of Free and Middle Sts.,
where he invites and can better accommodate those
who mav favor him with their patronage.
Dr. Johmon lias associated with himself as a part*
ner, Dr. A. W. FRENCH, a Dentist of ability and
skill, and all operations pertainiug to dental surgery
will be performed by them in the most
satisfactory
manner.
ap29eodlm

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

FRESCO_PAINTER
Having just returned from Europe, would inform
his customers and friends that he has resumed his
to embody into his future
business, and is
work some of the new ideas acquired there.
OFFICES AT
Schumacher Bros.,
A. G. Schlotterbeck A Co.,
No. 5 Deering Block.
303 Congress st.

YET—

Will

save

AND

AN1

Such we guarantee to tell
TO ALL WHO WILL BUf ©F US.

IITCHfXL

&

SEWING MACHINE. Family
The Sale of the Singer Sewing Machine for the yeai

EXCEEDING

THOSE

OF

331 CONGRESS STREET,

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

Where we shall keep constantly on hand, a full assortment of these Machines in the various styles ol
finish.

CHAS. A. WARREN,

WHEELOCK &

(Formerly Warren & Gregg.)

SHIP

BROKER,
-ASD-

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
SOUTH DELAWARE AVENUE,
jau3l

H. L. GREGG &

Successors to Warren & Gregg.

SHIP

JLXD

COMMISSION
S Walnut

Gregg,

il. L.

MERCHANTS !

St.,

Philadelphia.
J. B.

’Jan23-ly

Hamel, Jr.

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

J.

G.

CLOVDIIAN,

148 EXCHANGE 81.

Jan22tf_
EDGAR 8. BROWN,
Counsellor and Attorney at Law !
MIDDLE STREET.

No. 80

Attorney
AT

S.

Flour,

W. S.

N. B.

Order Slate at F. F.
and Cross Streets.

W. L.

Hale’s,

Comer of Free
de20 tf

KEILEK,

Fresco

H.

Watches,

Diamonds,

Loam*..,

Bed

Palest

Chairs, Ace.
repairing neatly done.

Ea-

LIBERAL

public

ON

to

W*A1I kinds ol
boxed and matted.

Furni-

or/.*)-’fi'Ji' TASt 1

nie

SHORT

next

mrl2-d3m

in

-■

Italian & American

Marble,

OArt3l9CON(iBI»ll 8TBEET,
Yard

43 PREBLE 8TBEET.

bond a good as-oriinent of Italian
and americac Murlde, and will receive orders to
cul to size all kinds of Monumental stock, at prices
that will not mil to be satisfactory to all marble tvoik-

SHALL

keep

uug22_

irs.

lucnaruNon,

mu

«

t;o.,

BANKERS,
No.

Sears Building,

3

Bl'glNBM
Bought
Cory oration Loan s negotiated.
PAPEK

Boston.

and

sold,

and

DEPOSITS received, subject to check at sight,
iut trest on daily balances credited.montbly.

COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.
ADVANCES made on approved ollaterals.
OHDKKS for Bonds and all llrst-class securities
executed on commission.
dec22
eoddu_,

WILLIAM

A. H

VANS,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
FORT FAIRFIELD.
tf
Jyl
_
Notice.
II
and Funeral Wreaths
and
Brattle at., Alao Hair Work done to order,
instruction* given. Satisfaction guaranteed.
aitfodlw

BKIDAL

Preserved,jit

FISHERMEN !
TWINES AND NETTING,
K. HoA'p'kr % SOIfS.
Send
price-list.
lor
*

yli

Muliimore, liltl.
_

dly

been

mb

■■MtijiL. ijvuwiB

R1.i'?i,f£C.92',“'

For Sale

FOR SALE ON STATE STREET.

or

Commercial st.
Possession given immediately,
mh2-dti

gonlity,

9 Clapp’s Block'
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

Jewelry

and Fine Watches.

ABWEB LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents fsr Howard Watch Company.

Muofutareni of Trunks, Valises and

On

Monday

and

Tuesday,

DURAN A JOHNSON, 171 Middle and
116 Federal Streets.

Masons and Builders.
W. E. REDLOW, 933 1-9 Congress St.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Weather

A

LARGE

NEW

STYLES

Photographers.

attended to.

lia St*.

Beal Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange
Street.
ORO. R. DAYIS A Co.. No. 301 1-9 Congress Street.

M. PEARSON, No. 99 Temple St., near
Coagreu. All kind* of Silver aad Plated
Ware Repaired.

♦

Silver and Plated Ware.
Schools.
ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL, 430
Cengress Street.

Made

Suits,

SATIN

PLAIN

Stair Builder.
LIBBY, 17 1-9 Uaiea Street,

ap

stairs.

Watches, Jewelry, Ac.
J. AMBROSE MERRILL, No. 139 Middle Street.
J. W. A M. M. MCDUFFBE, Cor. Middle
A Union Sts.

SPRING

STRIPED,

Buff, Blouse

WHITE
and

at

price,

Linen,

SUMMER FASHIONS

Embroidered and Plain,

Yarden” Polonaise,
GOODS, “Dolly
Seersucker and Print

-OF THE-

BEST

lower than h

Wrappers,

-AND-

1873.

We have Just received from

MME. DEMOREST’S

more

They

~

QUALITY,

WHITE

H. A.

BOSWORTH’S,

146

SUITS.

Emporium

Exchange

New

St.

chart notice, ia any etyle,

aba keep

..It ...

on

hand

oar

House Keeping
April

16U__

(woods,

No Trouble to Show Goods

NEW

employ,

A tcit mr

T»

..,1

a

1I.V1. j.j

v.

and Children's Dress, Graded in Various
Sizes, put
up in Illustrated Envelopes, with full directions for
Making, Trimming, etc., etc,; and so accurately cut
and notched that any novice can put them
together.
Patterns seut by Mail, post-free from auy of the
Branches.

Trimmed and Plain Patterns at greatly reducrd
Prices.

S. W. Eaton Sc

oha tt xjo

a. a

Eastman Brothers,
332

Street.

Congress

April 18—tf

k

Agent

Weed

GUILD & DELANO,

An

9 Winter St., Boston, mass
eod2wapr27

our

Undoubted
PAYING

BLACK SILKS

Son,

the State of Maine for the

on

-AT-

Ex-

THAN

change Street, to

Street,

(near union,)
shall with Increased facilities, keep

Where we
stock of Butter,

Apples, Peas,
»p22»nlw-oslw«

Normal

EASTMAN BROS.,

a large
Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beans, Dried

AARON R.

ALDRICH & CO.

School Building.

PROPOSALS, directed to the Governor
and endorsed "Sealed Proposals," will be received at the Council Chamber, Augusta, nntil May 1,
1872, for the erection and completion of the Normal
School building at Castine, including Muting apPlans and specifications may be seen at
astlne nntli April 23d, and subsequently at the SecIn Augusta. Two plans have been
Office
retary’s
fund.bed and blda are invited upon each. The ordihas been pledged by Castine. Work
furnltnre
nary
to be completed before December 1, 1872.
E. G. HARLOW,)
C. M. POWERS. } Committee.

339 CONGRESS ST.
ai>30tf

Ssratns.

t

m.&a.p7darijng

FRED. N.

MIDDLE ST.

DOW,)

apll-dJtw tmayl
I

Thread, Malta and French Laces
Gimps and Buttons, Ornaments and Frogs for

Sacques, Fringes
for trim-

mings, (in all colors,) Collars,
Bows and Scarls, Bonnets ant |
Hats.

All to be sold st the lowest prices.

ap27dlw then eodlw_
Gig Saw For Sale.
GOOD Gate Saw, nearly new. Enquire or at
dress LITTLE ?fELD & WILSON, Cor. Yor It
)a31tf
a ad Maple s

wlS

No. 12 Pine Street,
New York, April 15,1872.
The quarterly Gold Coupon maturing May 1st on
the First Mortgage 8 per cent. Gold Sinking Fund
Bonds of the Logansport, Crawfordsville & Southwestern Railway of Indiana, will be paid on or after
that date at our office.
JONES * SCHUYLER,
Financial Agents of the Company.
ap22d&w2w-wl7

Bible Society of Maine.
annual meeting of this
society, for the election
of officers for the
THE
ensuing year, will be held

Thursday May 2, 1872, at 7* Jclock p. m., at the
Young Men’s Christian Association Rooms. All

paying their annual assessment,
interested are
members

apl8td

and others

invited to attend.
W. H. HOBBS, Rec. Sec’y,

^

Miss A.. B. WORTH
Having taken

SEALED

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

Needles, Tuckers, Oilers, Stc.,

NO.

38

rooms

ed.
Will also sell patterns to those who
may
purchase of her.
myl*lni

wish t<

Dissolution.

of F. C. POPI
& CO., is this day dissolved
by mutual consent. Th<
affairs of the late firm will be settled
by F. C. Pop<
at their late place of business.

Windham, April 20,

firm

OLIVER POPE,
JOSEPH POPE,
ROBERT POPE,
F. C. POPE.
ap30d cod lw Aw wll

1872.

FOR

name

SALE 1

account of ill

first class boardini
health,
house of 46 rooms,
ON
Beacon Hill, Boston, estab
lislied
Also
a

on

twenty-one years.
the West end, both on lease,
or address, E. S. B. Co., No.

1._

of 12 rooms, a
and at low rent. Appl'
70 Tremont St., Boston
one

d2wapr2

To Traders!
RARE chance for Business—Store, Dwellinj
House, Lot Land and Barn for sale or to let
near Portland, on line Railroad.
Apply at 14 Ex
ap30dlw
change st.

Registered Coupon

Logansport,

Bonds

EIGHT AND TEN PER CENT.

the Investment.

Crawfordsville

and
of In-

diana.

HE
copartnership heretofore existing between F
T„„
C.
Pope, Isaiah Pope, Oliver Pope, Robert Pojm
and

Joseph Poi»e under the

on

Sale*

ILLINOIS
BONDS.

FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND GOLD
RONDS OF THE

HIGH STREET,

of cutting and fitting dresses, woulc
respectfully invite ladies to call from 9 a. m. to 6 p.
m., and see the late style patterns she has just receiv-

A

9 1*2 Per Cent,

For

ah25dlw

AND

South-Western Railway

at

For the purpose

Room

GOVERNMENT

THEY BEAR 8 PER CENT. GOLD

INTEREST,

PAYABLE
QUARTERLY IN NEW YORK, FREE
OF GOVERNMENT TAX, AND
ARE COUPON AND REGISTER-

Principal and Interest paid at American Exchange
Bank, Mew York, January and July, by State
Treasurer.

bonds will bear the most critical examination, and they especially commend themselves to
Banks
ana Trustees as a safe and permaSavings
These

nent investment.

They comprise the only debt in the State of Illiprovided for by State taxation. Send for descriptive documents to

nois

WM, E. WOOD, Agent,
67 Exchange Street
ap2T__
THE NEW

PANTALOON

STUFFS

—AT—

ED,
The Bsue is limited to $16,300 per mile, in denominations of $1,000, $500 and $100.
This road, 02 miles
affords the shortest existing outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne,
and intermediate points for the celebrated Block and Bituminous Coals of Parke County, as,
also, for the large surplus products of the rich agricultural and mineral section of the State which it traverses.
For the present we are offering these Bonds at 95
and accrued interest in currency, or will exchange
them for Government Bonds, or other marketable securities, at the rifles of the day.
Further and full particulars, with pamphlets and
famished by us on personal or written appli-

long,

Logansport,

maps,

137

BECKETT’S,
MIDDLE STREET,

attention of the public, klso the
worthy
goods Just received for BUSINESS SUITS and all
other kinds of garments for gentlemen’s wear.
Please cull and see them.
the

are

W. C.
ap27-3w

BECKETT, Merchant

FINANCIAL AGENTS OF
mchl9d*w3m

w!2

Tailor.

137 Middle St., Portland, Me.

For Philadelphia.

Jones & Schuyler,
N*. 19 Pine St„ New Vnk.

C.

W.

Despatch
j

Line.

Puckett Schooner

Emcline

Mclaln,
-

THE
%

COMPANY

JaUME.

ap27-3t

Sec. 38. In all cases where a lien Is givunder sections thirty and thirty-two. the
persons or corporations having such lien, may
sell such animal or animals at public auction,
in the town or city where such animal was
found or is detained, after giving the party
claiming or owning the same three days’ notice in writing;or in case such party cannot be
found, then by publishing notice of the time and
place of sale three times in any newspaper
printed in the county where such animal was
found or detained; and from the proceeds of
such sale, may deduct all costs, charges and
expenses, and a reasonable compensation for
trouble in the matter, and hold the balance,
en

if any, for and pay over the same, on demand, to the party or parties owning the
said animal or animals, or his or their legal

representatives.

Sec. 34 It shall be the duty of all sheriffs, deputy sheriffs, police officers and constables, to prosecute all violations of the provisions of sections twenty-eight and twentynine, which shall come to their notice or
knowledge; and all tines collected for each
violation shall be paid over to the treasurer
of the city or town where the offence for
which the fine is imposed, was committed;
and in case a society should be formed in
such
city or town for the prevention of cruelty to animals, then such fines shall inure and
be paid over to such society, in aid of the benevolent objects for which it shall have been

formed.
Sec. 36. The municipal and police courts
and trial justices in this State shall have concurrent jurisdiction with the supreme judicial court of all offences described in sections
twenty-eight and twenty-nine of this chapter

literarv and artistic club

A sad tale comes from Iowa of a man who,
after safely swallowing a five-franc piece, a
closed pocket-knife and a coffee spoon, killed

New Yobk, April 29, 1872.
I told you in my last that the “Liberal’
movement, as far as New York was concernel, was an anti-Murphy raid. The Tribune

—the

a new

Thackeray.

himself at last in a vain effort to

digest a pipe.

—Miss Amanda Way was licensed to preach
by the Methodist Church in Winchester, Indiana, and delivered her first sermon in that
city a few Sabbaths ago.
Eli Perkins, of the Commercial Advertieer,

is

guilty of the following squibs:
Capital offence—They are going to make it
a capital offence for one man to
elope with
another man’s wile in California. It always
was a capital offence here, if the man’s wife
pretty 1

Self-possession—The editor
a jackass.

of the Lou.

Cur. Journal owns

TJie Kentucky legislature, in order to checli
the practice of opium eating in that State,
has passed a bill that on suitable affidavit,
any person who, through excessive use ol
opium, arenic, hasheesh or any drug has
become incompetent to manage himself or his
estate, may be confined in an asylum and
placed under guardianship, as in the case of
drunkards or lunatics.
An enormous crocodile captured near Unyanyembe, Central Africa, last month, was
cut open, and the bones of a man, a wallet
containing pawn tickets, a Geneva watch and
chain, together

with several

manuscript

let-

ters to the New

Fork Herald found in its
stomach.
There is now a vacancy in the
Herald’s foreign staff. None need apply who
object to Africa or the East river.
Miss Helen Ludlow, sister of the late Fitz
Hugh Ludlow, is the latest accession to female journalism in New York.
An advertisement from the Allentown, Pa..
Chronicle reads: **If the middle-aged party
who spoke to a young lady at Centre Square

will find something to his advantage meet his
eye. Address Pugilisticus, Box 1001.”
It is under-, od that but for an unfortunate
habit of eating with his knife, which Mr.
Samuel Bowles acquired in early life, he
would have been given a foreign appointment
by General Grant. European aristocrats are
absurdly fastidious on the subject, though it
was tolerated in General Cass, who defends
it in his reminiscences of his mission to
France. As it is hardly probable that Mr.
Adams, if he should be nominated and elected, would be more lenient as regards the manner in which Mr. Bowles conveys his food to
his mouth, the support the Springfield Republican gives the Massachusetts candidate
is all the more generous.
AND

FASHIONS,

Men laughed, when wearing Pig-tails was the rale.
Atone who wore no Pig-tall aa a fool.
She that hair-powder, patches,
pain, eschewed,
Wae hinny to the female multitude.
When womankind their waists made long or short.
Whose waist was Nature’s waist, she moved their

eport.
days of Crinoline’s extent immense,
Attired in skirts of just circumference,
Amid the modish throng if one appeared,
In

The others at her for a “dowdy" sneered.
Now Chignons are in vogue they deem her odd
Who fails to pile the fashionable wad
Aloft, like towers of Cybeie, and groan
Beneath a load of hair that’s not her own.
The crowd, their ears with pendants who adorn,
A lady without earrings hold in scorn;
Who fish-bones through their nostrils thrust,
those
%
The fair who wears no fish-bone in her nose.

never

tires of

promulgating

so

who smells

ask him to prothe name of the Portland Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
nounce

MURPHY AND

inven-

O’BRIEN—AN

ALLEGED

ADMINIS-

TRATION SCHEME.

It is reported in this city—and the story is
said to cornu from trustworthy sources in Washington—that a plan has been arranged between
ex-Collector Murphy and the Administration
leaders on the one hand, and Senator O'Brien
and his supporters on the other, by which, in
consideration of supporting O’Brien for Mayor
in the cotniug election, the Custom-house
party
is to have the control of the city patronage duriug the Presidential campaign. This arrangement, it is said, was consummated during a recent visit of Mr. Murphy to Washington, and
the first result of it was seen on his return to
Albany in the adoption of the new Charter.
It will be remembered that there was a sudden
chanre in tactics at Albany, and the report of
the Conference Committee was unexpectedly
agreed to, the Senate receding from its former
position. The plan of future operations is
reported to have been arranged as follows:
As soon as the new charter becomes a law,
either by lapse of time, the approval of the
Governor, or its passage over his veto, the Administration organ in this city will suggest Mr.
O’Brien as the best man for the Democrats to
nominate, he being a leading “Reformer,” and
a
“popular and talented young Irishman.’’
This, it is thought, will induce the Apollo
Hall wing of the Democrats to nominate Mr.
O’Brien, and in the demoralized condition of
Tammany, the support of the Custom-house
politicians, it is nelieved, would reuder his
election almost certain. In return for Customhouse support the new Mayor, according to the
alleged bargain, is to give Mr. Murphy the
management of the city machinery during the
Presidential campaign, to be used for the Administration and against the Liberal Republican candidate.
This arrangement it made under the supposition tliat no regular Democratic
candidate will be in the field. In this way, it
is thought, the city can be carried for the Custom-house candidate. Senator Wilson is mentioned as knowing of the existence of the bargain, and regarding it as a shrewd maneuver.
President Grant is said to have met Mr. O’Brien at Long Bunch with Mr.
Murphy, and
to regard him as one of the ablest and most
excellent men in the country.
Mark you, “It is reported”—“It Is said”—
it is thought”—“it is

believed—“alleged”—

“mentioned.”
Ko nocoAil

The story is mild enough to

mins

WITH A. SMILE OF

INCREDULITY

And yet it will find believers.

It is printed
Tribune, and there are people who
take every thing for granted that
appears in

in the

that sheet.

The article belongs to a class of sensation
paragraphs, with which ingenious and not
over scrupulous journalists
delight to startle
their readers. The “general political news’
column is nothing U not exciting. To give
spice to it, it becomes necessary sometimes to
introduce scenery, actors and dialogues for
dramatic effect. This is_done in the present
instance very clearly, and hundreds of people
will be asking each other to-day, whether it is
a

fact that President Grant has joined hands

O’BRIEN, THROUGH MURPHY
carrying New York City next
fall.
By to-morrow, the rumor will have
hardened into certainty, and a week
hence,
WITH

with the idea of

Tribune will have scored

against that dreadful Mur-

phy.
Contradiction, however strong, or from
Whatever quarter, hasn’t the slightest effect.
The fact that the fiction is an absurdity on its
face—that such

—and if it

a

could,

coalition couldn’t be made
would

injure both parties,
does not serve to shake, in the least
degree,
the faith of the reader who “saw it in his
paper.”
Just such fabulous stories have been circulated ever since the political campaign gave

signs
more

of opening and will travel more and
frequently and rapidly for the ensuing

six months.

Or else we mourn some great good passed away,
And in the shadow of oar grief shut in.
Refuse the lesser good we yet might win,
The offered peace and gladness of to-day.

some new

tion of ingenious politicians, intended to show
what suble combinations this dreadful conspirator is forming. Here is its latest fulmination, which appeared this morning.

all believers in the

—Punch.

man

refuted.

up another crime

It is

of no use to track and

hunt them down.

So through the chambers of our life we pass.
And leave them one by one, and never stay,
Not knowing how much pleasantness there was
In each, until the closing of the door
Has sounded through the house, and died away.
And in our hearts we sigh “Forever more.”

Animals.

Sewing Machine

MORE INCOME

old stand

No. 163 Commercial

60 PEE CENT.

mal for the same.

Our New York Letter.
The Tribune Tactics—How its fictions becoms
facts—The last rumor about Murphy and
O’ Brien—A story a thousand times told,

Chapter 124 of the Revised Statutes of
Maine relating to Cruelty to

Machines of all kinds Repaired.

Security,

■

While you are stamping
out one falsehood, half a dozen fresh ones
will spring up.
It is the penalty of public
station to be mis-represented and lied about.
I never realized so
ROOT

I did

completely what

A CALUMNY WILL TAKE

week ago, when a gentleman of the
in the financial world, and a
supporter of the administration—an earnest,
honest and influential man too—remarked,
as

a

highest standing

St., Portland, maine.

for

“totals,

any provisions of the
for every such twenty-ninth section,
violation, forfeit and
pay a penalty of one hundred dollars.
Sec. 32. Any person may take
charge of
any animal whose owner has abandoned It
or is failing to properly take care and
provide
for it, and may famish the same with
proper
care at the owner’s
and
nourishment
shelter,
expense, and shall have a lien on such ani-

shall,

_._

Carlyle dislikes Disraeli. He calls the wily
politician one who has the consciousness of
being a charlatan.

Send for Catalogue, mailed free.

133 Middle

nrr a htt o

rAionii x

...

Af all

AT OUR USUAL LOW PRICES.

CALL AND SEE

be

am.

Goods,

—AND—

large .tack of

a

Dress

AMD

figures.

—Commercial Advertiser.

We Blight the gifts that
every season bears,
And let them fell unheeded from our
grasp;
In oar great eagerness to reach and clasp
The promised treasure of the coming year;

♦

hare

ae we

Fashions.

of

ACCURATE PATTERNS

SHAWLS!

ex-

eaa

When yoa ri.it Boetoa, pleam gire

Portland Agricultural Warehouse
and Seed Store.

not be denied that Nast's admirable sketches
are as effective in their
way as the polished
and elegant efforts of the accomplished editor.

“degree of humidity” of any
like the city agency, is to

CHOICE INVOICE OF

A

as

high tone of the editorials of Geo. W. Curtii
in Harper’s Weekly. It is the
duty of a jour
nal to cater, within the limits of
propriety,
to the various tastes of its readers, and it can-

The latest popular method of testing the

IN" e w Y ork

—ALSO—

re

are

caetomer te

carefklly. They

Boanling. ready far

Orchard Grass,
850 bushels Seed Oats,
700 bushels Two-Rowed Barley,
190 bushels Buckwheat,

caricatures

Transcript criticises Nast’i
in strange contrast with th<

-_

CHILDREN'S

handred to two

one

practical Biamond Better, ia

350 bushels

thirteen ministers who had been
spanked ir
infancy, for spanked read sprinkled.

FKIOHTS

LAWNS,

Blay

regard-

in a blue bonnet will call upon her brother he

ABNEB LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.

—OF—

-AND-

FRESH

enabled ■*

we are

meetly nneel, enabling the

and

Strips.

A. 8. DATES A CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
J. H. LAWSON, 139 Middle St., cor. Cron.

VARIETY

He is now

An Eastern exchange has this erratum:
“In our paragraph yesterday concerning

was

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.
SMALL A KNIGHT, We. 134 Exchange
Street.

Sllrer Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

April 33 and 33.

strong pull” therefrom.
rising man.

a

Carpet-Bags.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.
P. FEENY, Cor. Cumberland aad Frank-

WILL OPEN

AND

,

three tbeaeand dollar..

amine them

Millet,

Silks

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
J. F, SHERRY, Wo.

rery large Hack af BIAHOSBS .f

We have this day removed from

t

!• «rd«r.

Jobking promptly

BROS.,

A citizen of Gosport, the other night, mis
took his wife’s yeast bottle for his favorit*
“little brown jug,” and took a “long pullanc

London has

Plumbers.

EASTMAN

The Webster place, in Marshfield, Mass., ii
advertised to be sold at auction for non-pay
meut of taxes.

Furniture and Upholstering.

DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kiads of Upkols . ring and Repairing

JAMES MELLEH,Wo. 91 Federal Street.
Ktc.IT description of Water Fixtures arranged and set np fas the best manner.

MILLINERY.

removTl

fine assortment

BENI. ADAMS, cor. Exckasge and Federal Streets.
HOOPER Sc EATON, Old Post OBce,
Exchange Street.
I.. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street.
Upbolstering done to order.

in

OPENING.

6 South Street

ranging ia price from

or

apSd

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.

lot

they stand.
Enquire of A. E. STEVENS & CO., 146 and 148

days.

The Boston

Sreet and 48 Market St.

Summer Bonnets,

We hare diamond., in pair, and eingly,

nl at

13 1-4 Free St.

WALTER COBEY Sc CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Street.
OEOBOB A. WHITNEY, No. 36 Exckange St. Upkolsteving of all kinds
done to order.

Imitation Japanese Suits,

eke red in tbie city for eon. e year..

•ad

Portland, April, 1872.

Dentists.
JOHNSON, No

Cloaks

LOTHROF,DEVEWS A CO., 01 Kxbnags

BONNETS.

sex

a

To Lease.

house and store,
heated throughout
by steam with very little expense. Also, tlje stock which was bought before the
l ate rise. It is one of the best and most desirable
chances for safe Investment in trade in Portland.
For ftirther particulars call on the premises, No 32
St. Lawrence street, of
J. J. GILBERT.
P. 8—All who have demands against me will present them for payment, and persons owing me will
rod
please call and settle.
mchl9tf

»-

H#ve received from New York,

or

d~hN account of poor health, my
"

that defy competition.

STAIRS.

For sale at lowest market

me

luim-uwui.

ureeiy in^■K^SiEsIstitute situated here, where all
“children anu youth” in town are admitted
frte, and
can obtain a claslcal education.
Said form contains
88 acres clay loam land, well adapted for
grass and
grain, suitably divided into pasture and tillage; cuts
28 tons hay. Never-ikiling brook in
pasture. Has
an orchard of 80 fruit
trees, half young. Two story
House and ell, finished throughout; Barn40x56, nearly new, well finished with collar frill size, cistern in
same.
Never failing well of excellent soft water near
the house. Also cistern in cellar. 6 acres ol wood in
separate lot. Good bargain may be expected il apFor term* apply on the ipremises to
OLIVER 8. COLLINS, Cumberland Centre, Me.
April 8th, 1872.
ap9deodlw& wtf
wlS

We offer them geode, in OOLB, at price,

bushels Western Timothy.
2500 bushels unhulled Canana Timothy,
900 sacks Red Top,
12 tons New York and Western Clover,
175 bags Alsike Clover,
26 ) bushels Hungarian Grass Seed.

A

a

the Prat

GRASS SEED.

and

--__

ladies of Portland that their exhi-

NOTICE !

tiee ia BnrOpC wherehy
offer

3200

165

Farm for Sale.
Pleasantly situated near the Vili/Sk-t*g® of Cumberland Centr e ,104 miles
from Portland. Church, Stores and
g

We hard made arrangement. with par

SOUL CHARMING,”
may fascinate and gain the love
\nd affections of any i>erson they choose, instantly,
This simple mental acquirement all can possess, free
by mall, for 25 cents, together with a marriage guide
Egyptian Oracle, Dreams. Hints to Ladies, &c. A
queer exciting book. 100,000 sold. Address T. William & Co., Pub’s, Phila.
ap2t4w

150 bushels

P®*4
Building large and In
good condition. ‘‘rma,1,fr“it;
Inquire of Capt. C. H. SMITH, on
the premises, or of the •ubscrlber.
ap26d&w3w-w!8
ELIHP HASTY, Portland.

com-

-AT-

have associated ourselvei
of an Aactisi
nnd CommimioB business under the nameof|J. S
BAILEY & CO., and will give prompt attention tc
all business entrusted to us. We have leased store
No 22 Exchange street, the first below Merchants'
Exchange, and sliail be in nossessiou about the first
of May; until then can be found in the office over it.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
GEORGE W. PARKER.
Portland, April 11, 1872.
aplldis tmyl

on

For Sale.

0f

V!^?.t,T

Velvet

vn

DIAMONDS.

the

*‘T>SYCHOMANCY,

F. BYMONDS, India St.
dyed and Snisked.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.

ecres

The sensation in
Columbus, Ohio, is th
discovery that the famous Adair Liquor las
is imperfect, inasmuch as the
enacting claus.
of the law reads:
“Be it enacted by th.
State of Ohio,” instead of “Be it enacted
b;
the General Assembly of the State of
Ohio,’
as the Constitution
prescribes. The ques
tion as to whether the error makes the lav
invalid or not will be tested within a fev

ADVANCE.

ot »uch
sWn8^’ ,?.rv.persou in char?e
who shall violate

1

News, Gossip and Editorial Notes.
Nbw York papers speak of Boston as 1
little suburb of the Coliseum.” The
greei i
eyed monster is rampant.

ed as a

Dye-House.

eod3m

»p30

undersigned
WE together
for tne transaction

JL How either

Farm

noitf

New Gloucester, 3-4 mile from Pownal
Station;
INcontains
120
good land, large orchard, mi

Ready

Gatley, Sheridan & Griffiths.

Copying and enlarging done to order

Wholesale Dealers

Portland. Nov T. 187*.

LADIES’

-m.

-FOB-

21 Union,

Street.,

TTT?
_-

JEWETT,

King*!

and Builders.

WHITNEY Sc MEANS, Pearl Street,
op.
p—ite Park.

R. F.

Better and Cheaper than Brick.
Orders left »t

below the Post Office,

Middle

59

W^B.

nice selection of

and

Carpenters

FOB

EXPRESSLY FOR THE RETAIL TRARE,
CONSTANTLY ON
are

Lets aad Ferase fer Sale.
He would rear parties abroad to the
following
named geutlmfio ol this city: Hen. Geo. F.
shepley, Hon. A.
Clapp, Hon. Benjamin
bury, Jr., Hoi. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,

Bleaehery.

SAWYER Sc CO., Bleaeben, If«. 131
Middle Street*

PB. W. R.

Plain, Striped and Glace Mohair,

STREETS.

(PORTLAND, MB.

~~HUNT &

goods,

PRICES!

SIDEWALKS, .DRIVES. YARDS,
GARDENS, WALKS AND

Harness,

No 152 Middle Street.

All the new styles, Berlins, Bern brants, MedaMion.
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and tbe retouched
card, bv which new process we get rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperfections of the akin
Call and judge tor yourselves.
Moffo-Good work nl Moderate PricA iui to PleuHe.
es.
may 20

or

Bonne! and Hat

PRESS

THURSDAY MORNING, MAY 2, 1878

—AND—

"

ENTRANCE

MOTOtlRAPHfiR,

fresh stock

Concrete Pavement

Heavy Harness,
CarryaU Harness,
Light Double Harness,

Our Booms

JERRI8,

Henaea,

ap3-lm

HANR.

IlTLA .fl SOM,

formerly occupied by
3. UPTON,

-AT-

MARE

uncled

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Boom 11, Printer's
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMAUI, Sc SHACRFORD, No. 33 Plnm
Street.

Real Estate and Loan Agent

Will take place on Thursday, Stay 9d, at their
rooms, No. 7 Clapp's Block, Congress st.
ap29dlw

APPROVAL

in

Harness,
Express Harness,

Double

cn8c-

—in—

customers and the

Street.

locations in

Goods Procured

Business

Heavy

IF2K. H.

Miss E. D. CLARK,

WARE,

of the best

^sr,prcutoa^dfwe>t J1KC";

Which will be sold at

Our facilities in these spacious rooms enable us tc
manufacture and display our harness to great advantage,and we propose to otter ourcuBtomers inducements that will pay them the trouble of one flight ol
stairs
Please remember we manufacture every harness
we offer for sale, and hold ourselves responsible for

OF

Mattbkbs is,

J.

SILVER

one

on

Mrs. I. P. JOHNSON, and

Spring

Pa^

one

and desirable shapes in

Would inform the
bition of

W.

on

call the attention ot her former patrons and

a

°o°-

Houses, No. 99 State street, and the
TWO
the rear,
Vernon Court, together with the
which

TRUE,

store

&

Q°rfaam’ ”

STAIRS),

our

Booksellers and Stationers.
MOYT, roes Sc BREED, No. »1 Middle

8

To JLet.

or

For Sale.

a

Stocks of Harness
this State,

Largest

Nos. 31 & i3 Free Street,

HrDauough

Son,

Emery, Waterhouse & Co.,

Where we invite all
examine one of the

UPHOb 8TE RER
Parlor Suits, Lounges, Spring Bids,

F. LATIfBB.

ERY !

MBS. A.

JEWELRY,

Manufacturers,

(XT I?

nOOPEIl,

MANUFACTURES

YORK BRANCH.
335 Congress St.

CORNER MIDDLE AND MARKET STS.,

Jy13dtf__
J,

endless variety.

mvldlw__

would
the

BRIGGS/Ew^

Sale

mTlunery.

Painter, Pleasure Harness,

Schumacher Bros, 5 D earing Block

at

an

Having refitted his store and pat In a new and fresh FRENCH FLOWERS & FACES.
stock, la now ready to see bis customers and show
Orders for mourning will receive particular attenthem a fine line of
tion.
mayld3t

GOOD STOCK AND WORKMANSHIP.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

PASSAMENTARIE,
In

Also

and Custom Made.

RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.

FRINGES,
GIMPS, and

HATS

All of Home Manufacture

JOSTr

SILK

aim suit-mixeu Laces.

maae

generally, to her
public
all the new

SADDLE

Harness

Next above

FRESCO PAINTER

Offioe

GIG

DAVIS,

no2”

uiitcume

prising

Entrance 59 Middle Street,

Merchants,

In every style and shape.
FRENCH FLOWERS* Beal Ostrich Tipi
and Pompons In great variety.
Also GRO GRAIN RIRRONS In the most
exauirite shades; boiled and plain Ribbons, in al
widths and colors. All retailing at wholesale prices.

of ten

Middle & Union Sts.

-AND-

38 SOUTH CANAL STREET,
B- W G AG
I r\Li„a
C. F. Davis. } Chicago,
flllpRa-ft
J. W. Tillson, 206 State st., Boston. V'illdlgUs

English Braids,
Imitation Leghorns,
Ac, dec.

Having removed to the

DYER, AGENT,

Repairing.

Sorrill’s Corner

£untpo°frt^nTdlngth:“tai;,“l*ib,e*tock-801,1

Straws,

Mias S. F.

Dunn &

J?rtP.

of E

or

A P<5?ii?fI0? store

IK

MILL]

979 MIDDLE ST.

ap5d4w

Grain and Provision

GEORGE D.

Term

CORNER

This machine will fasten off each end of the sewing
before the work leaves the machine. It will darn
nicely. The best kind of Stamping is done at this
place for Braiding. Needles, Shuttles, Bsbbisi
for all kinds of Machines, (Jetton and Silk ol
all colors and sizes. These machines are sold on
weekly instalments, or on the work plan.

Counsellor

Commission

Summer

MAINE.

SARGENT,

Which makes Four Different '^Stitche*, and has the
REYER8ABLE FEED.

stocks,or the dwelling house and
alone- Inquire by mail on the

k^^&n^Uth

French Chips,

Blue,

Florence Sewing Machine,

LAW!

GAGE &

Inland

NEW

DYER,

for Sewing Machines.

W. C. CORR, No. 19 Pearl St.

"* a

& Turbans.

ALSO

OF

Henry

No. IS Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Hass.
Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court. U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Ginery Twichell.jn3-Cm

Hats, Bonnets

iuzuia

AMD

THOMAS H. TALBOT,
(Late Assistant Attorney General, (J. S.)

LEGHORN

McDUFFEE,

^“Particular attention paid to collecting.
jan24-ly

and

MAINE.

The Florence Sewing Machine Company
have taken the store formerly occupied by Henry
Dunn, where can be seen the

BROKERS,

REAL

febl»

It E M 0 Y A L
W.

Co.,

H.

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

aplO

434

PHILADELPHIA.

H.

Machines sold an Monthly Instalments.
^“Machine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidery and Braiding done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and examine our “Medium Machine.”

Agency

W. ». DYER, No. 179 Middle St. All
Us4s of Machines for sale and to lot.

Bakers.

M^"1

premises,

April 33, m3.
It has the advantage of an entirely new building, Hamburg Edgings,
the most delightful locality and
French and German Corsets,
surroundings, and
the finest corps of teachers of any similar school In
the country.
Hosiery,
Send for catalogues or address the principal,
Silk and Lisle Grloves,
ALDEN J. BLETHKN.
March ll-d2m
At prices defying competition.
Kin GLOVES, Kin GLOVES.
New shades, beautiful stales, best makes, in one, two
and three buttons, plain and fancy
stitched,for ladies,
gents, misses and children; color to match every suit,
sizes to fit every hand and at prices which undersell
everybody, from 30cts up to 02.40 per pair. We are
the sole agents for the Josephine Seamless Kids.

2,000!

ewsewnl

•dated With leaae.
GKO. R. RATIO & CO.,
BMmle * n#rt*“*r

suiUbie

on

5

nw

desired, en Ini
Pertland, Cape Elbe.
*"> "«krwk. ar Reeriag. Partiee de*ir*Ba •*
baildiag can aka be ocmm>

For

....

School will open lie
THIS
weeks,

report indicates how well the Singer Sewing machine maintains it early and well earned
popularity.
We invite all those that are about purchasing s
Sewing Machine to call at

'• »*r

or

THE—

—AT

School for Boys!

FABMINGTON,

OTHERS

ALL

W#*

Avenue Horse R. R;
of the kit ?£??•
Ula P1*®®- Tb® I®* contains
two ,torF house 23 by 24
feot^mVr
A small Green House and
Oflke
Tli 'l?bouse
b>'^«et-,
and laud will be sold with

N. Y. BRANCH.

WILLOWS,

At Little

were

181,260.

Loan tl l

GRAND OPENING

A CCOMMODATIONS and facilities strictly firatTURQUOISE BIIjKS, something new for hat
Superior advantages in Modem Languages and dress trimmings.
Musk:.
COLORED GRO GRAIN SILKS,
Spring Term commences April 2d, 1172.
Crapes, Illusions, Blond Laces, Ac. All at popular
For Circulars address the Principal.
prices.
HISS L. G. BELCHES.
March 21-eod A w4w*
BOHAN SASHES, Plaid and Striped Sash
Ribbons. Also Black and Colored Gro Grains, Fancy Ties and Bows, all at bottom prices.
ABBOTT
REAL HALTA LACES. Just received
500 pieces; all new patterns, and
positively Belling
less than importer’8 prices.

IMPROVED

ATWELL Sc CO., 174 1-9 Middle St. Advertise meats inserted in papers in Maine
■•4 tbroaghoat the ceantry nl the publishers’ lowest rates.

Deering Block, Portland

xx class.

“THE SINGER”

1871

y

to

P*»F»»d I* Imi mur ii

THE

Advertising Agents.

8

For Salp.
T***?and Buildings connected
24mUMtwL £°®?;tedat “on™'* Corner, Dee ring,

and

This

carefully

THE

FARMINGTON,

IOt» EXCHANGE ST.,

Every Description of work promptly and
executed, and at the lowest prices.
ap22 tc

AT

CO..

1,260.

ap!2tf

Printer,

Gimps, Trimming t

Respectfully

Morazain,

18B«._oc4dly

spUNo- 1©3 middle at., Portland.

18

Sc

BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

FAMILY SCHOOL
FOR GIRLS,

VELA Y.

BUSINESS DIR ECTOR Y.

one

Box

you

*

MARKS,

HEAVY

PERPLEXITY, FRETFULNESS

No. 4

EOgENgTEIlJ,

T>ROF. J. C. L. MORAZAIN and wife haring taken
X a convenient bona* In the city, are prepared to receive a* hoarder!, a few young ladies desirous of aconitine a theoretical and practical knowledge of the
French language.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown. J. W. Symonds,
Esq., C. F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.
Apply from one r. u. to three o’clock r. m., at 2
Appleton Block, Congress St., or In writing P. O.

OPERATION.

COARSE

examine Goods and Prices.

Teacher of the French Language.

DURABLE,
NOT

•!

2!

w*

FROM PARIS,

YET—

—AND

call and

BE

EFFECTITE and PRACTICAL,

ready

m

MAY

7

EDUCATIONAL.

Sewing Machine,

AS

EASY OF

JOHISO^

& Job

$20,000

Also a large and fine assortment of Hosiery.

Jules Ch. L.

Yerantile in Fncilitiea and d jjsihnfsr

VET

|y Please

T.

TERMS 88.00
88 on m
PEE ANNUM. IN

BULLETIN.

LOBESF8TE1K,

of all kinds.

1872.

Geo. R. J>jyis & f;«

G

Fancy Goods, Beal Sc Imitation Laces, Fringes

j

The work can be taken out and mads at bosn.
To those not having Sewing Machines and Intastd
big to purchase, we would suggest the probability < <
our giving more
practical aaaistanee toward the sdtc
machine, from tkt Met of having naa
of,a good
all kinds,
on all kinds of work, than woald bedevil
e<l from observing the Mnciful performance at mm ;
skillful operator,

FROM

Drug store,

T.

Work supplied whereby to
pay tor tfe
Machine when desired.

procured for the tranportation of coals from
port of shipment to any point desired.
tfapr27

Book, Card

N

WU1 be plMNd to exhibit to you HOIYDAY, April 15th, the latest and most fashionable style# of

O perm tors.

sels

DENTIST,

18

—

Free Instruction given to
Inoxporioneo 1

—AND

179 Commercial St., Portland.

M.

I

SPRING AND SUMMER GOODS,

165 ^Middle Street.

A Reliable

WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS

WJYL.

N

-OF-

Sewing Machine) i

STURDIVANT,

PORTLAND, ME.

K

2,

REAL ESTATE.

a

Notices, one third
?P1*C,AL
Lnder head of

BR. W. R.

P*

-OF-

°1 Advertising : One Inch ot space, lu
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
fil 60 per square
daily first week; 75 cents per
week after; three
insertions, or less, $ 1 00; continuday after first week, 50 cents.
n?r07# ^ other ^lree
insertions or less, 75 cents; one
•8^uare’
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.

ROSS &

O

FIKST-CLASS

Thursday Mousing at *2 60
year, if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

v

MISCELLANEOUS

Free Exhibition

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

1

|

MAY

PRESS.

Sec.

28.

Every person who overdrives,
overloads, overworks, torments, tortures, deof
prives necessary sustenance, cruelly beats,
mutilates or kills any horse or other animal,
or causes or procures the same to be done, or
having the charge or custody of any such animal, %s owner or otherwise, unnecessarily
fails to provide such animal with
proper food,
drink and shelter or protection from the
weather; every person owning or having the
charge or custody of any animal, who shall
knowingly and willfully authorize or permit
the same to be subjected to or suffer any unnecessary torture or cruelty; and every owner, driver, possessor or person having the custody of an old, maimed, or disabled, or diseased horse, or other animal, who
cruelly
works the same when unfit for labor, or cruelly abandons the same; and every person whc
shall

carry or cause

i-ny vehicle or

to be carried in or
upon

otherwise, any animal in

an

unnecessarily cruel or inhuman manner, shall
for every such offence be punished
by imprisonment in the jail not
exceeding one year, or
fine
not
by
exceeding two hundred dollars,
or by both such fine and
imprisonment.
Sec. 29. No railroad company in this
State while transporting cattle, sheep, swine,
or other animals shall confine the same in
cars for more than twenty-eight consecutive
hours, unless delayed by storm or accidental
water and
cause, without unloading for rest,
hours.
feeding, for at least live consecutive
In estimating such period of confinement,
the time the animals have been confined
without such rest, on connecting roads from
which they are received, shall be included.
When so unloaded, they shall be properly fed,
watered, and sheltered during such rest, by
the owners or persons in custody thereof,
and in case of their default, then by the railroad company transporting them, at the exof said owners or persons in custody of

pense

the same.
Sec. 30. If any owner or person in
charge of such animals refuses or neglects to
pay for the care and feed of animals so rested, the railroad company may charge such expense to the owner or consignee, and retain
a lien upon the animals until the same is
paid:
and no claim for damages for detention shall
be recover id by the owner or shipper of any
animals for the time
are detained under

they

the provision of this section.
Sec. 31. Any railroad company, owner,

rather in

sorrow

than in anger, that he

re-

gretted Gen. Grant had accepted a cottage at
Long Branch from Murphy and Clews. It
was in .vain I assured him that neither of
these gentlemen or any one else, contributed
one cent towards the purchase of that house.
n« nau reaa in ine

inoune that Murphy was
dishonest man, and he wouldn’t believe his
statement to the contrary. Indeed I saw
plainly that he had got that rumor so fixed in
his mind that nothing could entirely convince
him of its •falqjty. And yet a bigger Munchausenism was never concocted to test the
gullibility of newspaper readers. The simple
truth is that
a

ACCEPTED ANY GIFT
since he became a candidate for the Presidency. The offerings which were made to
him before that time were such as a gratefhl
GEN. GRANT HAS NOT

people have been wont to make to victorious
soldiers in all ages and In all countries, and
which the greatest heroes of history have not
disdained to receive. It is a piece of pitiful
meanness to think or
speak grudgingly of
such offerings to the deliverer of his country,
now that the
dangers that menaced It have
Yarmouth.
passed away.
BI'UNKU notices.
The Cause or Temperance finds some of
its most insidious and dangerous foes in the
many so-called “tonics” and “appetisers,”
made of cheap whiskey and refuse liquors, finished up to suit depraved appetites, under the
HR* J- Walker's Caliname of medicines.
fornia Vineoah Bitters, are none of these.
are not a beverage, but a genuine medi-

They

cine, purely vegetable, prepared from Callforuia herbs by a regular physician. Foi all diseases of the stomach, liver, kidneys, bladder,
•kin and blood, they are an infallible and unrivalling remedy._
apr30-4wt
Salesman Wanted.—A
dry goods olerk is
wanted at E. H. C.
Hooper, Biddeford. Non#
but good salesmen need
ap3h-l w

apply.

THE PRESS.
1S72'
THURSDAY MORNING, MAY 8,

Augusta Matters.

The

lmpeeteon of the Military Companies— MayDay with the Cold Water Templare.
mr. adams's prospects v fry poor.
Gen. James A. Hall, Inspector General will
Mr. Scliurz expresses the views of tlie free 1 make his annual tour of inspection of Hie sev-

following additional matters of interest
appear in tlie specials of the Button Journal:
trade

brains

gathering,

of tlie

but

I

doubt

of Volunteer State

Militia,

in-

companies
whether the incarnation of this portrayal,
A Stupid Kind of Partisanship.
Charles Francis Adams, can be made accept*- | specting them upon the following days:
one s house for
down
The folly of burning
hie on Thursday. One great objection to Mr.
Belfast City Guards, Capt. Win. H. Foglcr,
of a neighbor '
Adams is that lie has no supporters from his
the sake of setting the buildings
Monday, May 6.
Jameson Guards, Bangor, Capt. Dau’l White,
own State, and if lie is so popular, as Mr. Sain
be compared with that of the
on lire, is not to
Bowles asserts, that be can carry four of the ] Tuesday, May 7.
Democratic sheets which do
it
States,
New
appears
strange
Argus and other
six
England
Crosby Guards, Hampden, Capt. F. G. Flagg,
that-unly a corporal’s guard have come here
Wednesday, May S.
not hesitate to take the British side of the Alfrom that section to advocate his nomination.
Skowliegau Light 1 nfantry, Capt. L Dyer,
abama case and strengthen the hands of the
Why, even George Frances Train has more Thursday, May 9.
enemies of the country on the ground, appar- supporters here than Sir. Adams has from New
Capital Guards, Augusta, Capt. J.-T. WoodEngland; tiesides, the threats of the leading ward, Friday, May 19.
ently, that anything is fair that has a tendeu- Adams
would
that
bolt
should
men here
they
Portland Mechanic Blues, Lieut. E. W. Lovcy to “defeat Grant,” The constant denunDavis he nominated, have recoiled with coneitt. Monday, May 13.
has
effect.
siderable
of
the
course
the
administration
Norway Light Infantry, Capt G. L. Beal,
ciation
THE BROWN STOCK DEPRECIATED.
Tuesday, May 14.
seen fit to pursue in endeavoring to settle our
Auburn Light Infantry, Capt. A. C. Pray,
Benjamin Gratz Brown has also fallen off iu Thursday, May l(i.
difficulties with Great Britian, must have a
the
estimation
when
here,
public
although
Portland Light Infantry, Capt. C. P. Matdecided effect in inspiring the Gladstone min- crowd began to gather he could easily have had
tocks, Thursday, June 0, at which time the latits solemn
the second place on the ticket, but his cards
istry with assurance in repudiating
ter will have their anniversary parade.
were played by his friend Grosvenor, who has
Federalists in
The members of the Cold Water Temple of
obligations. The course of the
been so busily engaged in putting a free trade
in the complank in the platform, that the gam* slipped this city were out early this morning with basopposing the war of 1812 resulted
inthe
away.
kets in hand, for their May-Day picnic. They
plete overthrow of that party, while
TRUMBULL’S PROSPECTS BRIGHTENING.
numbered four hundred and twenty-four, and
conceivable wickedness of the Democracy in
Trumbull’s friends have picked up courage,
their
were headed by Mr. Nye.
They visited the
joining the Rebels of 1861 will cause
and his chances arc brightening
again. Tlie State House at 9 o’clock, marching into the roas men read
as
be
abhorred
Palmer
to
men are
long
over to lum, and he
memory
Coining
the party
tunda and forming a circle around the fountain.
may yet get tlie votes of some whose expenses
history. But what shall be said of
have been paid by Judge Davis.
Mr. Nye introduced to them Hon. Warren
that follows up one mistake of this kind by
HORACE GUEELEV IS GAINING BTENGTH,
State Superintendent of Common
Johnson,
nature—
inexcusable
more
still
a
another of
Not only by declarations iu bis favor from some
that that gentleman was pleased
Schools,
saying
the
to
destroy
of tlie larger States, but by a careful picking
of a party that first undertakes
to notice their organization favorably in a
of the outpost States, especially at the South.
means of civil war and, tailing
up
by
Republic
circular laterly issued by him, &c.
Nor would it be surprising if the Philosopher of
in that, gives its moral support to a foreign
unable to secure his own nominaMr. Johnson then addressed the little band
Chappaqua,
first attion, advocated that of Trumbull.
power that was allied with it in its
in a few very pleasing remarks, which were reA RESERVE FORCE.
tempt to overthrow democratic liberty, and is
ceived with three rousing cheers.
There are intimations, however, that ex-8ecnow reluctant to make any reparation for its
The children went from the State House to
held
iu
is
to
be
reserve
this
Cox
of
State,
retary
crimes ?
the grove in the rear, where some of the good
by the free traders and may dually win.
citizens had provided a bountiful supply of
It is no answer to these charges to say
TRICKERY AMONG THE REFORM (?) MANAGERS.
that many Republicans, notably Mr. Peters,
oranges and apples.
The citizens of almost every State representCongressman from the fourth Maine district,
regard the positions taken in the “American
case” presented to the Geneva Commission
as susceptible of modification without prejudice to the interests of this country and the
honor of its rulers.

Mr.

Peters and

those

who act with him do not sympathize at all
opinion of the Democracy that the
administration has failed either in patriotism or wisdom in taking the course it has.
with the

.a

1
uuucianauti

iL

v

Xl wj C

who

beaus

are

_Uf_tl.Aoo

Vnnnk.

-— —

favor of

in

1

modifying

of the American case, it is simply and
concisely this: “Great Britain objects to our

for indirect damages, and threatens
repudiate the treaty of Washington if

claim
to

Rather than
persist in urging it.
lose wholly the benefits of a compact, which
is so clearly favorable to this country, it is
we

better for us to waive the claim to which
in consideration of this

England objects, if,
conception, Great Britain will formally adopt
the principle for which it now contends, and
agree in advance never to prefer a claim like
that which it regards as unreasonable.”
There is nothing in this which calls in
question either the wisdom or the integrity
of the administration.
It is merely the suggestion of a plan for saving the treaty of
Washington from utter wreck, through the
same arrogance and want of principle on the
part of England, that led it to commit the
crime against civilization of which the
American people complain. While patriots
and statesmen arc thus devising means for
protecting the interests and saving the honor
of the Republic, the Democracy are only considering how they may take advantage of the
embarrassments naturally arising from a
grave international dispute to make political
capital and get into office!
We

publish

on

text of the statute

It will be

probably

the first page, the entire
against cruelty to animals.

seen that the law is very complete,
the best statute on the subject ever

enacted. From the action of the society for
the P. of C. to A. in causing an enforcement
of the law

against ofienders,
may look for
most beneficent results.
All fines enure to
the benefit of the society, which is an admirable

feature,

we

as

the

guilty parties

are

thus

made to furnish means to carry on the war
against them. We suggest that every person
interested cut out the

sli(acontaining the law
and carry it in his pocket, so that he may
never be at a loss about his legal rights.
The
statute is published at the request of many
persons who desire a popular familiarity with
its provisions.
Mbs. Beeches ‘Hooker writes with all
the vigor, if not the good taste characteristic
ofher

family. In her letter to Hon. Lyman
Trumbull touching the Oincinnati Convention she said Mr. Greeley was a heavy load
for any party since he always deserts or turns
a somersault when the pinch comes.
Her
characterization of Schurz is strong, if not
delicate. She says that he ranks women with

good

milch crows, and she wonders that he
ever consented to be bom of a woman or to
call her mother.

said to be behind the scenes

drawing the
wires and moving the puppets.
They urge
the Liberals to name their strongest man.—
This done they will desert the ticket and
nominate one of their own men whom they
hope to elect through the dissentions in the
Republican party. The drift of the leading
papers in that party outside of the World indicate that this is the plan.

A

correspondent

vertiser

writing

trickery.
AMNESTY AND CIVIL BIGHTS.

Mr. Bird read to the Massachusetts delegation for its approval, which was heartily given,
several resolutions which Senator Sumner had
drafted, and had placed in his hands confidentially, to be submitted to the Massachusetts delegates. These resolutions cover the questions
of amnesty and civil rights.
I give the con-

cluding one:
Jtesolvcd, That amnesty to those who struck
the country may be justly associated
against
with the complete establishment of equal

rights,

that these two measures of peace and
conciliation may go hand in hand, and all may
the
enjoy
rights of which they have been deso

prived.

A STORMY SESSION OF

of the Commercial Ad-

from

Virginia says he knows
a settler there who “is a grim and very pronounced specimen of New York Copperheadism. He praises the people, the climate, and
country, but dolefully laments that there is
no Ku Klux iti Virginia.
He says that if he
could only join the Ku Klux he would be perfectly happy.” It is the most natural thing
in the world, for even in Maine the same class
apologize for the acts of their Southern

THE

PENNSYLVANIA DEL-

President, Pennsylvania

would go for
But Aleck McClure has arranged matand
will
hold the vote in redifferently,
serve for the candidate thus far unknown to
the public, but supposed to be Gov. Fenton,
Tom Scott or Gov. Cox. The Pennsylvanians
voted to support Gov. Mather of Virginia for
Vice President, and adopted the Greeley tariff
for the platform, and yet they are not
lappy.

filank

ANOTHER PHASE

OF THE MOVEMENT.

Miss Susan B. Anthony is here, accompanied
Rev. Laura Gordon, of San Francisco,
and desires to address the Convention, to urge
the adoption of the unrestricted suffrage proposition as a part of the platform. Sh* says our
cause is just like the anti-slavery cause was for
a long time.

by the

THE

Who will

LATEST FOOTINGS OF DELEGATES
have votes stand: Adams 130; Trum-

72k; Davis, 52, and Palmer 12J.
bull,include
New York or

knowing
the

This does

Pennsylvania, but the

not

ones

predict that Trumbull is

to

be

man.

WEDNESDAY MORNING.

TRUMBULL THE COMING MAN.

—

A

FROM

LETTER

THE

Chief Justice Chase has written a letter to a
friend here, which conclude thus:
“My views as to the proposed Cincinnati
Convention, which you ask for, are not very
clear. My impression is that they ought to indicate their preferences- They should act so
as to
insure Democratic eo-operation. You
ask whether I would, under circumstances, aca
nomination.
I answer that I should not
cept
UUV

-a.

uu

Ml.

1IUI

11

title

In

on

shortly commence to prepare the reports
of which it is said there will be two. The
committee will probably stand thus: Messrs.
Blair
and Archer will exonerate Mr. Robeson of all
criminality in relation to the charges against
him, but will declare him guilty of a perversion
and misconstruction of the law
Messrs Vet
ers and Sargent will unite in a
rejswY
the
Mr.
ing
Secretary entirely.
fifth member of the committee, has not
much
to say on the subject, but will
probably a^ree
with Messrs. Peters and Sargent.

'xoneraP

War™, The

alluding

ces in this section,

especially

would do credit to the

...

contempt.

A schooner capsized on Lake
Huronn Tu,
and six men were drowned.

_Jyll

May 1,

Miss

wilL

21ft,

our own

expense and return

T.

P.

&

CO.,

.A.D JTJSTABLE QRR1NG BED
ALSO

sold cheaper than

27*
(Oppo.

MARKET

ST.,

Poet Office.)

the New

jekkTe

miss

MADE TO

leysT

MASSACHUSETTS,
An Inspirational Speaker. A
lady of intellectua
culture and ability, and one ol the most brilliant lec
turers of the day, who has spoken to crowded audiences in Music Hall, Boston, will
Bpeak at ARM'S
& NAVY UNION HAUL, on SUNDAY, and tin
lollowing Sundays In May, at 3 and 71-2 o’clock P
M.
my2d2t

19 years.

all Who mav favor

.NEWS.

Suite

Hu Pont’s

Children’s

US.

MrsvARVEDSON,
_mayl

345 Congress St.

2w

sn

For Sale.
feet front, 160

A fine building l#t 120
Grove street. Will be
terms. Apply to W. H,
may2sn

sold low and
JERRI S, Real
3w

NOTICE

feet
on

deep—on

favorable

Estate Agent.

293

ap«gn eod3m

THEIR NEW SALES

MANUFACTURING

ROOMS,
ON

MONDAY,
ON

FIRST

May
Domestic

be

found

a

and

S’ (Bf>

Aylwaril, St John, NB
Mu,lr00’ St John> NB

—

—

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

7>,

full line of

DAYTON, OHIO,.

g>s

Leeds & fabmington h. r.

e’«

northern pacific K. R. 7.30
EUROPEAN A N. ANI. K. R., Gold

ST MARYS. GA-Ar 20th, brig Jennie Morton
damage, Baltimore.
BEAUFORT. SC—Ar 22d, barque Midas, Higgins,
Liverpool; schs Farragut, Hart, and Eureka, Mayo
New York.
Mary G Reed» storer. London.
WILMINGTON—Cld 27th, sch William Butman,
Carver, New York; Georgia, Orcutt, do; Kate Walker, Rich, Bath.
FORTRESS MOJfttOE—Passed in 20th, steamship
Moravian, from Halifax tor Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Ar 20th, sch Clara W Elwell, Giles,

Porto Rico.

Sid 20th, brig Isis, Anderson, Boston.
Cld 20th, sch M J Adams, Gilchrist, Boston.
Ar 30th, sch Harriet Baker, Webber, Charleston via

Hunt, Gray, Havana.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 20th, sch S B Hume, Digjins, St Jago.
Ar 1st, brig J Polledo. Dyer, Matanzas.
Below 20th, brigs Daphne, from New York; Geo E
Dale, from Matanzas.
A rat Delaware Breakwater 30th, barque Devonshire, (supposed) from Liverpool.
Sid 20th, sch Kate Carlton, for Matanzas.
NEW YORK—Ar 20th, brigs Renshaw,
Sylvester,
Jienfuegos 18 days; Milwaukee, Strout, and Whitak;r, Cotton, Machias; sclis St Croix, Eaton, Cardenas
da Shark River, where she was ashore
; Nathan
./leaves, Atwood, and Piuta, Clark, Portland; Emma
St
Paine;
C
L
Elmo,
Davis;
ICpIis,
Vandervort,
Kelley; Gem, Thomas", and WB Darling, Smith,
Portland; J S Moulton, Crowley, St John, NB; J C
Nash, Calais; Nellie, do; Eastern Belle, Park^
Maggie Belle, Hall, ami Ida Hudson,
Cl,rvo" Pickering; Bedabedec
Kfe OJIve Avery, Gott; Fleetwing, Gregory;
Bradley, feeickland;
Herald
and.
shlnd- Vrari'S"; Bramhall, Hamilton, Dlx
tlehardaoi^Ti,^ very’ Eaton> Calais; Nellie Doe,
S

Brown, Robinson, Boston for PhilaMarlon, Torrey, Rockland- Gentile
MoLoon, Snear; ChaseTabbut?- E
: i Gildcrsleeve, Carroll;
Jia™
.augilon, Bennett; Potomac, Carver; Hudson PosP
i kmnneree, Torrey; G M Partridge,
bunker• ’Hvnp’

Elizabeth,HmlgdonJame»"n,

»

] lull; Oregon, Miller; Frank
yaine8on
Snow, Rockland; Adriana, Dunton’
1 nil Lucy Baker,
VcstiKirt; J S Moulton, Crowley, Addison ;’ Romeo!
1 fotthews. Providence; Pavilion, Parker, Bucksoort:
Yin Rico, Higgins, Providence.
Cld 30th, haroue J G Norwood, Harkness. Havana1-lg Allby Ellen, Havener, Satilla River.
Passod through Hell Gate 29tli, schs Kate Grant,
( Irant, Rondoiit for Boston; Vintage, Bunker, Hobo, en fordo; Isis. Williams, Elizabethport for Port’ anil; Maria L Hall, Kew York for do; Wm
Demiug,
litchell do for Boston; Boxer, Southard, ElizabetV.* wrt for Plymouth; Jona Cope, Laft, and
C Spinner,

«’■

DANVILLE dc VICEN-

NE8B. R. Gold...

SECOND

FLOOR,

-FOR

Dress Goods,

IOO

Woolens,
For Men’s and Boys’ Wear,

At this

At

Popular Prices.

ON

THIRD

Laee Points and
al very

Jackets,

iaw prices.

Toilei and •tfeer Shawl* much under
price
Nattiagham Lace* and Curtain*,
Full assortment of

kkcalrry, Dwm Trimming*, Concto, Ac.
At astonishingly low price.
ON

FOURTH

FLOOR

We shall

manufacture the most of our suits.
shall warrant according to price asked.
shall also make to order Ladles’ and
Children’s

one we

Each
We
suits.

ON FIFTH FLOOR
We shall manufacture for our retail
trade, Linen
Bosoms, Linen Sets, and Ladies’ Undetwear, &c.

Having enlarged, remodeled and thoroughly reared our store throughout, It Is our intention to
keep a much larger assortment than heretofore, and
adhere as we have always done to the system of
One Price and No Variation.

when the

E.
su

T. ELDEN.

D. C.

GOLDER.

BEACH STREET.
Some of

our

streets

sonarrow are
room to travel
an honest pride

There's scarcely

there;

So Boston takes
In making them more straight and wide.
Beach street will through this
process go,
Which is too narrow now, you
know.
That Boys may get to Fenno's Store
With greater ease than heretofore.
Then with “a rush” they will flock
there,
To purchase “Ci.oihb»” for summer wearCoat, Pant, Vest, Hat and ShoeB complete
Comer of Bench and Washington Street
a2C
apl3sn3m ch wk

iioston

TWO
HUNDRED TONS Nut
Coal,
very serviceable seasonable Coal
for this time of tbe
year,_and
reasonable enough at ST,85 nekton delivered by
a

4prl

JOS, H. POOR & BRO.

a

critical

period of the

and after Monday May 6th,
Stage will leaTe
ON
South Paris every afternoon
(Sunday# excepted)
at

3:30, or on the arrival ol the 1:10 train from Portland for Waterford and So.
Waterford, Tuesday,
Thursdayand Saturday afternoons for Swedeu and
Lovell. Through tickets for sale at G. T.
Depot In
Portland, at B. & M. and Eastern De]>ots In Boston.
The morning stage will be discontinued after this
date-2m*H. MAXFIELD.

INSURANCE AGENTS,
inay2deod3t

NO T I C K
certify that I torbid all persons harbortrusting my wife
CORDELIA A. KNOX,

THIS
ing

FASHIONABLE
FANCY

new

over

it in the

vmr

a

renovating, refreshing and purifying eperamightiest of all vegetable tonics and alter-

exhausting heats of the summer months find you unprepared to meet them. A course of Hostetter’s Bitters, commenced now, will put all the physical energies in fighting trim, double the capacity of the Internal organs to rejiel the causes of
disease, refresh the
brain and clear it of all hypochondriacal
cobwebs,
and place the whole physique in an attitude of deavailable point fortified and
guardnearly invulnerable to unwholesome iefluIt is possible for he human
structure to be,

w

a«count,

as

alter this

exhibition,

I shall pay

no

date.

debts of her

con-

MAKCELLUS KNOX.
may2*lw

Ropes

and

FIVE
in

BEST

Miracle,

and for sale at the

Shooting Gallery,

received SO Take vf New Vrrwoul
JUST
® **er. lOO B hi. Baueli
Apples.

derful

JEE
Who

BROTHERS,

produce Delicious Music

from

The I.evaatiar Brother.. Gymnasts of
Umtpproachable skill.
Rickard HI verm The Scenic Equestrian.
Tho Prnwiaa Brother., Surprising Acrobats.
Aallaa Kent, The Great American Clown.
Ore. Diabar, The Famous Grotesque.
"■a. Hr ary Are, The Great Trick Clown.
Chao. Meelry, The Champion Tumbler.
Abo.' Batchelor. The Equilibrist.
®wrt I'errst Sc Kit Canaa,
Champion Leapers
A

■

S. P.

IN AMERICA l

combination which cannot be
equaled in any equestrian troupe in the world. Also
included in this Metropolitan Troupe are the wona

ROUGH SLABS OF STONE.

APPLES & BUTTER.
my2tf

RIDERS

Company,

one

Rings,

299 Casgrus Street.
*° *** **' ®*’®n ^a-v tml
evening.

BARBOUR, No.

10

Market »t.

and efficient Corps of Auxiliaries.
great feature of the New York Circus consists In the
L4BOEMT AND HAND&OJIBST

Adoption.
to adopt little girl, they
IF anyhear ofshouldatwish
217 FORE ST.
my2dlw
one

can

a

oue

Wanted.
Apply

wanted.
TABLE waitersmy2-3t

at this

office.

Monday, April 29,
We shall open

a

splendid

’72

assortment of

SPRING A SUMMER

DRESS

FABRICS,

Stud of Circus Horses and

selected

auv

GORGEOUS SCENIC PA»’
In place of the ordlns* flnal "taTHE AFTERNOON entjrtainraents will conclude
with the highly h.-h****'“'
.ial ami renowned

Shawls and

..

LEC

Cloakings.
Would call special attention to

.fvr

_/ARY

SEASON 1872.
Having

the Giant Killer

our new

THIS HOUSE is established for the transaction
of
General Banking Business,
DEPOSITS received subject to check at
sight. Interest at the rate of Pour i>er cent, per
annum allowed on all Dally Balances. Accounts rendered and In
crest credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES ->F DEPOSIT issued
bearing interest as by agroeme and available at
maturity b,
Portland, Boston or New York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes,
Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made in all parts of the United
and
C&nftd&i
DEALERS in Government and
other Investment
,nve8,me,,t
Securities and in Gold and Silver
Coin
STERLiNG BiLLS drawn on
England, Scotland
uid Ireland, Sight bafts on
Paris, Berlin and other
JJui'opeau cities, lift ntreai, St. John and Halifex
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York

State’s

FACILITIES aftordad tor the transaction of the
Special as Vrell as the General Business of correspondents.
Agents for the snlc of the
Bonds of the PortlftRd $
(Igdonsburp R R
8
Ju3

&

BAII.T OH FOR

TV,,

0r '•

_

°RDKPS

SOLICITED.

14 Cross

*1. PROCTER. 03

Street,

Eickaap S«.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

SMART active boy to learn the retail
drv
y
A business;
reference required

_ar29lf

Cor.

Me.

COVELL&CO.,

Congress

&

Brown.

aam

18.

0

1*72**^ HASKELL,^pnt

•ssss.’sssr^s phariub,e

“iyltd

L/

<& V alpey,)

Lhe Miser of

Bagdad!

An extremely amusing travesty- and humorous
ture of Oriental Life richly embellished with spieudid and appropriate costumes, and made
enjoyable by Scenes of Uproarious Pun, and the interest and merriment enhanced by numerous

pic-

highly

Introduced in the

W. FRANK

BACON,

Manufacturer of

Gold & Sliver Leaf,
Bronze,
Gold Foil and Dentists’

BRILLIANT HARLEQUINADE
of this diverting medley of romance and nagp&ntrv
frolic and jollity.

Thdee Pantomimes will be performed by artists of
accredited talents, who have been engaged with u
view to a faithful rendering of their varied
■pedal
characteristics. and will bo richly mounted with gorgeous coatumes, and Interspersed with fantastic
feats and comical events of graphic interest and
amusing fflecu.

Plate,
jar Refining done at abort

D. W.

notice.

aP37*Sm

CLARK,
\fiur.t

lx

Full Supply- Guaranteed the Entire
Season at the Lowest Rates.

QEO. A.

PRICE FOR 1872.

10 lbs. a
from May 10th to Oct. 10th.
$0 00
day,
■'
••
10
7 DO
«
20
i.
y do
Ice will be delivered eai Her than 10th
and
later
May
than loth Oct., at the earn t rale
per month aa during
the season.
n\ch27
aplO

ICE

HOUSE, MA .RKET STREET
a;

POET LA

HARMON, Soc’y.

Ouo of the great features of the New York Circus si
Prof. Alias. Bos wo Id's

Brass

m,MB.

ing

TW ENTY-FIVE MEMBERS,
And will parade the principal streets about 10 a. in.,
in the largest* most massive, and elaborately carved
and decorated

Ever

Whole

sthkbt.

/r»/« eljents.foY&euMt.

Handsomest

followed by

a

Ponies,

in the world.
The Smallest »u.l Prettiest
uniform of till. Hand tag-gin beyond dewrlp-

THOUSAND DOLLARS.
jyf/Jpf Circus
Tent i» the largest and

The AVtr

Conant & Rand,

tbe

Team of Twelve Fairy
tion,ami

COSOi fiRCIAL

CHARIOT

drawn by
constructed^and
•
Team of

T WENT Y-FOl’R HORSES.

The
FOB Si x.* BV

Band.

Reed

That the world can produce.
^ t The Golden Chariot will be

Croasdale Suj >erPhosphate

,M

and

Th Is Baud is THREE TIMES AS LARGE as
any Band ever attached to any other Circus, contain-

GOLDEN

;d

on “•

*• — at *•

Fob

Coveil

Bl;ssEI

correct repincidents ner-

a

Grotesque Tricks & Magic Changes

coo.Is
g00us

DAM.
passfeWfisa;
.‘•srssari
Saccnrappa,
-Be*
U^wTffiSSSry
Saccarappa,

war

No. 3a Exch
(uige Street,

STONE

lower falls at

wo

COP/paw

aOD:,L
|r

wh;ch

BSTABLIBHKn 1840.

mrl2dlstf

anMIf'

of

truthfully illustrated by
varied and exciting

famous and romantic legend, which
vri
uolor
4n enduring position among the poetic fictions
*e past and bus ever been a favorite theme of dey
“8* .t for the Juvenile world.
uIIE EVENING performances will conclude with
W.irthfhl PANTOMIMIC EXTRAVAGANZA of
■»

Cor. Brown St.

,

SEASON
HKASONr.

Wanted.

a

COVELL,
(Successors

A
and Ve_

RATES.

•

Office, No.

&

tfttr t

ICE!

Families, Hotels, Stows.
Se,S any
quantity
W"

COVELL

Co.,

Are prepared to furnish

BANKERS,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

button—every pair

GLOVES,

be
,on of
to his

tholr stock of

^URE

as

a

secured

anJ ,w0

SPECTACLE OF

Jfo. 33 Hlwking
St., net.r Sudbury Street,

IciTT

Leavitt, Burnham

Ponio^

this Continent, none ol which are ever use'
■* *or
other
pur|>ose than the exercises of the #- •en*A novel hinovation will be made In the *'
of the Clrcns Performances,
.rminatiou
by substlte
on

H. A.

il.M|ddle St.

ICE!

fence with every

SONS,

GOODS,

At Lowest
Prices,
At Mrs. WELCH'S,

atives,
Bitters, is salvation to
the weak, and the best security for the continuance
of
the
vigor
strong. Now is the
time not only to protect thejsystem'against the common ailments of the season, but to
prevent the disorders incident to a warmer tempe.ature. Let not the

J. B. BROWN &

or

Chinese

rant"6

Hosiery, Gloves,
Hoop Skirts, Corsets
Collars and Cuffs,
Curls, Braids, Bands.
Switches, &c.,

of the health and

encce as

my

Is to

“BOURDON” KID

Hostetter’s Stomach

ed and

Intrepidity,

Have removed to IV*. 4'i l.'i Back**** al.
next door south of the “Transcript” Office.

the now and desirable shades,
from the Boston and New York markets.
.41so, an elegant variety of

tlon or the

29.

ap26dtf

a

morning and evening mists and fogs, holds in
solution, so to speak, the mephitic elements which
produce fever and ague, remittent fevers, rheumatism, and many painful nervous disturbances, and
which aggravate dyspepsia, biliousness and all minor
attentions of the stomach and the bowels. This,

We will open our New Rooms, with a New Stock,
of Desirable Goods, at New Prices, on
Monday

April

thte vegetable world takes

lease of life; but to the sensitive and delicate members of the human family it is a time of
danger and
often of great suffering. The moisture which rises

therefore, is

The Champion Horseman, who is justly distinguished as the embodiment of skill,
and manly
grace, whether in bis marvelous Juggling feats on a
single horse, or in his magnificent act upon SIX
BAKE BACK HORSES, thus presenting the

REMOVAL!

^ay iPdl'w*^1

MILLINERY,

form of

FLOOR,

I

Comprising all

STREET.

from the earth and hangs suspended

All the New Styles of Ladies’
Suite,

Paisley Shawls,

season

928 92
2.033.083 93

HEATH Ac BREW,

Waterford Sweden & Lovell

7’s

Infection in the Air.

Fancy Goods,

Ponies.

J. Walkkii,
J Directors.
Gko.P. Wescott, j

May 2d3t

T’a

mr8sN mwf

White Goods,
In Variety,

!

MAINE.

SALE BY

MIDDLE

Fairy Baroback

solemnly

FOR

Bankers and. Brokers.

Of Every Description.

On his

The Great JOHN HENRY COOKE,

tional Bank, do
swear that the above statement is true to the beat of my
knowledge and belief.
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this first dav e*
May, 1872.
A. F. GERKISH, Justice of Peace.
Correct, Attest:—S. E. Spbinu,
)

SALE at North End, now all full of good paying boarders and lodgers, house convenient and
in good order; lease if desired and low rents. Ibis is
one of the best chances ever ottered
of the kind for
a moderate capital.
may23t TAYLOR & CO. 20 State St., Boston, Mass.

SWAN & BARRETT,

Mourning Goods,

Man,

Franklin.

BEAUTIFUL BABY HURDLE RIDER,

THE

l'jOO

Banka,

Petite

7>.

ATC H180N,.TOPEKA dc 8. F. Gold

RICH AND LOW PRICED

John

Cld 25th. shin Florence Treat Khnrt fnr RAatnn.
wu-que JNipttan, Day, do; schs W A Watson. Watson
Pensacola; Ranger, Collins, do.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 22d, sch Beta, Brown,* from
New York.
KEY WEST—Ar 18th, barque Ellen
Stevens, How,
New York for Matanzas, (cook sick with small t>ox \

Ella
Gen
Silas

6>«

FLOOR

John

^■tetOiMitehell,

llachlas,
lelpliia,
Iltfrldge:

PORTLAND..,.

CENTRAL IOWA B. R. Gold.

E<Wy’ McBcan' Elizabethport— Orlando

barque Geo

6>s

y>«

Lowest Market Prices.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 22d,
barque Monitor, Eaton, Humboldt.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld
24th, sch James G Crate,
®
Connors, Bay Islands.
Ar 25th, ships J J Southard,
Bishop, Liverpool:
do; sell Wm Fisher, Lyman, Rua-

Bermuda.
Below 1st,

STATE OF MAINE.

CHICAGO,

('harming Infant

487,792 58
0,83110

COOKTY OF CUMBEBLAND, J 88'
William A. Winshlp, Caahiar of the Caaco Na-

Boarding and Lodging House

COOK COUNTY.

-AT THI-

equestrian,

FOR

as

y,,

Goods,

ON

VILLAGE,

First Class Provision Store
SALE. Location of great value, fish business connected if wanted,
thoroughly established, and always doue a successful business and worthy
of investigation; satisfactory reasons for
selling.
may2-d3t TAYLOR & CO., 20 State St., Boston.

6>.

Housekeeping

WILLIAM DUTTON,

479,200

OF MAINE,

STATE

witu the wildest enthusiasm in her wondrous
from a Bareback Steed.

whose graceful horsemanship has won the highest
honors ever awarded to
from ihe
any
most critical audiences of all nations, and who stands
absolutely unrivaled in his famous act with his

297,743 33

Due to other Banka and Banker,,

ROLLANO,

flights

Le

Circulation,
Dividends unpaid,

J*>i**“*.
National

ed

160,000 00
27,4U 88
110,328 63

Hindoo

JOHN W. DYER,
No. 157 Commercial Street.
may2 lw*

BELFAST.
39tli.

$2,053,085 93

Mll'e CAROLINE

beyoiul all question the most daring and accompllshed lady rider living, who has been everywhere receiv-

800,000

Surplus Fund
Discount,
Profit and Lost,

SALE

APPLEfeY,

CHICAGO.

APRIL

15,129
872 46
10,927 26
64,000 00

LIABILITIES.

-_

BONDS!

AMD

21216

Capital Stock,

Due to

39

535,000
50,349 19
102,732 81
9,275 25

nickels)

Specie,
Legal Tender Notes,

Portland, April 27,1872.

ADVERTISEMENTS

$1,163,541

20,000
20,000
3,868 42
37,177 79

Other Real Estate
Current Expenses,
Cash Items
Bills of other National Banks
Fractional Currency (including

tracting

The very desirable t^ro story dwellhouse and lot, situated on South
Street. House
contains fourteen
finished rooms, is in thorough repair, has good stable and large gar_ruit trees, grape vines, Stc. In abundence and in a high state of cultivation; also 15 acres
land, to be sold with the house or separately.
For further particulars apply to
A.
on the premises, or to

Congress St.

t,t,

York.

f®kti.a.ni5,

Banking House

ing

STYLES !

ARTISTS

CIRCUS, will be fouud

THE

Other Stocks, Bonds and Mortgages
Dne from Redeeming and Reserve Ag’ts
44
44
other National Banks
44
44
44
Banks and Bankers,

On

CHA8. CU8TI8 dc CO.,

WILL OPEN

23 Nassau St., New

-OB-

BEST QUALITIES !

EXTR-A!

attached to the NEW YORK
the uamea of

RESOURCES.

on

OFFICE 315 Congress St.
sn
ap2*2ra

MEN’S FURNISHING GOODS !

E. T. ELDEN & CO.,

Holyoke,

FOSTER A SON,

Gunpowder.

LATEST

Sch Louise Crockett, Flanders, Baltimore,—coal to
J L Farmer.
Sch Emily S, (Br) Brannon, Boston, to load lor St
John, NB.
Sch Fanny Fern, Saunders, Boston.
Sch Empire, Parker, Gloucester.
Sch Citizen, Upton, Newburypopt.
Sch E Bowlby, (Br) Clark, St
Andrews, NB,—shinBenson & Co.
gles to
Sell Franklin. Coates, St Andrews,
NB,—R R sleepers to F Chase.
Sch Albert. (Br) Maloney, St
Andrews, NB,—R R
sleepers to F Chase.
Sch Frank Skillings, Doughty, Western Banks.
Sch Frank Pierce, Grant,
Ellsworth,—shingles and
cedar posts to Patten & Hamleu.
Sch Helen Marla, Prince, Camden.
Sch Laura & Marion, Cllltord, North Haven.
Sch Oregon, Dunton, Boothbay.
Sch Astoria, Cameron, Southiiort.
Sob Planet, Flagg, Harnswelf.
Sch Express, Latty. Calais for Providence.
ScliB M A Robbins, Reed, and Liza Ober, Norwood.
Calais for Boston.
Sch J F Carver, Norwood, CalaiB for New Haven.

Orders left at onr Bye and Cleansing Work*
UNION ST., will receive prompt atten

In GORHAM

RENOWNED

without

Loams and Discounts
U. S. Bonds to seeure circulation

nihl6eodsn3ir

Nn. 44
lions.

undersigned has taken the aeenev for the sale
of the above Celebrated Potrdv, and will furnish all
grades at manufacturers’ prices.
Guns, Sporting Goods and Fishing Tackle constantly on hand at low prices.
O. I*• BAILEY, 48 Exchange 8t.
Sign of the “Golden Kifle.”
aplSeodtf s»

j

wl8

A.r

Ths

specialty.

a

Th<
all

as

which essentially improves the colors.

FOR

the

Prominent among

IN THE STATE OF MAINE,
At the close of Business April 19th, 1872.

SUPERIOR CLEANSING COMPOUND,

NEW

metropolitan reputation.

a

Casco National Bank

;

We cleanse Carpets perfectly on both sides, (aftei
removing the dust,) with our

Exchange.

quired

exception the best bareback, somersault, ami
pirouette rkler who has ever lived; who has achieved
the most triumphant success hi his CHALLENGE
SOMERSAULT ACT ON A BARE-BACK HOUSE.

CARPET RENOVATING

A.

Class Cirrus

In America permanently established in a large city,
conducted in Metropolitan style, and which nas ac-

PORTLAND.

or

mar25-dly

suffering

application in person

ou

estab-

CHARLES W. FISH,

MORSE’S “UTERINEJ TONIC" is prepare*
expressly for strengthening the system, impartinf I
tone and vitality to the various organs, removinj
such weaknesses and complaints as tend to undermine the constitution, and which cause a grea

uppei

Only First

The

this

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

bound in beautiful French cloth.

if neglected.

distinctly understood that

WORLD

to

DR.

amount of

It should be
lish a u-nt is

remainihg.

particulars furnished

State St., Boston

sn

HOUSE No. 63 Winter Bt., brick, slated root, cemented cellar, any quantity of eloaet room, water, hard and soft. Good Barn opening on court, as
well aa yard. Price, fair. Terms of payment easv
and but a small amount down.
Or, it may be exchanged for a little larger home,
having a garden, which is the object desired, though
it may be further trgm the centre of business.
Apply on the premises, or to
JOHN C. PROCTER,
apl3d3weodsn
Real Estate Broker.

DRESSMAKING.
Having secured the services of a
First-Class Dressmaker, we shall
open Monday, May 6, with all the
latest styles, and we feel confident
we can give perfect satisfaction to

a sum

GENERAL AGENTS,

W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B.
author may be consulted on the above as well
diseases requiring skill and experience.

Congress St.
s,t,&th
or

cor.

small amouut

m*y2d&wlm

Price only $1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt oi
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTIprice.
TUTE, No. 4 Bultlnch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr

ORDER FROM MEASURE I

Sale,

small

Messrs. Swan & Barrett, Bankers,

m.

As

larged, illustrated,

293

For

DEPOSIT?

iv a mmrw

discretions or excesses of mature years. This is ina book for every man.
Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest ana best medical work
ever published, and the
only one on this class of ills
worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much en-

fe27

ap6sn eod 3m

ONE DAY ONLY!

W. B. SHATTUCK & C©„ Bankers

invite inquiries relating to investments, and give
prices of a few of the most desirable Bonds:

CHU. cvbtis & CO.,

OF

so

-•OB—

wl2

A Book for Every Ran.
The “SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION," a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Curs o
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, Nervous and Physical Debility,Hypochondria,
liupotency
or Seminal Weakness, and all othei
Spermatorrhoea
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the in-

FINE SHIRTS!

eod tf

may2au

BANK OF

a

by mall,

or

U. S. Bonds and other marketable Securities allowed full price in exchange.
mcb23s» eod3m

sn

Rooms to Let,
WITH Board, at 36 Free street.
Also the
part of the building in the rear.
apl3dlm

T. P. BEALS & CO.,

Full

Burlington. Cedar Rapids and Minnesota 7s.'.92]
Indianapolis, Bloomington and Western 7s.90
Logansport, Crawfordsville and S. W.. 8s.95
Chesapeake and Ohio 6s. 91
Connecticut Valley 7s.95
New York and Oswego 7s.95

P. M.

eodl6w

sn

before offered in this city

ever

we

the best medicine in the world. GEO. C
GOODWIN & CO., Boston, and all druggists,

—

have but

below the

them to be

Chamber Seta, Chain, MatlreiSM, Scc.

snd for

lines

LOT,

TUESDAY, Iflay 7th,

While railroad bonds may be plen-

ty, those upon paying

deed

to 5

DEERING

Trust Funds, and to the most careful investors, and

DEALERS IN SECURITIES,

“Bay Me aud I’ll do yon Good.”—DR.
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS. No
drugs, no poisons, nothing deleterious, nothiug but
healthy roots and herbs, such aa Sarsariariila, wild
Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickly Ash, Thoroughwort.
Mandrake, Rhubarb, Dandelion, &e., so compounded
as to reach the fountains of disease, aud
absolutely
cure all Humors, Liver and Billious Diseases, Jaundice. Dyspepsia. Costiveness, Scrofula, and all difficulties arising from a diseased stomach or impure
blood. Twenty years of unrivalled success has proved

Manufacturers of the

—

Europe.

Congress St.,

Honrs: from 9 to 12 A.

the money.

BEALS

301 1-2

ap16d2w*

all its' bonds.

on

Four per cent, interest allowed on deposit accounts, subject to check, drawn as on any City Bank.
Out-of-town depositors will have their remittance*
and collections promptly acknowledged.
We do a General Banking and Commission Business, negotiate Bonds, Stocks, Notes and other Securities, make collections throughout United States and

D&W _IT

Portland, Me.
M, and 2

We challenge comparison with any and evsr
Spring Bed for durability, cleanliness, adjustment
ease aud comfort, and healthfulness, and we warran
the bed to give good satisfaction
We give the priv
ilege for any one to use the Bed. and if it does no
give perfect satisfaction we will take out the Bed, a

i*aid, much

more than the Entire Interest

BANKERS,

heal the sick

OFFICE

snAiw-Sm

1 Devonshire,

No.

WITHOUT MEDICINE.

1870.

are

ON

de-

for persons

some cases

MW AS

A

J, PLUMMER,

S.

BED
PATENTED JUNE

mch!6

requested
May 4th,
1872, at three o’clock P. M., to choose delegates to a
tend the Republican Convention to he held In BiddePer Order Town Com.
ford, May 9th.
d«fcw
td
Apr 29.

NOTICES.

ing expenses

Per Rlotlt Patches, Freckles,
and TAN, use PERRY’S MOTH AND FRECKLE
LOTION. The well known reliable and harmles*
remedy for Brown Discolorations of the face. Prepared only by Dr. B. C. Perry, Dermatologist, 41
Bond St.. New York. Sold by Druggist everwhere.

The Republicans of New Gloucester are
to meet at the Town House, on Saturday,

SPRING

Mary C. Barker, aged

a new

Marriage.

SN

mortgage debt is $18,300 to the

Its

The road is already earning, after all operat-

mile.

PORTLAND,

by way of Evansville snd Nashville with

the entire South.

PERRY’S IMPHOVED COMEDONE and PIMPLE
REMEDY.—The SUn Medicine of the Age. Is warranted to enre Flesh Wokms, Pimples,
Eruption*
and Blotched disfigurations of the face. Sold by all
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond st., New York.

Caucus.

ADJUSTABLE

memoranda
Sch St Croix, Eaton, from Cardonas for New York
which got ashore at Shark River. N J. was
got off on
the 29th, after discharging 290 hbds
molasses, and was
toweil to New York.

r—«

sda-V

SPOKEN.
Ion 10 20, ship Eric the Red, fron

SPECIAL

Wednesday, May 1.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Franconia, Bragg, New York,—passengers
and mdse to Henry Fox.
Barque Howard, (Br) Sauliver, Salt Cay, TI—11,972
bushels salt to order.
Barque Eliza White, Mahoney, New York,—coal to
James & Williams. Vessel to Geo S Hunt.
Brig Carrie Winslow, Welsh, Boston.
Sch Horton, (Br) Farqneha, Ponce, PR, 22
days,—
molasses and sugar to Pldnney & Jackson. Lost a
man overboard on the outward
passage.

Nickerson

now

Illinois spent $7,000,000 on|schools, employing
10.000 teachers to instruct (i.50,000 children.

Tapley, Tapley

Hattie E

in

Porteous'21

district, but as only one,
The policy which you are

The commercial and
industrial interest of the
listrict are second to none in the
State, and denand an earnest, able and intelligent man to
>ccupy the place which has been so ably tilled
>y Mr. Lynch.
Yonu.

ult,

necessary in

27-sntf

On

ease.

Sch Sandalphon,
Porleous.

they are),

Granvill e Beems
inclined toallow the Interna
tmuahste to do about as
they please in England.
His letter in answer to the
appeal of
mb government for aid again*! n
K«mhb* the society is
tilled with a haughty

the*s

The small pox has made its appearance in
Rockland and one lady is reported as having
died of the disease. The City Council are taking all precautions against a spread of the dis

Jones.

possibly succeed.
avowing in support of national affairs,
ought to be applied here, viz: that of leaving
in office, especially elective, men of deeds and
thoughts, not words.
If Gen. Grant makes a
good executive of the
ration, why should not some such a man, with
can

Apr

sna, and

I.K.XT,.DIBKl’TUK.

AT

the celebrated Block Coal fields of Indi-

’Burnett’s Superior Flavoring Ex- j each, have forty years to run, and bear Interest at
tracts, to insist upon obtaining them in order to
the rate of 7 per cent, per annum, payable on the
avoid many of the factitious brands offered, becaus
first of April aud October, both princii»al and interest
of their larger profits.
JOSEPH BURlfETT &
! being payable in gold in New York.
CO.,
Sole Proprietors, Boston.
We have sold over One Million in the last lew
For sale by first-class Grocers and
Druggists generally
dec3s>’eod
weeks to Trust Companies, and for the investment of

three story Brick and
swelled front mastic block; built by the day, in the
best manner; 13rooms, including bath room; hot and
cold water. Frescoed In oil by Schumacher; cellar
cemented, lathed and clustered. Lot over 5000 feet.
This property is situated in a growiue part of the
city, and will be sold at a price favorable for occupancy or investment. May be seen any day from 4
to 6 p. m, Mondays and Srturday excepted.
*
half of

Philadelphia.

April 11, lat 40 41,

PORT OP PORTLAND.

I

35

route with

SKIN DISEASES.

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
This superb Hair
Dye is the best in the world—perfectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no disno
ridiculous
tints or disagreeable odor.
appointment;
The genuine Wm. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye produces IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves tki hair clean; sof.t beautiful; does not
contain a particle of lead or any injurious compound.
Sold by all Druggists.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y

17th

It is

Residence at the
West End.
Carlton St., Near Fin*

southerly

The

Is. B

richest portions of Illinois

of the

Iron Buikling, 14th St.,
of Music, New York.

siring

First-Class

No.

opiMwite the

They have stood the test of eighteen years time and : to the mile, are seldom in the market.
competition, and are pronounced unrivalled by the
We do not|be8itate to recommend them as uuusumost eminent connoisseurs, proprietors of the
leading
hotels, and prominent dealers in the United States ally safe. They are not attended with the uncertainand Canada.
They are neatly put up in five sizes
ties of projected enterprises, and the prompt pay—unpaneled, holding more than paneled bottles
appearing much larger.
are
the
best
They
| ment of the interest, and the final payment of the
and cheapest Fruit Extract the market affords
principal, are as certain as any ftiturc finaeial event.
Their Standard quantity and quality will be
strictly
maintained.
The bonds are a First Mortgage aud are for $1,000

SALE.

Happy Relief for xouz Men from the effects
of errors and abuses in early lire. Manhood restored.
Nervous debility cured. Impediments to marriageremoved. New method ot treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books and Circulars free, in
sealed envelopes.
Address HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
mcbl6den3m

Cardiff for Callao.

Brig
Tburlow, Corbett, Havana—Geo S Hunt
Brig Iza, Thompson, Caibarien—E Churchill it Co.
Sch Addie G Bryant, Stubbs, Philadelphia—Ryan
& Kelsey.
Sch Onward, Banker, Halifax—JohnHorteous.
Sch Carpo, Thurston, Cami>obello, NB—J Winslow

poli-

as

FOR
A

one

NEW YORK CIRCUS

Indiana, connecting Chicago by the shortest

and

PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH
There is no subject which should more engross attention than the purity of the preparations which
are used iu flavoring the various com]>ounds prepai ed
for the human stomach.
These Extracts are warranted perfectly free from
the poisonous oils and acids which enter into the
composition qf many qf the factitious fruit flavors
now in the market.
They are not only true to their
names, but ore prepared from fruits of the best quality, and so highly concentrated that a small quantity
only need be used.

COMPOUND

[Latest by European steamers.}
Ar at Liverpool 10th ult, Kate Harding, Harding
Buenos Ayres.
Ar at Cardiff 15th, John E Chase, Davis, Hamburg,
and ent out for Pensacola.
Ent for ldg 17th, Nettie Merriman, Rollins, for Ric

Ar at Hamburg
Mejillones.

Soups, Gravies, etc.
The superiority of these Extracts consists iu their

possesses the peculiar properties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.
For sale by all Druggists.
no29 sn
eodly

ana

through

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Fr“”'% Mjppotheatr ,u

Railroad

cennes
Runs

Vin-

|

OTHER

NO

Danville &

Chicago,

TRACTS,

Blair in the World.

Lena

in regard to the
The candidates,

Congressional nomination.
every one of them (numerous

The Beat and Cheapest Blair Dressing

Cuxhaven 17th ult, P G Blanchard, Blethen
Guanape: 18th, H L Richardson, Anderson, do.

The “Great American Rat Catcher” reside!
Bangor. He is a clerk in an office in that
city, says thd Whig, and trapped fifteeen rodents in about 24 hours.
The Whig says Joel Littlefield, who was killed on the E. & N. A. Railway on Tuesday, it
the fourth man on that train who has met with
an accident since Friday last,one
employee having a hand jammed, one a foot and another a
shoulder.
The Whig says a couple of BangoT policemen stopped a team,
having on board thre<
mysterious looking barrels covered with car
peting, which was being rapidly driven awaj
from the upper steamboat wharf
Tuesday. Ac
investigation disclosed a nice little pig in the
bottom of each barrel, and as they appeared t<
lie no relation of the “striped pig” they were
deciareel not contraband and allowed to escape
seizure.
The Comtuereial says the young man whose
head was so frightfully crushed between the
hunters of two cars at East Newport last week,
is deemeei in a fair way to recover. He will be
removed to his home in Waterville in a few

4

EX-

m¥OU FLAVORING
Soda Syrupti, Ice Creams, Custards, Pies,
Blaac Mange, Jellies, Sauces,

Premotor of the Growth and Beauty af the

Ar at

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

C0C0AINE,

Universally acknowledged

CLEARED.

Kitteky, May 1st, 1872.
To the Editor of the Press:
The uninterested and unprejudiced observer
cannot fail to apprehend the situation of

Boston merchant and
t le names we
don’t recognize the “student”

is represented at

divinity student, a
four “others.” Among

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Journal says the fruit and confectionery
store of C. Parker of Lewiston, was broken into on Sunday night. The thieves entered through
a back door, by breaking the fastening. They
took about fifty dollars worth of honey, figs and
other articles, and a small amount of change
from the money drawer.

Sch Trenton, Walls, Calais for Boston.
Sell Giraffe, Bagiey, Calais for Pawtucket.
Sch Convoy, Balkam, Eastjiort for Boston.
Sch Eclipse, Robbins, Bangor for Bosotn.
Sch Seguin, Davis, Rockland for Wilmington.
Sch Thames, Freeman. Mt Desert for Boston.

Congressional.

mch a record as Col. Wentworth
has, make a
good representative in Congress. I do not write
in support of
Col. Wentworth, only that he is a
type of the man you propose to
put at the head
of our country.

A special says that Maine
C incinnati
by a Western

NEWS.

mAhtIJNE

to

MULTITUDES of them suffer, linger, and die, beThe only known remedy
cause of Pin-Worms.
for these most troublesome and dangerous of all
worms in children or adults is DR. GOULD’S PINWORM SYRUP. Purely vegetable; sure death to
all worms: a valuable cathartic, and beneficial to
health, Warranted. Price reduced to 50 cts. per
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
bottle.
w5-4m
SN
jan31d&w

Janeiro.
At Sierra Leone Mch 26, A Houghton, Pettengil)
for Boston.
Ar at Palermo 9th ult, Mary Edson, Howes, Marsala, and sailed 11th for Boston.
Cld at Havre 18th ult, Gold Hunter, Freeman, foi

miniature Almanac.may ».
rises.1.53 I Moon rises. 2.50 AM
sets.7.011 High water. 7.15 PM

Col. Gil. Pierce of Indiana who has won the
reputation of being a brilliantfcorrespondent at
Washington, made a speech recently before the
Indiana Republican Club that fairly entitles
him to a prominent position among the ablest
of the younger Republican political speakers for
the coming campaign.
Indiana has always
been represented in Washington by Republicans of such character and talent as to
give
them a national reputation. It is evident that
the Colfaxes and Mortons will have able allies
in the younger men like Col. Pierce.

33 EXCHANGE ST.,

_agBntf__PORTLAND.
SAVE THE CHILDREN.

Liverpool.

Sun
Sun

A Good Speech.

pursuit,

Th* special committee appointed to
investigate the charges against Secretary Robeson will

Agane.
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FLAVORING
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H. M. l* VVSO\,

others.
Sla fin Bromerhaven 11th ult, ship Josiah L Hale,
Pike, Callao.
Sid fm Gibraltar 3d nit, barque Bounding Billow
(from Messina) for New York.
Ar at Liverpool 29th ult, ship Macaulav, Rogers
Baltimore; 30th,
Sweetsir, New Orleans
L L Sturges, Linnekin, do.
PassedDeal 13th, barque Vanguard, Nichols, froir
Galveston fbr Cronstadt.
Ar at Moville 1st inst. steamer Austrian, Portland
for
Ar at Greenock 14th ult, barque Cardenas, Kellar
Cardenas.
Ar at St John, NB, 29th,
brig Morencv, Gorham
Boston: schs Osseo. Clark, ana Duke of Newcastle
Knox, Portland; Nashwauk, Peatman, and Arcilla
Colwell, do.

Mr, Bowles says, McClure “held back to bargain with the Democrats of his State, that, in
return for his support of Davis here, they were
to help him to Cameron’s seat in the Uiited
States Senate, next winter.”

McKenney, aged

tion is thought by those entitled to judge, the
best means of uniting the friends of reform
and
or
amuesty, whether Republicans
Democrats, I shall have no right to decline it.
If not, I don’t want it.
Faithfully your friend,
S. P, CHASE.

*>»

erpool, ldg.
At Singapore 14th ult, ship Tiber, Cobb, for Hong

[Funeral on Saturday atteruoou.l
In Sanferd, April 28, Mrs. Eliza A., wife of Hoa.
Increase S. Kimball, aged 43 years 7 months.
In Harrison, April 20, Mrs. Susan, wife of Henry
Tuttle, aged 57 ytars.
In Norway, April 25, of consumption, Miss Eva O.

CHIEF JUSTICE.

Chicago

Zephyr,

Pollnuirlt'QTiiana

In Westbrook,
31 years.

Ou the whole, the contest is to be decided by
the Greeley men, who can nominate either
Trumbull or Adams, and they incline toward
Trumbull.

()a

Boston 10 days.
Sid 19th ult, ship Fred Tudor, Bradford, fbr Europe
At Manila 16th ult, ship Surprise, Ranlett, from
Shanghae, to load for New York.
At Cebu Feb 29, ship Templar, Fessenden, for Liv

Sam Bowles of the Springfield Republican,
speaks of the “vultures” in the CincinnaH Convention and denounces “the sinful games” ol
flip

Portland .tluniripul
Parllaud aid P Ac K
Batk
Baugor

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid im Shanghae March 7, barque Money nick, Marshall, for Swatow and back, (four months charter at
$1970 per month.)
In port March 14, ship Elsinore, Clark, from New
York,ar 11th, for Swatow.
At Hong Kong March 16, ship Puritan, Doane, for
New York; and others.
At Calcutta 26th ult, ship Matterhorn, Curtis, for

_

Jio*,
iw„L

HigUivesaCC°UntS

Hatch, Greeley, Rockland.
Sid 29tb, sch Impudence, (Br) Baker, Portland.
WARREN—Ar 29th, sch Geo H Spofford, Thompson, Vinalliaven.
FALL RIVER—Ar 30th, sells Olive Elizabeth, Soule,
Portlaud; Golden Ru e, Grant, Calais.
BOSTON—Ar 30th, brigs Daphne, Fountain, and
Shasta, Brown, Baltimore; Anna D Torrev, Haskell.
Philadelphia; schs Kalnk Carlton, Patten,Matanzas;
Kolon, Jasper, and Alligator, McGregor, Port Johnson ; Rowena, Thurston, Calais; Connecticut, Elwell,
Machias; Panama, Bellaty, Ellsworth; Eagle,Grant
Sullivan; Convert, Pendleton, Bangor; S H Pool'
Colby, and Coquette, Merry, Wiscasset.
Ar 1st, barque Bounding Billow, Reynolds, Messina; brig A H Curtis, Merriman. Cientuegos: schs
Mary Means, Parker. Alexandria ;' Hattie Baker,
Crowell, Baltimore ; Active, Coombs. Baltimore;
Rowena. Thurston, Calais.
Cld 1st, brig Almon Rowell, Atherton, Wiscasset;
schs Pushaw,Thompson, St Stephens, NB; LF Warren, Johnson, Fernandina; Leonessa, Meyers, Rockland ; Baltic, Parker, Bangor.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 28th, sch Chas Carroll, Grant,
Rockland.
Ar 29th, sch L Standish, Whidden, Pembroke.

fMW ADVERTISEMENTS^

NOTICES.

BURNETT’S

Partland Ac Bochcclcr B. B.
»•»
!.«<!» Ac Farmington B. B.
Central Railroad, Iowa, Gold,
1’u
AtchiHoa, Topeka Ac Haute Pc, Gold
7>»
Northrra Pacific, Gold,
7-30’.

_

The rain has poured down in torrents all
night, and it is a dark, damp, disagreeable
morning. The arrivals have not equaled the
departures, and it is very evident that a few days.
guiding minds have taken charge of the business of the Convention.
MARRIED.
Individual prospects.
Davis, with his great strength and his lavish
In this city, May 1, by Rev. Father O’Callahan
expenditure of money, has faint chances of I Frank Smart,
of New York City, and MIbs Lottie F
success, if any, since the Pennsylvanians were
Marks, of Portland.
In Lewiston, April 27, Octavus Wood and Jennie L.
adroitly arrayed against him. Horace Greeley
is apparently certain of the Western votes on
Dillingham.
In Lewiston, April 27, Hern-y Sieman and Annie
the first ballot, although it is not clear that
Leighton.
some of them will he complimentary and not
In Belfast, April 22, Henry C. Miller and Martha J.
renewed should his name be not withdrawn.—
both ol Northport.
Trumbull has been gaining since yesterday Flanders,
morning, and Adams has quite a considerable
Southern and scattering strength, which has
DIED.
been gained by Greeley.

et;°1

W8re

Below 29th, sch Jas McCloskey,Crowell, from Portland tor Pawtucket.
At 30th, schs Tangent, Dlx, and Ring Dove, Swan,
Calais; Elvira, Bancroft, Machlas ; Pennsylvania,
Smith, and Huntress, Sprague, Dennysville; Francis

News Items by Mail.

ters

the interest of the Democratic
party in the Liberal Republican, Col. Pierce
aptly said:
The peculiarity of Chevy Slime was that he
was already waiting around the
comer, and our
Democratic friends appear to be engaged at
in
that
same
present
occupation.
They are
waiting now for a Presidential candidate, and
brethren.
they are ready to indorse almost anything that
We hear that the Democratic leaders are is available. They remind me of that scene
from “Hamlet” where Polonius comes in to
considering the matter of dropping their name summons the young Prince:
“Do you see
and organization in this State and are now
yon cloud,” says Hamlet, “almost iu the
of a camel?”
“By the
looking about the State for a Republican to mass!” cries shape
Polonius, “it is like a camel
run on a “free runt” platform.
Several gen- indeed.” “Or like a weasel,” continues Hamlet. “It is backed like a weasel,” replies Pol«tlemen have been interviewed, but thus far,
nius.
“Or like a whale?” says Hamlet.
no success has resulted.
“Very, very like a whale!” returns Polonius.
And so you go to one of our ancient and
If Charles Francis Adams is nominated at
bewildered Democratic brethren and you say:
“Do you see yon cloud at Cincinnati, almost
Cincinnati it will be largely due to the ceasein the shape of Davis?”
And he responds,
less and very able advocacy of the New York
with anxiety depicted in his weather beaten
the
mass!
it is like Davis
World. Mr. Adams as President could hard- conntenance, “By
indeed!” “Or like Greeley?” you continue.
ly overlook friends whose championship prov- “It is backed like Greeley,”
he responds. “Or
ed so timely and valuable.
like Brown,” you say. and the venerable man
rubs his hands and replies, “Very, very like
York County Republicans are proposing ; Brown.”
That will be a tearful affair at Cincinnati.
to send John E. Butler, Esq, of the Journal, \
It will beat the Philadelphia Convention of
as a delegate to the Philadelphia Convention,
’(18. It is the death of the Democratic
party,
He will be an efficient and reliable represen- and as the master of ceremonies said at that
last St. Louis funeral, “the corpse’s cousins
tative of the wishes of the Disrict.
will now come forward.”
Come forward,
Trumbull, with your civil service reform and
Audacions Robbery and Murder.—Monyour ten thousand dollar check for services in
day afternoon five mounted men rode into Co- the McArdle case.
Come forward, Greeley, with the emancipalumbia, Missouri and having dismounted tion proclamation
in one hand in the other a
ftt
two
with
Deposit Bank,
pistols in their copy of the Lexington Caucasian, with your
hands held the horses, while the other
friendlv letter to Donnii the irlnritier of T In.
three,
coin 8 assassin and the would-be instigator, of
with drawn revolvers, entered the bank. Tour
*
Grant.
unarmed gentlemen
the Cashier,
including
Come forward, Schurz, waving in one hand
were within.
One of the intruders demanded
your eloquent sentence regarding your services
the keys of the safe and another
attempted to in the battle-field, while the other is thrown
shoot James Garnett, a bank employee but he
lovingly about the newly-elected Senator from
■track the robber’s weapon, although his hand
Kentucky, with bis proposition to remove the
was burned by the explosion.
All tha bank of12.000 sleeping soldiers from their graves at
ficers escaped except the Cashier, who, under
feaafulfthreats, refused to unlock the safe. He Arlington.
Come forward, Tipton! thou bristling
was Bhot dead and the maraudiug party
prophpillagw?r! Thou manager of conventions!—
ed all the valuables outside the safe, which they
lliou cipher on the. left hand of two
digits !
were unable to unlock.
While this was proinou
of politics! We are to lose thee,
ceeding the party outside fired their pistols in out we Joseph
have the sublime satisfaction of k ow
all directions, driving everybody off the street.
'what we lose the Democratic
The raid was so unexpected it caused the town
pa ‘v
gains, and in this we shall be more than evu
to seem panic stricken until the robliers mount,n
tllou intellectual
P®40®'
ed their horses and dashed
away. The citizens
JlerculeH, and innumerable eyss uliall be dry.
immediately organized and started in
6a'n'n6 rapidly
the
The amount stolen is not
to bo large.
supposed
Great excitement prevails in the
eountv and
the robbers will probably be lynched if <

Nye.
Augusta, May 1st,

SPECIAL

BOND|!

Bangor.

Kong;

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

ley, St .John, NB; Flora King. Cook, and E C Gates,
Freeman, Calais; Pavilliou, do; Baugor, Jordan, and
Belle, Higgins, Ellsworth ; Darius Eddy, Conant,

KNOX COUNTY.

The Pennsylvania delegation hail a rather
stormy session. The Davis men had expected
that after a complimentary vote for Gov. Cur-

tin for
Davis.

Spinner, Cocksackle for Portland; Nettie Cuaiilng,
Prcsaey,New Yorkior Salem.
NORWICH—Ar 29tli, aclis Fannie F Hall, Snow,
Bangor; Mataachuaetts, Woodman, und Trade Wind,
Lord, Rockland.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 30th, schs Belle, Higgins, from
Ellsworth; Georgians, Long, Culais.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 30th, achs Gao Kilborn, Stan-

No one can witness a procession of so many
little folks without feeling a just sense of gratitude and respect for the leader Hon. Joshua

EGATION.

uomiuv,,

The Democratic leaders in Congress are the
most interested of any parties in Washington
in the Cincinnati Convention. Their leaders
are

ed have met this afternoon to take the initiating measures for the Convention. This work
of boiling down has given rise to a good deal of
discontent, which will be increased when it appears, as it will appear, that a good deal of intrigue has been used in the selection of those
who are to cast the votes. Indeed, the whole
affair thus far has been adroitly managed so as
to oust certain parties, while tlie views of tlie
great mass of those in attendance have been ignored. They call themselves Reformers, but
they surpass any set of convention managers
that I have ever seen operate, and I have seen

the

terms

eral

-•

'■■■•*-
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The Cincinnati Convention.

York

tieat

with more and better ratoonatt—twlCircus Tent
other Oireua Tent in America.
ine rapacity t!>an anv
Lml will he Brilliantly

Illuminated with Gas.
Admission 50 centa; Children under 10, 25 cents. No
Standing Room, Seats for all. Doors open at 2 and
7. Urand Entree at 2$ and 8.
Tickets can be secured in advance at llawi. &
Crasin's MubIc StoTe.
ry-The A’nr York Circus will exhibit at Lewiston
Monday, May 6th.
C. W. FULLER, Agent.
Jtwl8
may'2-4-7

The iUaBiifactares «f Portland.

TTIE PRESS.

STRAW

THURSDAY MORNING, MAY 2,

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
S. S.—Mechanics’ Hall.

wages will reach $15,000.
It is a pleasure to
visit their work-rooms; they are homes of busy
industry, filled with bright, intelligent, nimble-

Carpet Renovating.
Clothing—Oren Hawkes A* Co.
Ayer’s Medicines.
Shooting Gallery.
Announcements—Cogia Hassan.

fingered

young ladies, who make very handwages at a neat and pleasant employment.
Almost all of these operatives are residents of
Portland and vicinity, and the number is to be

Treatment—Dr. Mace.

Republican Caucus.
of Pert land

The Republican Voters
to

meet

Caucus,

iu

requested

are

ou

Monday Evening, May G, at 8 o’clock,
for the purpose of electing four
delegates from each
ward to the Convention to be held at Biddeford, on
“for
the purpose of choosing
Thursday, May 9th,
Dehgates to the Republican National Convention at
Wards
Philadelphia.*'
1, 2, 3, 4 and 6, will meet in
tlieir respective Ward Rooms; Ward 5 will meet iu
Machigonne Engine House, Congress st. Ward 7
will meet in the School House on Vaughan street.
The delegates elected will please meet in convention at the Reception Room, City Building, Tuesday
afternoon at 5

o’clock, to elect two delegates at large.
The ward lines as fixed by the late vote of the city
will be observed in the ward caucuses.
Per

Portland, May 1st,

Order of City Committee.

1872.

United 8tute« Circuit Conrt.
BEFORE JUDGE 8HEPLEY.

Wednesday.—'William

Harwood et ox. v*.
Grand Trunk Railway Co. The closing arguments
were made by Bion Bradbury for the defence and A.
A. Stront for the plaintiff. Verdict for plaintiff' for
$5500. Motion for new trial filed by defendants*
T.

counsel.

Stront.
W. W. Virgin.

Bradbury & Bradbury.

A.A.

BEFORE JUDGE FOX.

Elvina H. Nowell vs. Calvin Varney. A writ of
entry, wherein plaintiff claims a lot of land set oft’on
execution for alimony.
Grew.
Copeland—A. A. Strout.
N. Hobbs.
Webb.
Supreme

BE.tUIU.«>llUUI!.

HAKUUWB.

Wekxesday.—Annie L. Humphrey

Gray.
the road,

of

vb

"InhabitantB

damages caused by
$5000. Argument for

Action for

a

laid at

defence in

defect in

progress.

Strout «£ Gage.

Vinton.

On motion of S. C. Strout, Esq., B. T. Chase
admitted to practice in the Courts of this State.

was

.11 nuicipal Conn.
BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.

Wednesday.—Cornelius McCann,

on a

search

sciEure process, paid a fine of $50 and costs.
Margaret F. Shields, for a single sale of liquor,
line of

a

and

paid

$50 and costs.

County Attorney.
Margaret F. Shields, for a violation of the Lord’s
day by keeping oi>en her shop tor the purpose of business, was lined $10 and costs. Sentence suspended
payment of costs, conditioned to observe the law.
McKenney, for intoxication and disturbance, were sentenced to thirty days
each In the county jail. Sentenced suspended.

on

Sumner Skillln and Edward

Steamship Scandinavian, Capt. Ballantine,
from Liverpool, April 18tli, arrived at Quebec
on Tuesday.
Among the passengers was Mrs.
Otho W. Burnham of this city, who is now in
Waterville.
A masonic pin, found in the street, awaits an
owner at the Press editorial rooms.
The Directors of the Maine Central Railroad
have decided to have an iron bridge over the
Androscoggin at Topsliam, similar to that at

Augusta. Until it is built the present temporary structure will he used.
Yesterday was a miserable May-Day; with a
cold east wind, cloudy sky and clouds of dust.
The concert by the Union Brass Band of
Ferry Village, o* Tuesday niglit, led by Mr.
Grimmer,

was a very successful affair.
Hale exhibits a new painting by Sonntag.
An oil painting by an old Philadelphia artist,
is on exhibition in Schumacher’s window, and
lie has also received some fine engravings and

chromos from French artists in water colors.
Steamship Austrian, from Portland, arrived
off Moville yesterday.
The catnels-hair shawl at the Portland table
of the Homceopathic Fair, Boston, was drawn

by SJrs. ,T. B. Cummings, Boston. Combination raffle of oil painting, slippbr-cases and
pond-lilies by S. C. Peterson, L. T. Hovey and
E. B. Hall of Boston.
The Superior Court has adjourned tine die.—
Assignments for jury trials have been made
for the May Term. Court comes in the 7tl^ of

May.
Sheriff Perry seized a lot of liquors at the
Mansion House on Green street yesterday.
Rev. Mr. Ferris has accepted the call to the
First Parish Church in Gorham.
Steamer New England of the International
Line, made the trip from St. John to Boston on
Monday last in twenty-two hours. An unprecedented trip. The distance run was 416 miles.
“That Boy Tommy” which met with such
til L

be

BUCVCSO Ull

repeated

at

1WJ

City

Hall

May 9th, preceded by

hundred.
With the present
force over 700 hats and bonnets are

added at once. The firm manufacture ail their
dies and blocks, and have on hand all the styles
that have been popular since they have been in

business; and they have added about twenty
new shapes the present season.
These dies are
first cast iu plaster in their shop, and then in
iron by the founders and finished by the machinists of Portland. Over forty casks of plaster are used annually for this business, and a
large quantity of dye-stuffs and bleaching materials in coloring and whitening straw. The
firm

deal directly with first hands in the
purchase of supplies, buying all the varieties of
Draid of the New York importers; and their
stock room is brimming full of the most elegant
now

material. A splendid trade has been worked
up iu Maine and the Provinces, and the establishment is being worked to its full capacity
without keeping quite up to the orders. From
these statements it will be seen that a single

manufacturing enterprise

in this city, conducted with skill and
is the means of putenergy,
ting iu circulation a considerable amount of
money yearly, giving employment to a large
number of operatives and moving the machinAnd
ery and labor of other establishments.
the discovery of one of these important concerns developes the existence of another; and
no

non

hand in cash on deposit.
The Club proceeded to ballot for choice of
officers with the following result: Commodore,
Jamc M. Churchill; Vice Commodore, Abial

Robert I. Hull were appointed a committee for
revising the by-laws and regulations of the
club.
A. M. Smith, R. I. Hull, J. P. Thomas and
Edward H. Chase were empowered to secure
headquarters for the club.
A discussion as to the annual cruise drew
out the several yacht owners, and the idea seemed general that New Meadows and vicinity
should be visited this year during the month of
June.
___

Arrivals.—W. F. Belcher, Farmington, A. S. Rice, Rockland, M. C. Kimball,
*
Bethel, are at the Preble House.
H. C. Pearson, Haverhill, G. R. Washburn,
Tliomaston, G. A. Watson and wife, New
Hotel

York, E. Lellaud, Boston, are at the St. Julian.
L. T. Miller, Newark, N. J., M. Frizzell,
Waterville, Geo. Cross and J. C. Armstrong,
Boston, H. P. Clark, Milford, Ct., Tobias Roberts, Mt. Desert, Fred. A. Smith, Bangor, are
at the City Hotel.
Wm. Emery, Alfred, S. C.
Farrington,
Fryeburg, Judge O. F. Fowler, Bristol, N. H.,
N. J. Herrick, Alfred, C. H. True, Chicago, C.
G. Hale, Norridgewock, are at the United

Thursday evening,
original farce, entitled
the Mice will Play.”

tut;

was

photography,

and these

house.

Vicious

dogs

are

no

placed

practical result.
in a most delicftte

association at the Memorial
ihH_The
church were addressed last evening by Hon.
Neal I>ow, who made a pleasant half hours’
talk on what he bad seen at home and abroad.
His reminiscences of Edward Payson and Jusnew

tin Edwards and their pioneer work here a half
century ago were very interesting. Mr. Joshua
F. Weeks and Dr. Carruthers added a few remarks. Itevs. J. M. Palmer and E. C. Cum-

sustained.___
Mother Goose’s Reception.—The musical
connection with Mother Goose’s
programme in
Reception at Mechanics’ Hall to-night willemMr. Thomas, Mrs. Wethcrbee,
;hr*;e songs by
and Miss Cary, piano duet by
and violin by
Misses Millet and Torrey, piano
solo by Miss
Richards,
piano
Mr.
and
Cole
Miss
Misses
Farley and
trio
by
vocal
a
Ouincv and
The “Reception”
Monger and Mr. Thomas.
from Its former methwill be somewhat varied
things ought to call
of
good
this
array
od; and

Mr.'wtldson

nr

good house._

Entertainment.—The S. P. Suyesterday, and

rety kept their record good

little fairy spectacle
brought out the charming
The little fames
with a great deal of edat.
h
as anj o
and
beauty
\were
of
full
grace
on t ie
the
and
•creations of fiction,
groupings
the floral
«tage, the transformation scenes and
idauce* were a continual delight. The patronage was remarkably good it) the evening, and
we hear that a
great many people dined and
tables.

Attention in called to our Vew York ‘letter
on the first page.

Relations with Spain.
Washington, May 1.—The President and
other executive officers was not less surprised
than the public at large on a reading a newspaper, friendly to the administration an editorial
article causing a general impression that a war
with Spain was probable if not imminent,it being stated that Gen. Sickles had been instructed on his arrival at Madrid to demand his passport and notify the Spanish government that
till it is prepared to fulfill all obligations, the
friendly relation between the United aud Spain
must cease. Members of Congress and others
during the moruiug made enquiries at official
sources with regard to the announcement when
the following facts were ascertained: Minister Sickles took out with him instructions in relation to Dr. Howard in the spirit of former
communications on that subject to our chargede-affairs, Mr. Adee, urging the release of Dr.
Howard who, according to official information,
received yesterday, is still at Cadiz aud well
treated, awaiting the result of the pending correspondence between the two countries and
further investigation of the case by the Spanish government.
The Tea aud Coffee Rill.
The President has approved the bill repealing
duties on tea and coffee on and after July
next.

Underwriting Incorperntinn.
superiority of the general system of fire
underwriting is forcibly illustrated in the career of that substantial incorporation, the Liverpool, London and Globe, the largest and
The Ciant

The

most popular fire insurance company in the
whole world. During the year 1871, which is
admitted to have been by far the most disastrous in underwriting experience, as it included
the great Chicago as well as many other disastrous conflagrations, the business of the Liverpool, London and Globe was so large that its

total assets were only reduced seven hundred
thousand dollars ($700,000,) while its present
invested funds amount to no less than twenty
million ($20,000,000) in gold^howing a financial
solidity surpassing that of any other fire incor-

poration extant.

Such

a

superior

condition

could never be reached by a company transacting a local business, and proves the general

system iutrodnced by the London, Liverpool
and Globe to be far in advance of any other.
The prosperity of the company is also evinced
in the great excellence and general adaptation
of the buildings it usually secures for its offices
—it owning line edifices in nearly all the lead-

XLUD CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.
SENATE.
Washington, May 1.—A bill was passed repealing the provision of the army appropriation act of 1870, prohibiting promotions in the
staff of the army.
Mr. Stockton reported a bill referring to the
Court of Claims the claim of the representatives of the late Admiral Dahlgren, for the use
of his gun by the United States government.
Bills were passed to regulate elections in
Washington and Idaho territories. Upon this
amendment a long discussion arose, in which
Messrs. Trumbull and Stevenson participated.

ing cities of the world.
No company we know of possesses the full
confidence of the business public more completely than the London, Liverpool and Globe,
and certainly none more worthy of the great

distinction.—[Neto

York

Evening Express.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

HOUSE.
Lacies’ Hats trimmed to

order in the best
at Cooia

The Senate amendment to the House bill
on tea and coffee, making the
hill take effect the first of July next, were concurred in by a large majority, the yeas and
nays being refused. The bill now goes to the
President.
Bill were reported from the Committee on
Indian Affairs aud acted on.
Among them are the following: Regulating
the mode of making private contracts with the
Indians which was passed. To provide for the
removal of the Kausas tribe of Indians to the
Indian Territory, and dispose of their land in
Kansas to actual settlers only. Passed.
The House than went into Committee of the
Whole, on the tariff bill.
Mr. Kelley of Penn., gave notice that he
would at the close of the .general debate Friday, move to strike out the enacting clause,
uud direct the Ways and Means Committee to
report back the substitute offered on behalf of
himself and Mr. Maynard. He contrasted the
policies of protection and free trade, and said
that he believed that he was serving his country and kind in teaching protection in season
aud out of season. The pending hill was a
poor little fatherless unrecognized thing, a
cruel satire on the catch word, “Free Trade”
and the Revenue Reform, by which it was
hoped to be popularized.
Mr. Stevenson of Ohio was the next speaker,
Referring to the immense reserve in the treasury, he spoke of Secretary Boutwell as the
most magnificent miser the world has ever
known. He supported the bill as one which
contained no selfish projects or jobs as one of
revenue reform, and a pledge aud earnest of
honesty in which he congratulates the Committee on Ways and Means.
Mr. Connor of Texas, followed in a free trade

abolishing duties

possible style by experienced milliners
Hassan’s.

Shooting Gallery, for the practice of rifle
shooting.
Open day and evening at No. 22!)

Congress street,
my2-2t*

next

to

City Building.

Elegant Trimmed Hats. Prices Low.
Cogia Hassan,
129 Middle street and 6 Temple St.
Try

our

10c Paper Collars.
Cooia Hassan,
129 Middle and 6 Temple St.

How is your 30 cents for low? We are selling the Elmwood cloth faced collar at 25 cents.
J. Burleigh & Co., 89 Middle street.
shall sell them a little cheaper. Elmwood Cloth Face Collars, 23c a box.
Cooia Hassan,
129 Middle and 6 Temple $t.
We

Dr. Mace, Cahoon Block, receives patients
daily who seek relief from chronic disorders by
means of the air-treatment
Bheumtism, neuralgia, lead poison and lung difficulties yield to
to this curative agent.
Tycoon Cuffs and Cloth Face, Beversible,
Folded Edge and Safety Button Hole. 25c a
*
box.
Cogia Hassan,
129 Middle and 6 Temple St.
Gentlemen iu want of stylish garmeuts,
should go to Orin Hawkes & Co.,’s 290 and 292
We
Congress St., opposite the Preble House.
have a fine assortment of English, French aiid
*

goods.

German

Mourning Outfits.—In our Millinery Dewe have a full stock of Crapes and
Flowers which we are prepared to make up into
mourning hats and bonnets in such styles as
will suit the most fastidious. Our prices are

partment

speech.

The committee rose, and Mr.

He said he
of railroad companies.
had introduced it on informatiou that some of
in
were
interested
his constituents
it, but he
had since learned that such was not the fact,
and as he felt no interest in it he withdrew it.
The House at tour o’clock took a recess till 7
p. m.
The evening session
business.

I can testify to the high therapeutical value
of Fellow’s Compound Syrup of Hypopliospliites.and consider it deserving of attention by

profession generally.
Aaron Alward,

M. D.,
Mavor of the Citv of St John.

advertise-

The meagreuess of our telegraphic columns,
is due to an inefficient operater in the Boston
office. We trust it will not occur again.
The very desirable located property No. 9
Middle street, will be sold at auction to-day by
I'. O. Bailey & Co.
Carriers’ Delivery.—The following shows
the mail matter collected and distributed during
the month of April:
COLLECTED.

Mail Letters... .46,309
City Letters_ 2,776

Mail

Letters.59,471

Newspapers.26,915

City Letters.2,153
Newspapers. 2,053

Total.76,300

Total. 63,677

Total

Collection aud Delivery.*.•■■■• .139,977

To the Editor of the Press:
Perhaps you may have visited the performhe would change a
ance of a conjuror when

gold eagle by merely saying “presto, change.” 1 have to-day seen as
great a performance without using these words.
When we passed Sebago Lake this morning at

silver quarter to

a

entirely covered with ice. Oil
our return this afternoon no ice was to be seen
except on the shore, and that all broken up
fine enough for the manufacture of ice cream.
D.
Wednesday, May 1.
o’clock it

was

On the Carpet.—Oae of the latest topics is
the success of the new department just added
to the great dry goods house of Jordan,
Marsh & Co., Boston. The finest Axminsters, Wiltons, Brussels, velvets and tapestries
are offered their
patrons; while the needful
three plies, Kidderminsters, oil cloths, etc., are
shown in large variety, in their best grades.
A Washington despatch says that Minister
Sickles goes to Spain to bring back members of
his family and present his letter of recall.
A large fire is reported near Suncook, N. H.,
One party has lost 400 cords of
in the woods.

wood.

cures

Asthma, Coughs,

Ladies who consult their welfare will inves
merits of Duponco’s Golden Pills.
ap26 eodlw ltw

tigate the

hot or cold bath
All those in want of
should rememberthat Smith, No. 100 Exchange
street, is always ready to attend to the wants
a

of his

customers._

The first Mortgage Bonds of the Chicago,
Danville and Vincennes Railroad Co. have
been in very aetive demand, and during the
last few weeks over one million have been sold.
As the road rnns from the celebrated Indiana
block coal fields, through a very rich country to
Chicago, and is already earning a dividend
interest on its
upon its .capital stock besides the
Mortgage bonds, the investment is unusually
Messrs. Swan & Barrett, Portland
safe.
for the Bonds and will give all
are the

agents

Messrs. W. B. Shatnecessary information.
tuck & Co., the New York bankers, reoommcnd
d&w
these securities in the strongest terms,
A correspondent, writing from Athens,
curiously contrasts the mixtures to be found
there of ancient and modern civilizations.
Railroads spin their trains amid the temples of
three thousand years; steamers dash their
swells upon the Pireus, and the scream of their
whistles resounds from Athos, Pentelicus and

Cytheron to Olympus and the heavens beyond
their gods. Dr. Ayer’s world-renowned medicines, those consummations of modern science,
is:u uu

Areopagus

»iuo

*■ —

-——i

and the Thesion, while the modest

cards of Cherry Pectoral, Ayer's Sarasparilla,
Ague Cure and Pills look from the windows of
the shops in the streets of Athens, where they
are sold.—N. Y. Sunday Globe.
The New York Circus.—Lent’s New York
Circus will be in Portland next Tuesday, and
aside from its being the first entertainment of
the kind this season, the well established reputation it has acquired will guarantee a large
patronage. Many new and novel features will
be introduced in the performances, and Mr.
Lent promises to give the moss elegant, diversified and exciting circus exhibitions ever offered
in this country. The bareback riders of his circus, Mile Holland, Win. Dutton, Chas. W.
Fish, aud the great John Henry Cooke, are
widely celebrated for their peerless skill and
daring, aud the same completeness exists in
every other department of the arena. The Jee
Brothers, two rarely endowed artists who apwill introduce the
pear here for the first time,
musical

devoted to territorial

Methodist General Conference.
New York, May 1.—Among the prominent
lay delegates to the Methodist Conference at
Brooklyn, are Chancellor Bates of Delaware,
Surveyor General Beadle of Iowa, ex-Governor
Bonny of New Hampshire, ex-Governor Blaisdell of Nevada, Judge Brown of Michigan, exGovernor Claftiu of Massachusetts, Judge
Couchfield of Ohio, ex-Governor Dillingham
of Vermont, United States District Attorney
Hill of Mississippi, ex-Governor Lane of Indiana, Judge Lyon of the Supreme Court of Wisconsin, ex-Judge Safe of Vermont, Judge
Smith of the Superior Court of Liberia, Prof.

Price 35 and 75 cts.

Colds, Lung Complaints.
mrl5-T T S & wly.

was

►

rocks, which, under their wonderful

manipulations send forth a “eouoord of sweet
sounds,” exceedingly pleasing. The morning
parade of the circus, band, chariot and horses

will present many interesting features, aud
should be witnessed by all who love to behold
d&w
novel scenes and processional displays.
The Missouri Troubles*
St. Louis. May 1.—Gov. Brown has received
additional official d spatches from Adjutant
General Siegel, who is in Cass county, stating
that all is quiet and there is no apprehension of
any further violence,

Inauguration of Gov. Jewell.
New Haven, Ot., May 1.—To-day liaB been
the gala day of the year in Connecticut. Fully
20,000 persons from abroad were in the city to
attend the annual inaugural exercises.
The
military display was the finest ever seen. There
three
thousand
were
men in line.
Gov. Paddelford of Hliode Island, and ox-Gov. Clafiin of
Massachusetts were here.

D1CW

ociuumij!

iiw.

M cud

in

Union College and ex-U. S. Senator Willey.
Dr. Peck made a motion that the plan of lay
delegation he ratified and lay delegates be now
admitted. After some discussion the motion
The vote
was divided and voted on seperatcly.
to ratify the plan was 233 yeas to 36 nays.
on
admit
The vote
motion to
lay delegates
was 279 yeas, 1 nay.
The Secretary then read the list of delegates,
and said that two lay conferences hail not elected delegates- those of India and Germany.
Adjourned until to-morrow.

Corrupt Judges.
Albany, N. Y., May 1.—The Judiciary Committee has reported in the case of Judge Cardoza, recommending his impeachment for corrupt
The

conduct and high crimes and misdemeanors.,
The committee will report this evening on the
case of Judge Barnard.
An attempt was made to present to the House
the resignation of Cardoza but was ruled out of
order.

FO KEIGN.
Mexican Revolution.
Matamokab, April 30.—A reinforcement of
300 of government troops from Tampico landCoinia’s
ed at Bagdeu to-day with SliOOO.
Cavalrv, with 300 infantry, went to assist them
in landing and enable them to reach the city as
it was understood that the Revolutionists would
attempt to cut them off.
Trevino’s main force is still above the city
some miles, not having advanced since yesterThe black flag is still being displayed
day.
The
from the fortifications around the city.
United States Consul lias represented to Cevalos that should the besieging forces take the city,
the exhibition of such a flag might be used as a
pretext by the Revolutionists to show no quarters to person and property of foreigners who
were compelled to remain inside the city on account of business and solicited him to withdraw
it.
The

the

Pope

Weuthcr Report, May 1, lit P. M.
War Department, Signal Service, U. S. Army, Divisions of Telegrams and Reports for the benefit of
Commerce.

Dep’t, Office Chief Signal)
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
May 2 (1.00 A. M.) I
Probabilities.—A rising barometer with eas-

terly to northerly winds and clear weather will
prevail very generally by Thursday morning
from the lakes to the gulf coast and South and

Middle Atlantic States and extend over tbe latter during the morning and over New England
are

Thursday evening.
anticipated,

or on

not

Dangerous winds

s

o

»

g

T

§38
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s
8.

3
%
8

2,
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Place

8,

of

W

observation.

S®

S

I
s

;

Chicago.29.94

42
Cleveland. 29.93 52
Corinne. Utah. .30.38 49
Kev West, Fla..30.0C 80
Mt.Washlngton.30.07 36
New London... .30.09 48
New Orleans ..30.13 75
New York
.30.30 63
Norfolk.30.04 65
Philadelphia. .29.99 62
...

..

rutsDurg.2K.91
Portland.30.10 44
San Francisco .30.03 71
St)

71
63
Wilmington.30.11 70
Montreal.29.88 49
lndianajiolls_30.00 52
Barometer corrected for
Savannah.30.09
Washington.. .29.93

?

&

:

Boston.30.09 49
Charleston,S.C..30.08 70
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Cloudy

Fair
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temperature and elevation

Foreign Imports.
SALT CAY, Turks Island. Barque Howard—11,972

bush salt to order.

Sch Hortou—90 hhds 50 bbls sugar,
140 puncheons 9 tierces molasses to Phiitney & JackPONCE. PR.

son.

ST ANDREWS NB. Sch E Bowlby—3017 shingles
to Holyoke, Benson & Co; 1000 railroad sleepers to F

Chase.
Sch Frank liu—2312 railroad sleepers to F. Chase.
Sch Albert—2150 railroad sleepers to F. Chase.
Foreign Exports.
CAIBARIEN. Brig Iza—2249 shooks and heads,
50,525 liooiKS.
HAVANA. Brig Lena Thnrlow—8437 box shooks,

empty casks.
CAMPBELLTON, NB. Sch Carpo-Lot of mdse.
HALIFAX, NS. Sch Onward—1900 bbls flour, 100
do oatmeal, 2420 galls refined oil.

90

Steamer Chase—900 bbls flour, 150 do oatmeal, 240
do peas, 60 do barley, 24,680 lbs butter, lot of mdse.
ST JOHN NB. Sch Sandalpbon—700 bbls flour. 10
tons bran.
Sch Eliza S—600 bbls flour, 1520 galls whiskey, 680
do spirits.

Receipts by Rnilroads
1

and

Steamboats.

Steamer Franconia, from New York—3753
half chests tea, 50 hhds molasses, 3 do tobacco, 150
bbls rosin, pitch, &c, 32 do cement, 55 do paint, 5 do
currants, 5 do oysters, 60 rolls leather, 114 bales rags,
28 do cotton waste, 20 do bnrlaps, 70 bags shot, 10 do
rice, 5 tierces do, 5 drums soda, 50 bbls glass ware, 8
do Venetian red, 80 bdls trees, 100 boxes prunes, 50 do
sewing machines, 20 do claret, 40 do soap, 60 do tobacco, 10 do potash, 83 do cheese, 17 pieces marble, 35
kegs soda, 50 pkgs furniture, 1 boat, 12 pianos, 200

pkgs sundries.

Hoston Stack Lin.
[Sales at auction.]
Pepperell Manufacturing Co.
747}
Franklin Company, Lewiston.114f @ 115
Eastern Railroad/. 108*
Portland City Sixes, 1887.*
.96* @ 97*
..

...

A Carlist leader in Spain says that the pres1877
ent troubles in Spain arise from the outrages ) Bates
Manufacturing Company.109 @
the
ministerial
late
in
the
Hill
Manufacturing Company.
perpetrated by
party
Boston and Maine Railroad.
elections.

#426,164,701 28
11,834 86

95

109*
148}
141*

*'

■'

in addition to

aiiu

I

standard

at the lowest cash

Parties wishing

a

large

ill in
repair. Lot contains 3300 feet.
This Is a
very conveniently arunged house, situated
in one of the best locations and nelghl»orhoods nnd
will be sold on easy terms.
W. H. SOULE, Adm’tr.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioners.
ap20-td

good

By A. f». BAILEY A CO

we

Administrator’s Sale.
Xirll.I, lit> anlil at t.1,1,1 ii* anolinn at llm MuroKanta*
▼ V
Exchange, Portland, ou Thursday, the second
of
next, at Eleven o’clock a. m., the good
schooner E. E. StimpHon, of 123 tons of therebout*.
Has an American Register, and class A2 at American
Lloyds. Can be seen and examined at Railway
Wharf, Cajte Elizabeth, at any time previous to rale,

[lay

May

hTJ. LIBBY,

Assignee's Sale

offer

choice article will do well to call

Valuable lot of Land at Auction.
Saturday, May 4th, at 3 P. M. we ahall.oflor the
valuable lot of land, on Cross St., known as the
Thaxter nroperty. Said lot is 30 ft. front, running

ON

back 98 ft. There is a splendid well on the property.
This lot is situated near Middle St., and the sale
offers a fine opportunity for investment.
Terms,
&c,, made known at sale.
F. O. BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneers.

apr27td

Administrators’ Sale.

TAKEN

situated on the southeasterly side of Salem street in
said Portland next
southerly of the l?t sold by Neal
Dow of said Portland, to Edward Tuttle, measuring
thirty-seven feet on said Salem Street, and running
back half way to the contemplated street next southfrom said Salem street about one hundred
and thirty feet more or less, being the same promises
conveyed to said Benjamin C. Richards by Samuel
Tyler and N. C. Rice by their deed of warranty dated
Dec. 27th, 1850, excepting therefrom a strip three
feet wide on the southerly side of the same conveyed
by said Richards to Simeon H. Higgins, Janu'arv
4th, 1851.
Dated ai Portland April 16th, A. D. 1872.
A. H. LIBBY,
Constable of Portland.
apl8-dlaw TLur

easterly

Falmouth, |
i
April 25, 1872.
Proposals for supplying the E. 8. Murine
at
with
Subsistence
Hospital
Portland,
Stores, etc., for the flseul year ending
June 30, J873.
and

is
given that sealed proposals
will be received at the U. S. Custom House iu
the city of Portland until 12 o’clock meridian, on
in June next, for the supply of subthe first
sistence stores for the marine hospital in this District.
Forms for proposals and a list of the articles to be
furnished can be had on application to this office.
The United States reserves the right to take more
or less of the articles named on the supply list, and
the Surgeon in charge will be at liberty to
all
articles which, in his judgment, are not of the best
and
to
tlie
use
of
the
quality
adapted
Hospital, to
purchase any articles in their stead, and to charge
the contractor with any excess of cost over the contract prices. The United States reserves the right to
reject any or all bids, and to accept the proposals for
e whole or any portion of the articles enumerated
th the list.
I. WASHBURN, Jk.,
in p25 2awtjune4
Collector.

hereby

Tuesday

skin.

Working Oxen—We quote:—Extra $225 @ 300; ordinary $125 to $190
pair. But a few pairs in market, but high for the demand at this season of the
year. A few pairs is all the market requires from

week to week.
Store Cattle—None in market. All the small cattle
that are in a fair condition are bought up to slaughter.
Milch Cows—A lair supply of Cows of a common
grade in market ; not a very active demand; prices
range from $25 to $90 per head.
Sheep and Lambs—Extra and select lots at $8 00 to
$12 00; ordinary $4 25 to $7 50 p head or from 4 to

reject

lb.

Swine—Store PigB, wholesale, 6} @ 7}c
lb; retail,
@ 8c; Fat Hogs 5* @ 54c ^ lb; 10,500 at market.

lb.
Poultry—17$ to 23c
No Cattle from Maine.
Remarks—With a lighter supply of beef Cattle in
market this week the prices have advanced full Jc
P1 over those of one week ago. There were not so
many good Cattle in market in proportion to the
number as there were last week. Buyers were in
market and some of the best Cattle were bought to
take to the Portland and other markets in Maine.
The trade for Working Oxen is limited at this season
of the year, and a few pairs is all the market requires
each week. There were no Cattle in market from
Maine.
We quote sales of 30 Western Cattle, average weight
405 lbs, at 7gc ^ lb live weight; 55 at 7£c
lb do, average weight 1392 lbs; 75 at 7fc & lb do, average
weight 1351 lbs; 86 at G|c p lb do, average weight
1099 lbsj 29 at 7Jc ^ lb do, average weight 125 2 lbs;
20 at $7 80
cwt do, average weight 1407 lbs; 18 at
$7 70 P’ cwt do, average weight 1373 lb*.

licen

to

licence of the Probate Court for
the County of Cumberland, to
PURSUANT
granted
the third
of
A.

Tuesday

February,

sale of the estate of Dennis

of Pro-

by

fifty

Administrator's Sale.
Stock,

on

D., 1872, to make

McCarty,

Furniture

Tools nn<l

Auction.

ut

license from the Hon. J. A.
PURSUANT
Waterman, Judge of Probate, within and for the
to

a

County of Cumberland, I shall sell at public auction
on FRIDAY. M^v 3, 1872, at ltaJf-past ten o'clock in
the forenoon, attne late residence of Abial A. Cutter,
in Saccarappa, the following jiersonal property to
wit: 2 horses, 3 cows and calf, 26 hens, double and
single harness, 1 and 2-horse wagons and sleds, Mowing machine; hay racks and rake, cultivators, harrows, forming tools, and also 16 barrels potatoes, 126
flour barrels, together with the entire household turniture.
Dated at Saccarappa April 21st, 1872.
N. P. ROBERTS, Administrator.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

Api26-dtd_

Sale

by

Auction.

license from the Judge of Probate
for this county 1 shall on THURSDAY, the
9th
at 2 o’clock, P. M., at the Homeinstant,
ofMay,
stead of the late Chandler Rackleff, of Decring, sell

PURSUANT

to

public auction the following personal property belonging to said Estate, to wit: All of the Farming
Tools, also 1 cow, 1 horse and 2 hogs.

at

GEORGE

Deering, May 1, 1872.
F.

RACKLEFF, Adm’r.

O. BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneers.

may2-dtd

J. S. BAILEY & CO.,

a

me

*e

for sale at Public Auction, on the premises, on Tuesday, the fourteenth day of May, A. D. 1872, at two
o'clock p. m., the following descril»ed Real Estate, belonging to Win. H. Lovejoy, late of Portland, deceased. situated on the easterly side of Emery st., in said
Portland, commencing at the south-west corner of
land owned by Chas. Frost; thence running southerly
from foriy to forty-two feet on a line vfith Emery st;
thence running easterly on a parellel line with Spring
street fifty feet to land owned
Henry Cheney:
thence running northerly on the dividing line of land
owned by said Henry Cheney to land owned by Chas.
Frost ; thence running westerly
feet on the dividing line of land owned by said Chas. Frost, to the
first mentioned bounds.
The above described lot of land is one of the most
desirable locations that is available in that i>art of
the town, it being a portion of a corner lot situated
on a line of the horse railroad,
jy Terms made known at t me of sale.
CHAS. H. LOVEJOY,
Administrator of Estate of Wm. H. Lovejoy.
F. O. BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneer..
Fri
ap5 law 3w

Sale.

Auminisirator s

from the

Judge
bate for the
PURSUANT
county of Cumberland, 1 shall offer

STATE OF MAINE, Cumberland, as.:
on execution and will be sold at public
auction on Monday, the twenty-seventh
May, A. D. 1872, at ten o’clock in the forenoon at the
Office of P. J. Larrabee, No. 99 Middle street, in
Portland, in said county, all the right in equity which
Benjamin C. Richards of said Portland nas or had
on the 6th day of October, A. D. 1871, at twelve
o’clock and thirty minutes in the afternoon, being
the time of the attachment of the same on the
original writ, the following described mortgaged real
estate, to wit:
A certain lot of land with the buildings thereon

NOTICE

the
the

HENRY C. PEABODY. Assignee.

ap25td

to a

District of Portland

on
on

Assign-

ment of Luther J. Hill, for the benefit ot credttors,
made Mar. 25, 1872, viz: lot of land measuring about
100 feet by 40 feet, with a dwelling house and stable
thereon, being No. 19 Alder Street, Portland.
The property will be sold subject to a mortgage ot
$1824 ami accrued interest, the right of dower of the
wife of said Hill in the equity of redemption, and
taxes for 1871 and 1872.
April 25, 1872.

n

Constable’s Sale.

Market*.
(Special Dispatch by International Line.)
Boston, May 1.—At market this week:—Cattle,
2288; Sheep and Lambs, 5200; Swine, 10,800; Veals,
1534; last week—Cattle, 3035; Sheep and Lambs,
3071; Swine, 8200; Veals, 1283.
Pkiceb.—Beeves—extra quality $7 50 @7 75; first
quality $6 50 @ 7 25; second quality $5 50 @ 6 25;
third quality $4 50'® 5 25; jioorest
grades of coarse
oxen, bulls, &c., $3 75 @ 4 50 »
cwt, live weight.
Brighton Hides 9 @ 94c; Brighton Tallow 5 @ 64c;
Calf Skins 20c & lb; Dairy Skins $1 00 @ 1 25 $> skin;
Wool Sheep Skins $3 00 @ 4 25 & skin; shorn Sheep

auction

premises,

W. L. WILSON & CO.

Medford Cattle

of Real Estate.

subscriber will sell at

pease.
New Store Nu. 149 and 144 Exchange Mi.

3t

Auctioneers.

public
25th day of May, 1872, at 3 o’clock, P M.,
THE
the Real Estate included in the

before purchasing elsewhere.
N. B.—Flour sent to any part of the city free of ex-

Apr30-eod

AUCTION

VESSEL at

By J. S. BAILEY Ac

prices.
a

Auctioneers.

Adm’r of the Estate of John Goddard.
td

stock of

which

1

Portland, April 25, 1872.

large stock cf

our

to-day with
and fancy brands of Flonr,
shall oj»en

1

ON

We take pleasure to anuounce to our friends ami
patrons, that we have retained our old stand 85 Fed-

we

BILL*

Administrator's Suit; ot'Krul Estate
on Winter St. ut Auction.
May 2d at 12} o'clock P. M., I .hall
Thursday,
sell the 2$ story house No 9 Winter Street.
Said house contains 9 rooms, good closets large attic,
jas throughout,Sebago water, good cellar and cistern

FLOUR._FLOUR.
Groceries,

Artists.

AUCTION SALES.

Delegates, 232.
Mason, Limerick,
J. T. Hull,
Portland,
G. M. Stevens,
Westbrook,
John Wentworth, Kittery,
O. B. Dike,
Sebago.
Jason W. Beatty, Saco, Chairman.
Tho8. Hancock, Gkay, Secretary.

eral street,

NEW

—

J. M.

issue.133,131,339.00

Commission

late of Port-

Merchants,

land, iu said county, deceased, consisting of a certain
—and—
parcel of land situatod in said Portland, on the northeasterly side of Centre street, and bounded as follows, to wit: Beginning at the southerly corner of a
NO.M EXCHANGE HTREET.
lot of land now, or formerly owned by one Mary
Evans, thence running south-easterly on said Centre
Next below Merchants’ Exchange.
street twenty-seven feet to a stake, thence running
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
northeasterly on a parallel line with said Evans land j
GEO. W. PARKER.
sixty-nine feet and six inches to land now or formeraplltf_
ly owned by heirs of the late Mary Hall, thence runR. K. HTTJNT,
ning by said Hall’s land northwesterly to said Evans j
land, thence by said Evans land southwesterly to the
Commission Merchant and Auctioneer
first bound, and subject to a mortgage to Jolin Stedworthy, for the sum of two hundred dollars, ilated j %! O 316 Congress St., will sell every evening a large
1.M assortment of Staple anti Fancy Goods.
real estate
July 24th, A. D., 1869.at I will sell the said
Goods will be sold during the day in lots to suit
of the said
McCarty, public auction, on the premis- purchasers
at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on 11
es in said Portland, on the twenty-seventh day of
A.
at
ten
o’clock A. M., for the purdescription of goods. Consignments not limited.
June,
D., 1872,
dtf
February 11.1868.
poses In the license set forth.
The premises will be sold subject to the mortgage

The Wool market.

(Special Dispatch by International Liue.)
Boston. May 1.—[.Reported for the Press.]—The
following is a list of prices quoted this afternoon:
Domestic—Ohio and Pennsylvania pick-lock 83 @
85c; do choice XX 80 @ 82c; do fine X 78 @ 80c; medium 80 @ 82c: coarse 75 (gg 78c; Michigan extra and

XX 78 @ 80c; fine 76 @ 78c; medium 78 @ 80c; common 75 vg 76c; other Western fine and X76@ 78c;
medium 78 @ 80c, common 73 @ 75c; pulled extra
70 @ 90c; superfine 70 @95; No 1, 55 @ 65c ; combing fleece 90 @ 95c; California 35 @ 55c; Texas 35
@ 50c; Canada 80 @ 90c; do combing 90 @ 95c; Smyrna washed 35 @ 55c; do unwashed 25 @ 43c; Buenos
Ayres 38 @ 50c; Cape Good Hope 45 @ 55c; Australian 60 @ 67c; Donskoi 37 @ 52c; Mestiza pulled 80c @
95c.
Remarks—There is considerable inquiry for Wool
at the low prices now current, with the prospect of
more active movements, but manufacturers still purchase with reluctance on account of the unsatisfactory condition of the goods market. So far as Wool
is concerned there is, however, very little prospect of
relief; prices at all points rule high, and many are of
the opinion that we shall have quite an excited market as the season advances. Parties who control the
new clip have made up their mind to sell
at high
figures, and this will tend to keep the new clip backward.
The New York market has been a little more active
but otherwise is without change. Domestic fleece
has received considerable attention, but the stock is
vey much reduced and transactions have been confined to small parcels at prices favoring sellers.
In Philadelphia the inactive condition of the trade
Tinted for snmp tinip. UAMt. «H11
ami
generally are weak. The market is nearly bare of
fleece, but the manufacturers being temi»orarily supplied the inquiry is quite limited.

1

A

Star

Prices as usual.
Commence at 8 o'clock.
ap3o—6t

Whole number

before mentioned.

H. B. CLEAVES,
Adra'r of estate of Dennis McCarty deceased.
Portland, April 25, A. D., 1872.
ap29-lawM

Guardian's Sale of Real Estate.

I

!

only

FINANCIAL AMD COMMERCIAL.

WSTBOBOLOGICAL.
War

a

357,590,871 25
43,179,650 03

Gloucester Fish Market.

$4,134,922;
dept $2,009,943; navy $1,441,943;interior pensions and interior Indians $855,262; total $8,442,073. This does not include
payments made in principal of the public debt.

■N

Committee will be in sessiou at tbe Ilall on 1
the day above mentioned, at 10 o’clock A. M., to re- I
ceive credentials.
The apiK>rtionment of delegates to the several
cities and towns in the District is as follows:
Acton, 3; Alfred, 3; Berwick, 4: Biddeiord, 9;
Buxton, 5; Cornish, 3; Daytan, 2; Eliot, 4, Hollis,
4; Kennebunk, 4; Kennebuukport, 4; Kittery, 7;
Lebanon, 4; Limerick, 3; Limington, 3; Lyman 3;
Newfleld, 3; North Berwick, 3; Parsonsfleld, 3; Saco,
10; Shapleigh, 3: Sauford, 3; South Berwick, 4; 1
Waterborough. 4: Wells. 4: York. 4: Baldwin 3:
UrtUgton, o; Brunswick, 6; Cape Elizabeth, 5; Casco,
2; Cumberland, 3; Deering, 5; Falmouth, 3; Freeport, 4; Gorham, 6; Gray, 3; Harpsweli, 2; Harrison, 3; Naples, 2; New Gloucester, 3; North Yarmouth, 3; Otistield, 3; Portland, 30; Pownal, 3;
Raymond. 2; Scarborough, 2; Sebago, 2; Standisli. 4; |
Westbrook, 4; Windham, 5; Yarmouth, 3.

26
81

BLOODCiOOD’S

Embracing all the

The

For the week ending Wednetday, May 1.
George’s Codfish—lu very small stock for the season.
We notice sales the present week at #5 70 ®
5 75 I? qtl.
Mackerel—In better inquiry and stock working off.
No change in prices to note.
Smoked Halibut—No new yet in marketable order,
we quote at 12c
fb.
Oil—Wo notice gales at 63 @ 70c
gal.
Fresh Halibut—Last sales at 44c
lb for Bank and
5c
lb tor Georges.

$30,000.

’72

Minstrel & Burlesque Combination

Republicans

rnittee.

Total.#401,595,273.28

114c

HARRY

city

646,530.00
4,391,415.22
3.190,387.81
third Issue. 4,222,452.75
fonrth
1st scries. 19,284,323.40
2d scries.. 12,091.070.80

7

Monday Eve’g, May 6,

....

for tbe
pur{»ose of choosing two Delegates to represent this District in the Republican National Convention to be held in Philadelphia on the ttfth
day of
June next, and for the transaction of
any other
business which may properly come before the Convention.
The basis of representation will be as follows:
Each
and town will be entitled to send one delegate, and one additional for everv seventy-five votes
cast for Sidney Perham at the Gubernatorial election
of 1870. A majority fraction of
forty votes will be
entitled to an additional delegate.
The chairmen of the several cities and towns are
requested to forward the names of their delegates as
soon as chosen, to the Chairman of the District Com-

Compound Interest NoteB.
Fractional Currency, first Issue.
second issue.

Skins 25c

...

7*s,.

CITY HALL, BIDDKFORD,
Thursday, May 9th, 1899, at 19 a’clack,M.

series of 1869. 224,368,661.00
One year Notes of 1863.
109,967.00
Two year Notes of 1863.
36,402.50
Two year Coupon Notes of 1863
31,852.60

war

s
2.

& OgdensburgR.R. Bonds,gold,
& Rochester K. R. Bonds,
& Rochester R. R. Stock,.

of the First Congressional
District of Maine, who support the principles of
the Republican Party and its
Administration, are invited to meet in

Statement of United States Currency.
Washington, April 30.—The following statement
of United States currency outstanding to this date
has been prepared at the Treasury:
Old demand Notes
#90,871.23

and

90
9o
88
90
93
94
30_ 35
....

FIRST DISTRICT.
The

The following are the total amount of bonds issued
to the Pacific Hallroad Companies, interest payable
in lawful money:
Principal outstanding.#64,623,512 00
Interest accrued and not yet paid.
1,292,470 00
Interest paid by the United States. 14,631,870 18
Interest repaid by the transi»ortation of
mails. 3,611,152 00
Balance of interest paid by the United
States. 11,020,718 00
The supplementary public statement which will be
Issued to-morrow shows the decreaso in monthly interest charges since March, 1869, to be #1,789.340.75.
or at the rate of #21,472,089.

Brighton, Watertown

He’s Got to Come Back

88

Republican Contention.

Total.
123,328,938 00
Treasury Mav 1, ’72, 2,197,743,440 72
Apr. 1, ’72, 2,210,331,529 34
Decrease during the month
15,588,088 62
Decrease from March 1, 1869, to
March 1,1872,.
28,070„057 26
Decrease from March 1,1869, to Mcli.
1, 1872.•••■.
299,649,763 03

new

Bonds, 100.

R. R.

& Ken. R. R. Bonds,. 100. 88

RETURN FOR ONE NIGHT MORE.

Debt less casnm

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
A New Orleans despatch says that the Louisiana Republican State Convention has choseu
Grant delegates.
The payments made by warrants from the
treasury during April were as follows: On account of civil and miscellaneous expeuseses

((nestion.

SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE PAST
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

Loss

to-day.

Portland
Portland
Portland
Portland

42,3K,780 77
Total.
2,321,072,379 31
Cash ill Treasury (coin).
108,951,738 68
Currency.
14,375,199 01

Fires.

burned

F’rm’gton

Leeds &

Interest.

Legal Tender Notes,
Legal Tender Notes,

MECHANICS’ HALL
Saturday Eve’g, May 4,

...

Total debt principal.#2,278,319,598 54

Savannah, Ga., May 1.—Four buildings on
Broughton street with contents, were burned
last night. Loss $100,000.
Columbia, l’a., May 1.—Case’s woolen mills

{irovince

by

Unclaimed iutarest..

meeting adjourned.

(Spanish
London, May 1.—It is reported from Madrid
that the Pope has written a letter to Senor Zorilla on the subject of the relations between
Spain and the Holy See, in which he says that
if Spain nesires to be reconciled to the Mother
Chuch the principles of religious liberty must
be modified—the tolerance of public worship
the church will not object to, but the Catholic
religion must be restored to its former supreThe superintendence of
macy in the realm.
schools must be remitted to the priesthood and
the civil marriages aud^register of. births abolished.
The Npaninh Uprising.
London, May 1.—Special correspondents of
the London papers chronicle several miuor engagements in which the Carlists were successful. They also state that desertions from the
The city of
Royal forces are very numerous.
seems to be the objective point of
Poinpeluna
the Carlists, who are concentrating their forces
with a view to attacking the place.
The commander of royal garrison there telegraphs to
Madrid that four companies of his troops have
deserted and asks for reinforcements.
It is reported that seven Carlists prisoners,
including a priest and a notary, were shot by
Royal troops. The Carlists hold hostages to
await a confirmation of the report.
Notabilities of the town of Orduna, in the
of Alva, in
sympathy with Don Caros have organized a
provincial government. It
is said 300 volunteers from Buenos Ayres,under
the standard of Don Carlos, are rendezvoused
on the frontier near
Bayonne.
The

Principal.

The Democratic San'to be eclipsed—What
the Democratic Organ of Ohio Thinks.
Au article in the Enquirer is the subject of
considerable discussion because it is regarded
as significant of the position of the Democratic
party managers towards the Convention, “The
Convention which meets in this city to-day has
laid at its door a fearful responsibility. In
numbers and talent and enthusiasm, the Convention is a success. It remains to be seen
whether it unites with these qualities, prudence. patriotism and wisdom. It is the gathering of members of the Republican party not
to submit to another four years of usurpation,
corruption, nepotism and tyranny, who believe
that the free institutions on this continent are
endangered and are here to present to the country candidates and a platform in the interest of
management and national reform. The
lemocratic party foreseeing this revolution in
the Republican organization has wisely postponed its efforts towards the redemption of the
country, committing the initiative in the matter to the dissatisfied position of the Republican party.
It has remained in the back ground
with its 3,000,000 voters, accepting as leaders
and color bearers, its former opponents, but
present allies. It asks nothing and expects
nothing but a good government and national reform. It goes further and assumes for the
time to sound a truce on its theories of administration in order to preserve Republican institutions in America. In this it exhibits itself
to be w liat it has ever been, the party of the
constitution and the people. No act of self abrogation like it ever occurred before. It suffers
its sun to become temporarily eclipsed in the
interest of public liberty. It indicates no candidate and prescribes no platform and is content to take as standard bearers men which the
gathering here to-day will present feeling that
none other but wise and patriotic selections can
be made by such a body."
The Reform and Reanion Association.
This association consisting of liberal Republicans and Democrats, largely Germans, met in
Mozart Hall. Judgre Stallo was made temporary chairman and addressed the association at
length. Alter some preliminary business tne

were

legal

6,224,436

tender notes.

Fractional currency.

£ood

NEW YORK.

api27-dlw&wlt_
Adamson’s Balsam

Penn-

accounts

Job Printing.—Every description of Job
Printing executed promptly, aud at the lowest
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, 109
Wm. M. Marks.
Exchange St.

the

Negleyof

and

$20,487,497

iM.

»

D. S. S.

....

28,523.000 00
Interest.
296,091 93
Debt on which the interest has ceased since matu-

Interest.
Debt bearingno interest—old demand

.112*

JIAY

to 68 1,11,1
Hoyt, Fogg 4 Breed'.,
anVatTh.
Ag5>T1“ 7w Con»mence at a o'clock.

....

Principal.

Principal.

1

HALL,

BVKNINO,

...

Public Debt Statement.
Washington, May 1.—The following is a recapitulation of the public debt for the month of
April, as
it apjHiars on the books of the
Treasury:
Debt bearing interest in coin; bonds

rity.

THIHsdv Y

ENTERTAINMENT,

securities:
Central Pacific bonds.102#
Union Pacific do.
92}
Union Pacific stock.!...... 40
Union Pacific land grants.81#
Union Pacific income bonds.** #7}

678,000
13,845,000

With New Attraction..

MECHANIC'S’

...

road

00
00

MOTHER GOOSE RECEPTION t

Block List

Gold,..1124.

Michigan Southern. 96}
Illinois Central.133
Chicago & North Western. 79
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 94
Chicago & Rock Island.115}
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. 97
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail-

certificates of indebtedness at 4
percent.
Navy pension fund at 3 per cent.

Fur the benefit of Second Parish *octoty. ai^

Government 6’a, 1881,.117_118 j
Government 5-20’s, 1862.Ill_112 1
Government 5-20’s, 1884.Ill
112
Government 5-20’s, 1865,.112*. ...113
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865,.114
.1144 |
Government 5-20’s, July, 1867.1154... .115* 1
Government 5-20’s, July, 1868,.115*.... 116
Government KMO’s.110_llo*
State of Maine Bonds.1U04.
101
For tho benefit of tho
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,. 97
98
Portland City, aid oi R. R.,. 96
97
PORTLAND
Bath City Bonds,. 90
FRATERNITY.
91
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,. 91
92
Callus City Bonds,.
92... 94
!
Cumberland Nttional Bank,.
40. 60
62
Canal National Bank,.100.129
130
’72
First National Bank,.loo.. ",... '1J9
130
1
Casco National Bank,.100.129.
130
The beautiful Fairy Operetta ef
Merchants’ National Bank,
75.90_92
National Traders’ Bank,.100.- .',129 .130
“VIVIA.”
Second National Bank.100.
.118
120
And an original Fairy Pantomime ^Caught iu
Portland Company,.loo..! 60
63
Dreamland.
Portland Gas Company,. 50. 60
63
Tickets 25c; to be had at the door. Doors open at
Ocean Insurance Company,.
100. 95 !
100
Atlantic & St. Lawrence K. R.,. *50
r; commence at 8.
may2td
v,
A. & K. R. R. Bonds... 87
£9
Maine Central R. R. Stock,_100.33 ...' 35
Maine Central R. R. Bonds, 7’s,.97
99

Harlem.124}
Michigan Central.115}
Lake Shore &

00
28

Press

Descriptions,

United States 5’s, new (ex-interest.111}
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.118
United States 5-20’s 1862 (ex-interest).112
Uuited States 5-20’s 1864 ex-interest).112
Uuited States 5-20’s 1865, old (ex-interest). 112}
Uuited States 5-20’s 1865, new.114
United States 5-20’s 1867.115
United States 5-20’s 1868.115
Uuited States 10-40’s., coupon.110
Currency 6’s.112
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 764
Pacific Mail. 74}
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated....
99}
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated sep 92}
Erie. «8i
Erie preferred. $3}

Principal. 1,803,344,400
Interest....:.
41,622,410
Debt bearing interest in lawful money

First-Class Concert.

AT

For the week ending May 1, 1872.
Corrected by W. E. Wood, Broker, 07 Exchange St.
Par Value. Offered. Asked.

ernment securities:

00
00

Dally

Portland

$29,000. The Treasury disbursements were
$765,000. The exports, $277,618. Governments were
strong. The Treasury was able to-day to buy only
$691,650 worth of bonds at 112 7-100 i& 112 20-100.
State bonds dull and steady. Stocks unsettled by rumors of trouble with Spain, but were weak and fluctuating with a pretty general fall of 1 per cent., from
which there was a partial recovery in the afternoon,
the market closing strong. It is estimated that 150,000 (shares were sold short to-day, and the Bulls
threaten to give the Bearira twist before the end of
the week.
The following were the closiug quotations of Gov-

cent.$ 1,388,700,100
414,567,300

<»«

....

were

at 0 i»er

«»

M

gold and t-32d per cent, per day. The effort to create
stringency failed and Money was freely offered at 6 @
7 per cent, at the close. Sterling Exchange quiet at
109$. Gold strong }and touched 112$, but closed at
112$@112}. Loans 4@1 per cent. The clearings

Bond* at 5 per cent.

ENTERT a IN M E NTS.

,r

Liverpool, May 1—2.30 P.
TTotton
changed; sales 12,000 bales, Including 3,000 bale,
for
bales for
export and speculation. Corn 28s <kl.
London, .May 1—Evening.—Linseed oil £32 io»
Spirits Turpentine 50s.
Liverpool, May 1—Evening.—Linseed 011 £34 5,,
@ 35. Spirits Turpentine 50s. Common Rosin 7s 6d.

which was taken advantage of by some speculators
for a decline in Stocks to mark up rates to 7 per cent,

row.

sylvania, withdrew the bill introduced by him
on Monday providing for the settlement of the

Cooia Hassan,
129 Middle and 6 Temple St

verg low.

io»i.

DELIVERED.

here to-day, the
40 degrees.

at

WASHINGTON.

Mr. Samuel Tarbox, one of our oldest citizens, died yesterday at the age of 90 years.

ttic

9

May-Day‘has been very cold
to-niglit standing

thermometer

good work goes bravely oil

The Portland Light Infantry will make their
annual parade and be inspected by Inspector
General Hall on Thursday, June 6th. The
Mechanic Blues will be inspected by the same

mings occupied the remainder of the time when
to sign the pledge.—
an opportunity was given
The attendance was small, but the interest well

their esteem.

Considerable interest was mauifested at the
Washingtonian meeting last night, and the

Theatre.—The play “A Leap in the Dark,
which was produced for the first time at Music
Hall last night, is above the average in literary
ability and dramatic interest. It was very well
presented before a large audience.

.1.—

Col. Grosvenor called the convention to order
a brief speech.
It is.said: “Let us have
peace,” but we have
not peace. He referred to the condition of affairs in the South where the
government was
used not for the people but completely to enrich
the few who find in office
only a means of personal aggrandisement He charged corruption
in the national government from the head to
look Kepublicans feel that they cannot
longer
afford a partnership in such wrongs.
Hence
we lead out in the movement for reform to secure a good, sound and honest
government.
Ho referred to the difficulties before the convention. Its first duty was thoroughly to organize and to that work he urged them, concluding by nominating Judge Stanley Matthews of Ohio, as temporary chairman. The
motion was carried unanimously.
Mr. Matthews said: It is no affectation on
uiy part when 1 say to you that it is impossible
to express the deep sensibility with which I
have received this unexpected and most distinguished mark of your consideration. The honor of
temporarily discharging the duties of the
chair in the preliminary organization of a body
which I believe and trust is to be memorable in
the history of party and politics in this country,
is altogether undeserved, and I am altogether
unprepared bythe suddenness of the invitation
to assume these duties properly or to preface
them with remarks which, under other circumssances, might be considered in proper conformity to the usual custom.
Nevertheless this wonderful presence inspires
a thought or two, which perliaps I will not be
trespassing too much upon your attention and
your time if I venture to suggest Of course
gentlemen it would not be becoming in me
at the outset the role of
now to assume
the prophet, for I am neither a prophet nor
son of a prophet, and no man
yet can tell what
may be the issues of your deliberations or result to which your conclusions will lead, and
yet without reference to any certain results
within the scope of present prediction, there
are some things which I know can safely now
be affirmed with respect to this Convention.
The time has come when.it is the voice of an
exceedingly large and influential portion of the
American neonle that tliev are determined that
they will no longer be dogs to wear collar of
a party.
We have assembled ourselves together gentlemen under a call limiting our characaeter as Republicans as those who have heretofore in the divisions of party politics been designated as members of the Republican party.—
1 am not ashamed gentlemen to have worn that
name with thousands.
The past of the party
was commendable in its work of sustaining the
Union against secession.
Its works had become
part of the fundamental law, and with it
the principles of equality of all before the law
had been established. He considered this convention, their rebellion against the Republican
party, the highest eulogy of the principles of
that party, for it shows that the party has the
high courage to set about the work of reforming
itself. (Applause.) Parties cannot live on past
reputation. It was because those who control
the Republican machinery and principles have
diverted them from their true purpose that this
movement was initiated. The war has ended,
and peace has comb, so ought the end of military rule.
Mr. Grosvenor moved for Secretaries George
W. Nichols of Ohio, Gen. Geo. W. Chalmer of
New York and James Pullitizer of Wisconsin.
Mr. Grosvenor offered a resolution that when
the convention adjourned it be till to-morrow
morning, and that in the meantimejthe delegations from the several States shall elect delegates to this convention equal in number to
double the vote to which the vote respectively
is entitled iu Electoral college.
Just as the motion to adjourn was made,
there were calls for Schurz, when he came forward and addressed the convention.
His remarks were frequently applauded.
The convention then adjourned till to-morin

Newton, Mass., presented him this evening
with an elegant gold watch as a token of their

prevail.

the benefit of the Portland Fraternity, by the
“D.' S. S.” The announcement that the operetta would be given at the closing entertainment of the Fraternity series was a mistake.

nr

ure.

gor, were drowned. The other five were with
difficulty resusciated but will probably live.
Testimonial.
The friends of Itev. Amory Battles, who recently resigued the pastorate of the Universalist church to take charge of a church in West

position in Saco since City Marshal Durgin has

By reference to our advertising columns it
will be seen that the beautiful fairy operetta of
“Vivia” and the fairy pantomime of “Lost in
Dreamleand,” will be given at G. A. R. rooms,
Mechanic Hall, on Saturday evening next for

1x2

seven

as

young men were crossing the river in a batteau
at Argyle Boom, about three miles above Oldtown, during a high wind, their boat was
swamped and John Mooney and Lary Hopkins
about 18 years of age, both belonging in Ban-

Several searches for liquors have been made
by our vigilant officers within the past week, at
places where tbe ardent has heretofore been

freely dispensed, but with

Men Drowned.

Bangor, May I.—This afternoon

securities:

temporarily to-day by the calling in of loans
by the banks Laving interest to pay on city securities

are

tho acoustic facilities are very defective.
Playing by the brass band from St. Louis stationed near the door was the signal for the general entrance of delegates. Among them were
several colored men from the Southern States12.15 P. M.—The floor of the hall is nearly
filled by delegates. There is but a meagre attendance of
spectators, of whom there are not
400 in the galleries,
which would accommodate
2500.
Groups are gathered in various parts of the
house in animated conversation, evidently discussing the still unsettled points of difference.
It is authoritatively stated that Fentou left
town this afternoon.
His friends are mysteriously reserved as to the reason of his depart-

[By Associated Presa.J
Two

Spectators

f

1“2'30 P'

active

gathering into the
front seats of the galleries and on the platsome
forms,
ladies being among them.
The hall is spacious and well arranged but

kins.

places.

as-

sociations now formed in all our leading cities
alike beneficial to the artists themselves and
the imbllc whom they serve._
Temperance Meeting at the Second Par-

Society’s

good

a

Our citizens will be pleased to learn that the

holders. In addition to these lectures the services of Mr. Elwell of the Transcript has been secured, who will deliver his lecture on Pompeii,
which has been received with great favor. A
fourth entertainment of a musical and humorous character, is promised: and the tickets have
been placed at the low price of one dollar. Fur-

an

signed them.

ed a verdict of guilty of fornication. He was
sentenced to sixty days in the county jail and
The case was managed
to pay a fine of $100.
by County Attorney Farrington for the State,
and Hon. Joseph Baker of Augusta, for Hodg-

Ul

an

Cincinnati, May 1—11 A. M.—A few delegates are leisurelydrifting into the Exposition
Hall, taking seat's.
lieporters are beginning to fill the places as-

Caroline A. Davis of Somerville, October 5,
1870, the jury, after being out all night, return-

aimuuui uuici.

ther information will be given in
ment in a day or two.

Preac]

Wiscasset, May 1.—In the ease of John
Hodgkins of Nobleboro’, who has been on trial
for an outrage alleged to have been committed

Times has secured at last the placing of a new
pump in front of the City Building. It will
tend to alleviate the excessive drouth in other

Mr. Bolles’ Lectures.—The programmes
for Mr. Bolles’ promised lectures will be made
kuown to the public in a few days; but the
lecturer, knowing well the demands of this community, has promised the committee that they
will be as entertaining as he can make them,
and no doubt they will richly repay the ticket

unmarried man about
badly cut back of the
flowedjfrom his ears. It is

took tea at the

have

ou

an

to the

on

States Hotel.
G. Blackburn, England, Philip Brown and
E. G. Melior, Montreal, Henry Howard, A. W.
Parmelee and Frank S. Smith, New York, are
at

[Special

Si
12,000 bales, IncliSW3000
( rtiing^Sd^i^nw;!1oriLfSiftSEV
.^uta&^JXiiSr
May
M-Ho"d*y
Stock
ExSe:

Tennessee 6’s, new. 68}
Virginia 6’s, new. 50
Missouri 6’s. 951
North Carolina 6’s, new. 20
South Carolina 6’s, new. 37
New York, May 1—Evening—Money was made

Verdict.

A Criminal

The exhibition of the Portland Cadets Friday evening next, w'll prove most interesting
to those who attend. They have shown great
proficiency in their drill, and few companies in
New England can compete with them in their
manual of arms, sileut drill, &c. They should

on

M. Smith; Fleet Captain, Edward E. Preble;
Secretary and Treasurer, George H. Holden;
Measurer, Joseph H. Dyer; Trustees, James M.
Churchill, ex-officio, A. M. Smith, C. G. Richr
ards, Charles H. McLellan; Regatta Committee, James M. Churchill, ex-officio, B. J. Willard, Wm. Taylor, John P. Thomas, J. Hall
Boyd; Committee on Membership, Charles G.
Richards, Geo. O. Gosse, John P. Thomas.
George H. Holden, Charles G. Richards and

are

The S P

matter

ern

tion.

cur.

sirous of joining; and it also recommended that
the members make individual effort to increase
The treasury report shows
the membership.

The President is A, M. McKenney, the Secretary, H. H. Wilder and the Treasurer, J. H.
Lamson. The National Association meets this
week at St. Louis. Few arts have made more

out a

a

den, showed that there are now 104 members,
of whom 93 are active, and that there are thirIt is recommended
teen yachts in the fleet
that the admission fee for yachts be lowered so
as to admit many smaller yachts which are de-

Portland Photographers Association.—
The photographers of this city have recently
formed an association for the purpose of mutual acquaintance and conference, as well as for
improvement in the art of picture making.—
Amateurs can be chosen honorary members and
are allowed to attend the meetings, which are
held on the last Friday evening of every month.

advance

al.

Portland Yacht Club.—The annual meeting of the Portland Yacht Club was held at the
office of Commodore Churchill last evening.
The report of the Secretary, George H. Hol-

"head and blood
thought, however, that he will survive.

rapid

ini’uatinatinn if Vovn/nnn.'

tributing point of our own State for a large
class of manufactured goods which the people
have heretofore been obliged to go abroad for.

<in Accident.—Yesterday afternoon while
in discharging the
g.uig of men were engaged
cargt> of steamer Franconia, a line attached to
and when the
a hogshead of molasses parted,
hogshead swung back it knocked John Cummings and John Feeny overboard. They fell
between the vessel and the wharf and struck
Cummings had three ribs brokon the fender.
his lungs, and he
en, one of which penetrated
He has a wife and six
to live.
is not

than

tlm

last half dozen years, and are increasing daily.
A little fostering care and liberality on the part
of capitalists will make Portland what so many
of us desire that she should be—the great dis-

a

shinty years old and

nnrenna

of surprise to him to learn how
noiselessly and yet how rapidly manufacturing
interests have grown up in Portland within the

next
The Washingtonian Keform Clnb will hold a
^meeting this evening at Arcana Hall in WilI’isuns' building. Good music and good speakTo commence at quarter to 8.
e.* are engaged.

Feeny is

a

working
produced daily. Two presses are running constantly, shaping hats, and two more are to be

day

(children.

soon to oc-

increased to

“When the Cat’s away,
The Masonic grand bodies of Maine, will be;gin their annual sessions in this city on Tues-

expected

doubt take

Atrial of fire engines will occur next Saturday, at 8 a.m., between the Eben Simpsons
and the Governer Fairfields. Muster rules to

.....

AV1U1L1

no

enterprise—will

issued his war-cry and revolverized several
members of the fraternity.

$577.57

Jottings.

Brief

in the

New l ark Block am! .TIoney Jlarkel.
New York, May \—Morning—Gold 112}. Mouey
at 6 per cent. Sterling Exchange 109$ & llllg. Stocks
steady. State Stocks quiet.
The following are the forenoon quotations of South-

The Organization of the Conven-

MATTERS IN MAINE.

trumpet for tbe Eben

a

some

most

Judicial Court.

for

great pleasure in the presentation

movers

ing, and nine males in the other branches of
manufacture, and their business has largely increased during the past year as| they are constantly opening new markets iu the lower British Provinces, as well as in Maine. Last
year
they paid out for labor about $10,000, of which
over $7000 was distributed
among their girls;
and the preseut year the
aggregate amount of

Bonds—Swan & Barrett.
AppleB—S. P. Barbour.
Casco Bank—Wm. A. Wlnship.
For Sale—J. W. Dyer.
Business Chances—Taylor & Co.
Stage Notice—H. Maxheld.
Chinese Ropes and Rings.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

VICINITY.

subscriptions

THE CINCINNATI BABEL.

BY TELEGRAPH.

Simpsons, which has been circulated among their
friends for the past week has been generously
responded to, and the ladies—who are the prime

Portland, and have a very flourishing establishment, occupying nearly all of three floors in
the building No. 151 Middle street. They are
now employing over seventy girls in straw-sew-

Wanted—Waiters.
Notice—Marcellus Knox.

Air

straw

Mellen & Co., who have been promiuentwholesale dealers in millinery goods, a few years ago
embarked in the manufacture of straw goods iu

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Spring Bods—T. P. Beals & Co.
Lecture—Miss Jennie Leys.
Real Estate—W. H. .Terris.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Removal—Heath & Drew.

■

England for

| tributeil their products in every direction.—
Thousands of girls earn a livelihood at this neat
and agreeable employment, and Maine furnishMessrs. Hillman,
es
her quota of laborers.

Advcrtixemeut. T.-Say,

AUCTION COLUMN.
Farming Tools, &c—F. O. Ballev & Co.
D.

The

hats and bonnets, quite a number of small villages in the
interior of that State being supported almost
entirely by this industry, while Boston has dismart of New

FORD, SACO

AND

GOODS.

Massachusetts has heretofore teen the great

1872.

CITY AND VICINITY.
New

B I DDE

Market.
Boston, April 30.—The shipments of Boots and

license from the Hon. Judge of
Probate for Cumberland County, I shall sell at
Public Auction, on tbc premises, on Saturday, the
25th day of May next, at 10 o’clock a.m.. four undivided twenty-first parts of the Homestead of Nathaniel
Pease, late of Bridgton, deceased; said portion being
the share of said estate belonging to Thomas P.. and
Chas. T. Pease, minor children and heirs of said deceased. This Homestead comprises about 18 acres of
cultivated and pasture laud, with a house, stable,
barn and out-buildlngs thereon, situated in said

PURSUANT

made known at time of sale.
MARY W. PEASE, Guardian of
Thos. P., & Chas. T. Pease.
Bridgton, April 17,

Terms

1872.ap23-laj^3wTu

Graphite

from this market to places outside of New
England for the past week comprise 25,614 cases,
against 22,763 for the same week last year.
The total shipments from this market since January 1st have l>een 496,052 cases, against 431,215 cases
for the same-period last year.
The shipments from Lynn for the week have been
7593 cases, against 6896 cases for tbe same week last
year.
The shipments from Haverhill for the week com2659 cases, against 1823 cases for the same week
last year.
Remarks—There is nothing to notice in the Boot
and Shoe market, with the exception that business in
those towns where thin work is a specialty is more
quiet, and the production is gradually reduced. Almost every manufacturer is receiving orders from his
customers daily, but the hulk of the Soring trade is
over, and no light work is being turned out except as
ordered. In those towns whore thick
boots constitute the hulk of the business there is a
fair activity, and the woikmeu are fully employed,
but there is very little prej>aration as yet to manufacture women’s goods for the Fall trade, nor will there
be for a month or more to come. The cost of leather,
which is an important item in the manufacture of
thick boots, is greater than last year, aud this fact
leads to greater caution amoug manufacturers, and
will be likely to lessen the production until
for
the manufactured goods are fully established.

prices

Domestic Market*.
New York, May 1—Evening—Cotton quiet; ordilower:
sales 274 bales; Middling uplands 231c.
ic.
nary
Flour dull and heavy; sales 6450 bbls; State 6 50 to
8 00; Round hoop Ohio 7 40 @ 9 25; Western 6 50 to
9 50; Southern 8 00 ^12 25. Wheat heavy and lc
lower; sales 57,000 bush; No 1 Spring 1 80 to 1 81;
White Michigan 1 88 (to 2 00. Corn
heavy and lc lower; sales 69,000 bush; Mixed Western 731 © 74c, Oats
quiet and steady; sales 41,000 bush; Ohio 544c; Western 524 @ 54c. Beef quiet. Pork dull; new mess
13 60 © 13 65.
Laid unchanged. Butter dull; new
29 © 31c. Whiskey dull and lower at 90c. Rice quiet
at 84 @ 9|c. Sugar firm; Muscovado 84 © 9c; refining 8i © 8}c. Coffee dull; Rio 174 © 19*c in Gold.—
Molasses firm; Muscovado 33 © 35c. Naval Stores—
Spirits Turpentine at 564 @57c. Petroleum is quiet;
crude 13c; retined 22}c. Tallow steady. Wool quiet
for domestic and more active for foreign; tubbed 90c;
pulled 78c.
Freights to Liverpool unchanged; Grain per steam
4d.
European Market*.
A. M■
Liverpool, May 1—lLOOOrleans
Hi @ Ii8®» sales
middling uplands lid; do
10,000 bales. Breadstuff!* quiet.

Carriage

Axles

It will not run out in the hottest
Try it ami “know how it is yoursclve.’.

of all kinds.

weather.

JrEsitJ? Jt.C 1

For

LLBKIIAIUK,'

Machinery of all kinds, and for Railroad Axles.

Perfect

cure

for hot journals.
Q. L.

BAILEY, Agentfor Maine,
48

mch2ysntf

Exchange

st.

New Styles

HATS, CAPS, BONNETS,
Just

FANCY & MILLINERY GOODS,
received from Boston and New York by

MRS. CUSHMAN, Cor.

Congress

&

Oak

Streets, Portland.

prise

previously

Axle Grease !

Is Ihe best lubricator known for

Burial Shrouds
i >27—3w

a

Hy J-

8*

on

hand and made to order

BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.

Valuable Real Estate at Auction.
shall offer at public auction
WE
14th, at three o’clock P. M.,
that

on

Tuesday, May

on

the

premises,

beautiful garden lot, at Morrill’s Corner, Peering. known as the Portland Nurwcry, covering
about on acre and a half of
land, every foot of which
ia under cultivation like a garden. It*fronts on Forest Avenue, and is bounded on two sides by Cedar
and Morrill sts.
On it is a good two-sory house,
nearly new, 24x24 feet, with an ell 12x20 ft.; t contains nine rooms, light, airy, and high studded, with
good clogeta, and spacious entries; water is brought
The grounds are stocked with
into the kitchen.
of which are in
young and healthy iruit trees,inmany
variety, ttd curwith
full bearing;
grai*e vines
and
got seberries in
rents, strawberries, raspberries
abundance. The place is c ebrated for its beautiful
its
hedges, ornamenflowers in their rich profusion;
It is within a few minutes’
tal trees ami shrubberies.
of
the
seminary, the
walk of both the railroads,
church «&?., and within twenty minutes' ride of the
Its
all
its evils.
without
advantages,
city combining
The grounds can be examined at any time, and the
on day
3
P.
the
11
to
and
,m,
day previous
house from
apOOeodtd
MB
of sale.
rurni For Sal**,
Or exchange for a house in the city,
a small pleasant farm of 26
acres,
in West Falmouth, 7 1-2 miles from
city. Good buildings, good orchard
of grafted fruit, 70 trees; wood
euough tor luniily use. If not sold will be let.
Apply to WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
Apr 35-eodtf

To Let.
FINE dwelling House pleasantly situated on
State Street. Possession given May 5th.
Enquire of DEANE * VKRRILL, 49$ Exchange
eod-is tf
Street. April 20,1872.

A

Steamship

CARRYING

a

Bridgton.

Bouton Boot and Shoe

Shoes

to

ALLANJJNE!
Montreal Ocean

Co.

THE

Canadian nnd United Ntate* .'flail*.

Passengers booked to Londou
and Liverpool.
Return. Tiolcets

deny

granted at Reduced
The Steamship

Rates.

CORINTHIAN, Capt. Seatt,
Will leave this

port for Liverpool

on

*

Saturday, Hay 4th.
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the
previous day from Montreal.
To be followed on the 11th of May from Quebec,
by the Steamship
SC AND AN A VI AN,
P.aaoaa

Capt. Ballnntiue,

T nn.lAn.iam> an.I

T Iva.nnnl

/.n

cording to accommodations).$70 to $SO
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Pannage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, tfo. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and tor
Drafts
on Englaud for am all amounts apply to
Sight
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Stieet.
ortland, Dec. B-tf

Municipal

Bonds.

Counlie* and Cities in Miseourl and
and Ran*
occasionally School Bonds of Missouri
10 per cent,
sas, with semi-annual Coupons, drawing
from
net
which
interest. Belling at prices

BONDS

of

Ten to Twelve Per Cent. Interest.
Having an extensive acquintance in the West, as

well as a business acquaintance of twenty years at
home in Portland, I am makiug a Hjiecialty of these
securities, visiting the localities where they are issued,
investigating them very carefully and buying and
offering for sale only those that I consider among the
safest for investment. They are issued iu $100, f.WO
and $1000 sizes, running ten or twenty years from
date, and are being taken by our shrewdest and most
careful investors. They are daily b-scoming more
popular, receiving more attention from
seeking both safety and profitable returns for their
investments.
Particulars furnished on application.
Government Bonds converted on the most favorable
terms.
CHARLKM m. HAWKE*,

capitalists

mch22 dtf

i$*

Exchange at*, Portland

Boston & Maine R. R.
NOTICE.
On

Mondays, Wednesdays

and

Fridays,

22d., a® Express passenger train
Commencing April tor
Boston at « P. M., .topping
leave Portland
I will
Haverhill and Lawat Dover. New Market, Exeter,

Boston at 10 P. M. This train will
rence arriving in
leave P. S. & P. K- R. Station foot of State Street,
be
can
ticket,
purchased and baggage checked.
where
Keturnlng leave Boston from Station in Hay Market Square on same day. a. above at U P. M., .topLawrence, Haverhill, Exeter. New
ping at Andover,
Market, Dover. South Berwick Junction. Kenuebunk, Biddeford and Saco, arriving iu Portland at
9.30.
W. MERRITT, Sup’t, Boetou.

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent
Commercial at., Portland.
April 20th, 1872.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

THE PRESS.

..-

Corrected

rooking,.4 00
Kmting,. 6 00
)>ried, western 9

eastern 10
Awbes.
Pearl,? ft,— n
do

@4 50
® 7 00
(a} 11
@ 13

J'l

10

Benui3 75 @ 4 00
Pea
Blue Pod. 3 00 @3 35
Yellow Kyes., 3 75 @ 4 00
Box Shook*.
@ 70
Fine,.
Bread.
PilotjSup— 10 00 @ 12 00
Pilot ei.lOOlh 7 50 i@ 9 00
Ship. 6 00 @ 7 00
40 @ 50

@

Mould, yth,..
Sperm.

12J@

(g
(g
g
(g

Line.
liockland e*sk 1 40 @

canvass for Rev. Dr. J. P. ThomWORSHIP for every day in the
Recommended by aud suited to all denominations, and considered the best Subscription Book

29
31
31
43
1 20

of the times.

iiion race ror an uvc jcai umn m humuu, iruumg ine
fifth heat in 2:42} without a break; and the otter to
match him for $600 or $1000 to beat the best public
record qf the best blooded and gamest trotting stallion
in the world remains unaccepted to this day, and
though claimed that Hiram Woodruff pronounced his
sire the best Stallion the world ever knew, facts show
that in 1800, twelve years ago. Hiram says in his
book he was the best stallion that had yet apSince then three stallions have beaten Geo.
M. Patchen’s record, two of them, Geo. Wilkes and
Jay Gould, being descendants of Hambleton who
stands first on the list of seventeen that have beat
2:30, while the Clays are fourth on the list with eleven
below 2:30, and to make it more binding Long Island
Black Hawk stands second,fifteen of his posterity having beaten 2:30. As King Wiliam is a great grand-son
of Long Island Black Hawk, and Tom. Patchen a
grand-son of Henry Clay, I think intelligent
readers will not need a slate and pencil to cypher
out I ho problem for themselves.
King William stands for $25 the season closing
Aug. 1st, $40 to warreut, at Maine Hotel, Auburn,
Me., in charge of Geo. W. Steward, who will take
pleasure in showing him to any gentleman who may
call to see him.
mayld&wtf-W18

Nob. 1 & 2, 55 00 ® 60 00
No. 3,. 45 00 @ 50 00
No. 4,.30 00 @ 35 00
00
Shipping,.. 19 00 @ 22
00 @ 18 00
Spruce.. 16 00
@ 15 00
Hemlock,.... 13

Clapboards,

_

....

37j Shingles,
Cedar ex,... 4 25 @ 5 00
Cedar No.l, 3 00 g 3 50
?bbl.,.2 45 @2 50 do.
Shaved, 5 50 g 6 50
Cheese.!
Pine do.
G 50 g 7 50
10
Vermont, ?lb 18 @ 20
Laths,
19
@
Factory,
19
Spruce,_ 2 50 @ 2 75
N. Y. Dairy,.. 18 @
Pine,.3 00 g 3 50
Coni—< Retail).
iHslaNtr*.
10
00
9
50
@
Cumberland,.
Pictou,. 7 00 @7 75 Porto BJco,new46 @ 60
7
Chestnut,- 6 75 @ 25 Cienfuego8,.new40 g 42
36 g 38
B. & W. Ash. 8 50 @ 9 00 Muscovado,
New Orleans, 60 @ 0»
Coffee.
none
Mus tart,..
•Tava, tub,.,. 28 @ 31
Bio,. 23 @ 25 Sagua, New.. 38 @ 40
35

@

Cemeut.

Ereat

Nail*.

Cooperage.

STAGE

Hlid. Shooks and Heads, Cask,. 5 75 (g
U..1
t'D.
O JA fin)
Nnral Htsres.
Tar
bbl.,.. 5 00 g 5 25
Sug. City,-. 1 90 u,
Sug. C’try,. 1 25 ® 1 35 Pitch, (C.Tar), 4 50g 4 75
Wil
Mol.
Pitch..
Rltt
5 75 @6
Country
Hh’d Sh’ks, 1 25 (® 1 35 ttoBin,. 6 00 ig 12 00
„1
tt.

Hh’d Headings,
25
Soft Pine,..
Hard Pine, 26
Hoops, (14ft), 26 00
R.OakStaves 40 00

Oakum.
@
® 27 American,- 9$@ in
OH.
® 28 0C
®
Kerosene,_
@ 324
Port.Ref. Petr
Copper.
@ 27$
48 @
Cjp.Bolttf.
Sperm.1 90 @ 2 00
Y. M. Sheathing.TO ®
Whale,. 95 @100
Bronze do.
30 ®
Bank. 50 @ 58
Y. M. Bolts,.. 30 ®
Shore. 45 @ 55
ICordnge.
Porgie,. 55 @ 62
American,4^1b, 134® 14 Linseed,. 89 @ 99
Russia,. 131® 14 Boiled do.,... 94 @ 95
Manila,. 194® 20] Lard. 90 @ 1 00
Manila B’ltr’p 21 j® 22] Olive,.1 25 @ 1 75
Drug* aud 11 yen. Castor.1 60 @ 1 90
Alcohol,fgal, 1 85 ® 2 00 Neatsfoot,.... 125 @150

NOTICE.

Haddock,....

Prime,....

Hams,.

No.

1,..

3 00
20
15

none

12
7

fticr.
Rice, 191b
7$@

none

Hake,. 2 00 ® 2 25

Herring,
Shore,4pbbl
Scaled,-^bx

(a)

@
6$ @

11

94

Salt.
@ 4 50
® 25 Turk’s Is. 1>
@ 20
hhd.(8bus),. 3 00;@ 3.50

A Volume of

Reading in

one

Sheet.

FOR

Fruit.

Almonds—Jordan p lb,
Soft Shell,.. 20 @ 22
Shelled,- 40 @ 55
Pea Nuts. 2 25 @ 3 25
Citron,. 47 @ 50
Currants,. 10 @
8 @
9
Dates, new,.
Figs. 15 @ 25
Prunes,. 12 @ 15

Ginger,.

Interesting Foreign

The Live

Topics

&

j Best Musical

Com, Mixed,.
White,.
Yellow,.
Kye,.1
Barley,.

82
95
84
10
75
Oats,. 58
Fine Feed,.. 36 00
Shorts,.. 33 00

The Fullest Local

Char. I. X. .18 50 @ 19 00
22 (gj 23
4}@
5} Antimony,...
5 @
54
Tabacco.
74@
7$ Fives and Tens,
Best Brands 65 @ 75
8
74@
19 @ 21
65
Medium,.... 60
14 @ 15
ComnwB,... 55 @ 60
16 @ 20 Half lbs. best
84®
114
brands,. 75 @ 80
Nat’l Leaf, lbs 55 (gj 75
7 ffi
8 Navy lbs. 65 @
75

Swedish,.

...

German steel
Eng. Blis Steel
Spring Steel..
Sheet Iron,

English,W.
R.

G.

84@

Russia,.
Galv,.

22

Lard.

@
13@

Kegs,!? lb... 104@
Tierces,!? lb.
94@
Pail.
@
Caddies. 12 @

i 4
24
15

Varnish.
Damar,.1 75
Coach,.2 25
Furniture..... 1 50

101

Fleece washed

ll|
13

Wool.

75
60
90

do. unw&shd

@ 2 50
@5 50
g! 2 50
@
(gj
@

85
70
1 00
300

Pulled,Super
Pelts,.150(a)

A Standard

To those who have rands to increase

their income from funds al-

ready invested in other securities,
we recommend Northern
Pacific
Seven-thirties. Bearing Seven and
Three-tenths (7 3-10) gold interest,
and secured

First Mortgage on
both the Road and a Land Grant

by

a

of

great extent and value, they
combine unusual Profitableness

proceeds

of

all

sales

l.and are required to be devoted

of

by

the Trustees of the bondholders as
a

Sinking Fund

to the

purchase

and cancellation of the first mort-

bonds,

or

temporarily to the
payment of interest thereon, if necessary. This provision will make
gage

Lost.

securities in the open market
from the time the road is completed until the bonds mature or are all
bought in. The effect of this will
naturally be a steady rise in the
value of the bonds.
The Northern Pacific Railroad
Company will, during the present
month of April, offer for sale and
settlement about
Two Million
Acres of its bauds in Minnesota,
and many thousand acres are
already taken and applied for. Thus
the immense landed
estate of the

same

at

to

once

available.

be

OLD

ROOT

in Boston.

WM. E.

WOOD,

BANKERS,
*p22d&
w-m,w&slni

Portland.
wl7

HALL’S
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

hair

AND

BITTERS

The bent Spring & Summer Medicine ever
offered to tbe public.
They are prepared with
great

KKftTttRK
TO

ITS

ever

HAIR

GRAY

OHIO INAL

YOUTHFUL

COLOR.

It will present the Hair from
falling out.
Makes the Hair smooth an<l ah,:*.
and does not
•tain the skin as others.

OUR TREATISE OS THE HAIR
SEXT

FREE

BY

MAIL.

K. P. HALL & CO.

Nashua, N.
druggiBtu.

rFv!a'e ky
_*©hl8 eod&eow
all

—-

<1

eow w

H.

Proprietors.

w8

2m

AGENTS WANTED FOR

r-J li! M II «.»

LIEVE HEADACHE.COSTIVENESS,
INDIGESTION, DYSPEPSIA, NERVOUS DEBILITY, and all

complaints arising

from

an

STATE of the

or

deranged

Stomach,

Liver, Bowels or Kidneys.
Read Prof. Hayes’ report

to

Dwelling

Commissioner

STORY and a half house with 7 finished rooms,
large garden spot, and stable, situated on
Vaugliyu St., nearly opposite the residence of Geo. W.
Woodman. For particulars apply to
WOODMAN, TRUE & CO.
tf
Apr 26th 1872.

A

Josiah A. Brodhead, Esq.—Sir. A sample of Old
Dr. Goodhue’s Root and Herb Bitters, from Flint &
Goldthwait, Salem, Mass., has been analyzed with
the following results: “This is an officinal Medicinal
preparation, containing extracts of Roots and Herbs.
It is free from injurious substances, and
may be used
as directed
persons requiring a medicine of this
kind. Very Respectfully,
S. DANA HAYES, State Assayer, Mass.”
FLINT & GOLDTHWAIT, Props., Salem, Mass.
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

by

SOLD

BY

for the last
years by
Graffam, Esq. All, or
part of the Fumiturn ot the house can be bought at a
great bargain, as the same will be sold at Public Auction soon If not disposed off, as the proprietor wishes
to change hie business.

PORTLAND, ME.
w!6
apl7d eod Aw 6m

To Innholders and Victnalers in
the City of Portland.
"%TOTICE is hereby given that the Licenaing Board
La of the City of Portland, will meet at the Mavor’B
Boom, on MONDAY, the 6th day of May, at 7 1-2
e’clock for the purpose of granting licenses to Innholders and Victualers, who may then and there ap-

ply therefor.
Given under onr hands this twenty-seventh day of
April A. D., 1872.
BENJ. KINGSBURY, Jr.,
WM. A. WINSHIP,
W. H.
JOS. S.

JOSSELYN,
YORK,

MARQUIS F. KING,
chas. McCarthy, Jr.,
GEO. C. LITTLEFIELD,

Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.**
A have leased their Docks and other propery in
Cape Elizabeth to Janies E. Simpson for one year
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and
during said
time the Company will not be responsible for any
debts contracted in their name or on their
account,
■niess authorized or approved by the President of
the company.
CHAS. A. LAMBARD,
President P. D. Dock and Ware-house Co.
By his Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,
Portland, January 28th, 1871
jn30tf

%ORS,
ESSES,

FOR SALE!

owner

HARNESS,
FOR SALE.
One of the

Heat Teams in the City.

For particulars call

GAS FIXTURES,
Gas and Water Pipe,
Rubber

Hose, Ac.

KINSMAN,
JxAtnau§r

rci>

apijum

Clothing

Cleansed.

i^lLOTHES Cleansed and Repaired at short notice,
Vy and all kinds of
goods dyed in a thorough nanAlso Second-hand
Clothing for Bale,
ordtrs wiu r®co*ve prompt and faithful atteation
WILLIAM BROWN,
W Federal at.,

apjHtr

Near the Park.

—

HE A L T H
The me.t

(the

f?om

Christum*,

ring the New .Year, in the

eara

of your

delighted

VIOLINS, GUITARS, l'LUTES, BAND INSTRUMENTS, and a full assortment of other instruments.
MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for
sale at the store of
J. C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St.,
dec'-d&wtc
[Opposite the Conrt House.)

Important

to Owners of Vessels.
JEWETT !w now ready to open an estab• lialimcnt
on Merrill’** Wharf for
applying
Stacy’s patent duck nrewerver, warranted to prevent
mildew on wails of all
kinds; also Tenta and Awnings.
All orders left at
GEORGE GWYIVN,

AM.

n™£jj£8ef.’8)
°,mfeto.or at the
promptly attended
_____

1
by
the

establishment will be

mayld2w*

Notice.

be,T
rUBLbci’al<1,0

undersigned. Collector at
oral the Horse
S " Corner,
"
land, within twenty days from the
'L »ort’
such taxed will be turned over to tlie nro,.™*^!' Sr
ties for expensive collectioni by
ALMON LEACH, Collector
property.

Deering.

IIjiiJJiT

dlwmayl

or

popular medicine

Portland who have not been personally notified by
myself or deputies, on account of our inability to find
their places, are hereby notified that

Immediate Prosecution will Follow Detection
violation of the

Notice is also

law,

without further notice.

given

To Owners of Buildings where Intoxicating Liquors are Sold
that the “Nuisance

Law,” so-called,

against them when violations
B. N.

are

will be

PERRY,

I, April 4,1872.

Can

Qj

Top

Lid

Side Spring Platform RoadWagons
Light

on

and

Stylish.

Brewster’s Style

Box

Buggies,

Square Corner Phaetons,
Light

and

JUMP-SEAT

Fine

v

tory, (there is a
DIO LEWIS’ last and greatest work

It Is by odd* the most
taking and salable book in the
field, lit is on a
vitally iinjiortant subject. 2 It iB
by America s most iiopular writer on health. 3 It is
for the price, the largest and handsomest
book ever
sold by subscription.
Agents, the people are eager
a"'1 w‘“ “rge yon to
it to
bring
free. 6>» Maclean,
Publisher,
™
733 Sansom st.. Phi la.
ap30f4w

th?m.

,book’

‘er“8t*'-’

Bangor 7:30 a. m. Connecting with E. & N. A.
Railway train for Houlton, Calais, SI. John and Halifax.
Mo. 10. Leaves Portland at 7:00 a.m. Arrives
at Lewiston via Danville 8:55, Brunswick
8:30, Bath
9 :U0, (there connecting with Knox & Lincoln
Railroad for Damariscotta,
Rockland, &c.) Arrives at
Augusta 10:30 a. m.

N“. i*. Leave Portland at 1:00 p. m., Lewiston
Danville 2:50, Readfield 3:59, Kendall’s Mills 5:10,
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:50; (there connecting with
the Knox and Lincoln railroad tor Damariscotta
Rockland, etc.); Augusta4:00, Kendall’s Mills 5:10
Skowhegan 5:50, Dexter7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40
n. in., connecting with train on E. & N. A.
Railway,
tor Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
Mo. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15
p. m. Arrives at
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7:45, Bath

via

‘-Convent Life Unveiled” by Edith 0’C.orman
Escaped Nnn. A brave, true book. One ladv
made *35 in a week. Conn. Pub. Co.
Hartlord ('t

FOR

Mo. 16. Leaves Portland at 8:05
p. m., tor Lewiston via Danville, arriving at Lewiston 9:50. This
train connects with 3 p. m. train from Boston.

Train* Dae at Portland.
Mo. 1. Leaves Augusta at 5:46 a. m.. Bath 6:45.
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6-45
Arrives at Portland 8:35 a. m.
Mo. 3. Leaves Bangor at 8:10 a. m., Dexler8:15.
9:40, Waterville 10:45,
Skowhegan
11:45
Brunswick I:35, Bath IKK) Readfield Augusta
Lewiston
12:50. Arrives at Portland 2:55
p. m.
If •* ». Leaves Augusta at 3
p. m., Bath 5, Brunsw‘ck 5:25, Isewiston (via
Danville) 5. Arrives at

llTfo,

Blood,

Portland 6:45 p.

Mo. T.

SPECIALTY.

detect the fatal and latent

Quarters for Agents

!

SECOND NATIONAL
34 Exchanae St.

ever

plications aft'ecling his patients, is the reason of his
so many who have tried the advertised medicines and most eminent physicians in this country
and Europe. In his MEDICAL PHYSIOLOGICAL
WORK, first published in 1839, these subjects arc
treated upon fully, and for the first time by any physician or author.
Dr. A. H. HEATH, by request and permission of
his patients, can present the evidence of those who
had suffered from a few months to 30 years ; been
treated by as inauy as 90 professors and physicians;
paying from 9100 to 96,000, and pronounced incurable, who have enjoyed the best of health for one
to 93 years, since his treatment.
A personal interview is desirable, fliough we have
not seen one-tenth of our patients, of course curing
them at their homes after receiving full statements
of their past and present condition.
Dr. A. H. HEATH has resided at No. 116 East
Twenty-fifth street. New York (near Madison and
Fourth avenues), since 1830, and receives patients
till 9 P. M. daily, and in the evening.
apr20-eod&eow

nr a

a

< Tt»Tr*ir<

.. ■

FAIRFIELD

_
—

XV

1 n ilfcliji I
cau
by Agents in
More MmiPV
t",made for
1
canvassing
Youman's
Sty*c
Dictionary of Every-Day Wants, containing 20,000
Receipt* in every Department oi Human Eflort than
u any other
jmssible way. From *25 to *40 a week
insured. It is for every
Housekeeper, Farmer, Trade
and profession, for^heslck and well. A
reliable
book or permanent value to
every wide-awake progressive person. It sells itself.'Extra terms. Address F. M. Real, 139 Eighth st., New York. aji30t4w

New Jail and House of Correction
In York

County,

at

Alfred, Me.

Gardiner Hotel,the Maine Hotel
ariscotfu, and Columbian House, Bath.
good

110118e-___mr

INDIA RUBBER GOODS.
BOSTON ELASTIC

MANUFACITRERI

SEALED

j~®*d

Proposals
contained

will likewise be received for the mateslal
in the old Jail, if suitablo to be used in the
•onstrueiion of the new.
the ,>fflce nf thc clerk of
’"
tlle ‘-4th hist, to give
de*lr®d
to plans and spec-

",

FABRIC CO.

ORce, No. 95 Deronshire Street.

PROPOSALS willlic received by tlieundersiened at the Office of Clerk of Coarts, in Alfred, until 12 o’clock noon of Tuesday, the 7th day of
May next, for providing material, building and completing the New Jail and House of Correction at Alfred, \ oik County, Me., according to plans and specifications which may be sen at the Office of the Clerk
of Courts, where any further information may
be obuntil the day above nametl for the
op'ening of

reserve

at in.™

Li very Stable is connected
with the
24d ft

t*

OF

Rubber Belting,
Rubber Hoar,
Rubber Parking, Sec.
Railway Belt* for Cotton Mills,

X>e^d,»8-

e^a^^sVretcOgM^^bnj
superior
he

found

to

any in the market.

CLA^If, ^eMURKa,q’2d:fm
Speak Onceliorel

RANDOLPH M.

Let Me

t.1,c

goo<1 People

of

Portland,

no-

*ment 1,16lnlercs* of ">c County
Alfred, April 13, IR72.
ALFRED HULL.
ALBERT W. HUSSEY,
DIMON ROBERTS,
County Commissioners for York Countr.
J
a])15d t my7

requires*theia,ne.

Porter, Ale & Lager Beer.

s^sss^sac^^-.araf's

Anatomy, Boston,

edition of his lectures,
just published
HAScontaining
most valuable information
the

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete rd&t oration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive itork on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

Dr. Jourdain’s Consulting Office,
61 Hancock Street, Boston, Hans.
junl4dlyr
OFFICE OF

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

r^i

SC?.

dozen

May 4.
Wed. May 8.

8TAGF8.
VLA 7.40 A. M.
At East Baldwin for Sebago and
Bridgton, dally.
VIA 3.1S P. M.
At South Windham for North
Windham, Casco

Raymond

and

Naples, daily.

Ba!dwi11 for Cornish, Kezir Falls and
Porter,
d;diy
At Brownfield for Denmark and
daUv.
Bridgton,
*
At

d

Fryeburg

for

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or I)errv to
Bostou or New York, *3-1- CUBRENCjY.
Passengers booked to all parts of tko United States,
Drafts issued on Great Brittain and Ireland for £1
and upwards. For Freight and Cabin
passage apply
at the Company’s Office, SO State Street. For steerage passage, at M) State Street, Boston.
JAHEHILK-UNDBR, Agent.

M. train from
T.He 8 ?inA'season
for

No. Conway, arrives in
early afternoon train for Bos-

n

passengers by the 1 P. M. from North Conthe Poridand steamers
arriving* in Boston early t,a,ke
the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.
J. HAMILTON,
Superintendent.
o
*1
Portland, November 8,1871.
no9tf
PORTLAND & ROCHESTERRAILROAD.

afler Monday,
I-Vfimnunnia
December, 18,
'rains leave Portland
he»ter
and intermediate stations
OMOCat 7-15 A.
M., and 1.30 P. M.. rnakimr
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston
over Boston & Maine and Eastern
Railroads Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Wliinii.'iseooee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with
Great
631
Falls and Conway Railroad for
Conway
Portland and waf “‘a'ions at

Ls$yf!3i!&9>*?Ll>anwitger

Cough*, Cold*

!eave (until further notice) Railroad
Wharf Port-

will

mo,%^f8*ofeU,oi?e&n*V.^.T!^“>:

iHunn.

For
fti_rtber‘.articnlaM inquire of Rom i Stumivaiit, liU Commercial street, or
CYRUS

STURDIVANT,

:

Portland, April 13,

BAN
TIIRKK

Gorham, Standlsh,

-Wharf,

via

above is

of

an

a

Steam Boiler

r

era I

si_s

a*

...

tubes in the upper compartment, then
ami
return through the tubes in tbe second
compartment,
thsnce again descending they pass
the tubes
through
in the third
By this oi*eration, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact
4?*adually decreasing temperatures of

deecenS,

compartment.

HOUGHTON,

Farnham
Atlantic
St., Portland
every Wednesday, at 6 o’clock A.
M., for Waldoboro,
touching at Boothbay and Roun I
Poud.
Every Saturday at 7 A. M.. for Damariscotta

rW^

While doing
engine, it will

average work, coupled with a good
supply steam for 150 indicated horse

WINTER

ARRANGEMENT.

power.

We will guarantee tliat this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, anil will continue to do so, as Ion" as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government Bonds.
The durability of this holler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the Intensely heated surfaces
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to tlieuppcr compartment
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the following facts, that while
running this
bollerwith coal or wood the sparks are neutralized
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or chimney
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, nevei
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not thtnru we
invite all parties In want of Steam Boilers to give us

a

call.

W. T.

dcl8_

BROWN & CO., General Agents,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

STTT T ^

d0sseaZus;0

The Best

■

■

touching at Boothbay and Hodgadon’s Mills.
Returning, will leave Waldoboro every Thursday
M., and I>amarIacotta every Monday at 9 A.
M., touchiug at intermediate landings, connecting

Paper

!

Try It!

with the Boston Boats at Portland, and with the
Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads,
arriving iu
Portland In season for passengorsto take the afternoon train for Boston.
Through tickets sold at the offices of the Boston Sc
Maine and Eastern Railroads, and on board Bosteu
Boats. Freight and passengers taken as low as l>v
any other rovte. Inquire of
HARRIS, ATWOOD & CO.,
145 Commercial st.
r*
*1
Portland, April 16, 1872.
tf

!

The Scientific American is the
cheapest and
best illustrated weekly paper published.
Every number contains from 10 to 15 original
engravings of new
machinery, novel inventions, Bridges Engineering
works, Architecture, improved Farm Implements, and
A year’s numevery new discovery in
bers contains 832 pages and several hundred
engravings, Thousands of volumes are preserved for binding and reference. The practical receipts are well
worth ten time* the subscriptions price.
Terms, $3
a year by mail.
Specimens sent free. May be had of
all News Dealers.
PATENTS obtained on the best terms. Models of
new inventions and sketches
examined, and advice
free. All patents are
published in the Scientific
American the week they issue. Send for Pamphlet, 110
pages, containing laws and full of directions for ob-

Chemistry.

taining Patents.
Address for Paper,

concerning Patents,

or

& Co. 37 Park Row; N. Y.
7th Sts. Washington, D. C.

-Branch office,

_

Norfolk and Baltimore and
Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

lAucrence
“William Cram”

apr5t4w

“Blachtone.”

George Appold.”

William Kennedy
“McClellan
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington b.
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwimle.i from A’or/olk to Peter,burg and
Richmond, by river or raU; and by the
To. * Teim
“

«

Washington
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger accommodations.
1*1 ticlnding Berth and Meals
to Norfolk #12 50
time 48 hou»: to Baltimore #15, time 65
hours.
Norfolk, 48 hours. To Baltimore, 83 hours
cor further information
apply to
E. SAMPSON,
Agent.
JaneEtf_33 Central Wharf, Bo,Km.

THE BEST.

iuaine

C. WELLS & CO.,
_192 Fulton Street, New York.

RAILROADS l~

of

Val

lK'en

Blddeford,

Invented by John N. Anthoiue,

Self-Acting
Coupling
Latch, that will latch itself without help, and will
become detached If one car
tips over or falls, and can
be detached while the train is at full
speed. It is
about

as

same

principle.

cheap

as

a

the old

Car

coupling, and

»a

Director.

Portiand^^j.^^-^S-ostf

or

on

about the

A. Fatent lias been applied for through W. H. Clifford, of Portland.
ap24dlm

T^RUIT

umt

F

For Sale.
Confectionery Store for

imla

<*t

<*

SAIS

THE NOVELTY
Has the

Patent Flan? Co? Wheels
of the

both ends

on

ror

or

free
irec.

M
m.

s
S.

Si*"®*’
Spencer, famples
Biattlebor., Vt,

Is the

V-S-dV’
For

THE NOVELTY

Steamship CAR
Trvrih.e
^yonte
LOTTA will
leave Galt’s

Whuri

v

more

desira-

Halifax, NovaTScotia.

SATURDAY
every
:‘u .* P-, M. for Halifax direct
dose eonnecilon. with the
,77,—:, T; lnaKing
for win<L,ur’
T™ro'

tho most durable Wringer.

These with other advantages make it
ble thau any other.

AME8’P|CT*•E-

WEEKLY LINE.

Strongest Wringer.

MDO'I“,,ion Wh#rf’
er?Tui2iSf,Watn4T
passage
state
Cabln

witb

*W'ly

T/mivt

»

"HBirr

examined the

until ft

nr

nan

it is

the

Bailey Washing & Wringing

best.

Enelport, Calais

SPRING

USED AND RECOMMENDED BY THE MOST
EMINENT PHYSICIANS
IN NEW ENGLAND FOR
THE LASTS* YEARS.

CUTLER-BROS.

4 CO..

BOSTON.

|

Sold by theOrussista

Mira;]

A

On and

J>th,
►

A Purr Cfciame Tea.
Jhe Best Tea Imjiorted.
Warranted to suit all tastes. Put up
in our "trademark”
half pound
and pound packages only, 30 and
60 Pound Boxes.
For sale at wholesale only by
the Great Atlantib and Pacific
Tea Co., P. O. Box 5306. New

PAINT ! II

COPPER

undorsigned having falcon the agency for
sale of the above named Paint, manufactured
by

WlU

...

BO«TON

PHIL A EE LP HI A
Steamship Line.
Ie»Te each port everj W. dnad»r48atnK!**
From Lou* Wharf,

Boston,
p.n.
^
pw:7,roae!m'.r#"wt-.
,n»or*“«

the

State Street.

by Hyatt’s

E*|uiro1”

and fliiatt'a
'67 4th St.,

Catarrh'1 and'have mX^n!?

reau t of using a One Dollar
packet of Dr 1/mS
Inza. Miss Malvina
Piercy,” ls.i Division St
A plain truthful statement
that Catarrh In n,«nv
hundreds of cases, some

for
“f

over

iSero7'Sr,‘A,V7^y,VI^\',8e

v’eari

v

Tf0*?/'!0’
t?Icdk'T
if1Y

soothing remetlv. Send sf oo f »r
rail<!
an<
advice to Dr. E.
Hvatt
Ar
celebrated
Hyatt's Life Balsam) 046 G™ ,d St
N’
V
“
free. Test sample
ciT

(tvLt
on'receipt™

„,?6tlw

10,000 Choice Plants for Sale.
t0
at ray
Green House,
T
,thc *),lhl<c
A
l,'lower!‘ for floral decu»cw

nsSp.ll .ln '>'V,>

"“

TAti,
raiions all times of the
year, at a reasonable
“°h Gardening
W
promptly attended to.

aplOdlm

JAMES

price.

VlCKEY,
119

Spring Street.

Portland Savings Bank.
month,
*1>15 t my3

FRANK

or

Fritbs
Treas.

NOVES,

nil

Passage apply u>

WniTIVKV

*

)namU

70 1 »"«

BAMFBOM, Ag.ni.,
Wharl, llo.i.u,

ELIAS HOWE

Sewing Machines
ANDBUTTERICK’S

Patterns of Garments
J>lt*

DEALERS,

ol

PASSAGE, ten dollars.

For Freight

PLTJMM fi &

,1,iai* Catarrh 50 years; Aam 7'.' years old

and

hall the rate

3

tot the West by the Penn. R
K anil Soon
connecting hoes forwarded iree ol toUfiu»icu

in Boston,

B. FOLGER & WILLARD
GINN,

ve'a^l

at

Freight

the

9 A- 10 INDIA ST.

the

one

Itg Te**ela.

C. E. FOIXm & CO.,

W'ms'b^T*

the

^'“Freight

Superior to any in the market, and solicit
orders from all who may wish a substitute for
Metal,
and invite the most
rigid test in comparison with any
other Marine Paints.

Catarrh & Deafness Cured
Inza.

on

i>wviTc rtlnrUaLSt- ;;°?n
Digby

and having tested it fully the past
year on our own
Tessjls, feel justified in recommending It fully to all
who may wish to protect their vessels from
Barnacles,
tlrais and Worms.
We Guarantee it Equal and

107

IeaVe St' John and Eastport

at East|tort with steamer
QUEEN for
St. Andrews and Calais and with N.
B <ft C
wsnr for Woodstock and Houlton.
w,fh tl,e Steamer EM
FIU-.SS Tor
and Annapolis, thence bv rail to
W indsor and Halifax and
with the E. & N. A. Railway for Shedlac and intermediate stations.
received on days of sailing until 4
o clock, p.m.
A. R. STUBBS,
Agent
mclil3
is t 23th then os
ti

AiilEBICAK COPPER PAINT CO.

ap5d4w

Steamer
If. Pike,

Connwtinff

by
The

J.

Field, and the
Brunswick. Cant S.

..

_apl3f4w

WHOLESALE PAINT

New

Kailroad Wharf, foot ot
*1! 1 leave
St., every Monday
and Thursday-, at 6.00 v
u m
Sta^
for Eaat]>ort and St John.
—

a.

Rail-

e

GREAT CHANCE FOR AGENTS
Do you want an
agency, local or traveling,
with an opportunity to make $5 to
a (lav
selling our new Tfctrand White Wire Clothes
Lines? They last forever; sample free.. Send
for circular. Address at once Hudson River
Wire Works, cor Water st., and Maiden Lane,
N. Y., or 346 W Raudoph st., Chicago.

A gnats

after MONDAY, March
the Steamer Now England,

E.

•ame™#1*
•]

Job,,, Bi*by

ARRANGEMENT

IS

“N0THIN6 BETTER ^

Si.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK !

El

M
H

.-igem.

Wiadaar and Halifax.

Machine Co.

mmssanssim
Ed
*

LB,LLIN«S

vwhvwp.

ISTERNATI0NAL8TEAMSHIP cor

Sold

102 Chambers Street, New York.
apl3t4w

‘°

*7 00

n/M.mv.■

-:___—

NOVELTY.

Try it and satisfy yourself that
everywhere,

*»-

Room.

AHa0nticrWharf,m’rU,!“IUn

NO PRACTICAL HOUSEKEEPER

on or before
commence Interest on

aplSU

to

HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf, Portland

NOVELTY
Rolls separate freely at eithei end.
THE NOVELTY
Has the Patent Curved Clamp.
THE NOVELTY
Is the easiest working Wringer.
THE NOVELTY

——

a*

SEST?** “tn:Lll‘fir
t.hey
F^r Freight
PrJlohl'I.V 1?
Passage apply

THE

Is

traveler.^,

convenient and
rootofhr
tween New Y*>rk and Maine.
Passage In State Room *5. Meal, extra.
Good. forwArded to and from
Quebec
Halifax. St. .John, and all part, ofMontreal.
Maine Shinoers
tidglit to the Steamer,
th® *y‘
,eave Portland,

Rolls.

made in this Bank,
*ithst^ir^dK^i^rk
M°ouwt,ma,W,lly
DEPOSITS
day, May 3d, will
and full particu
first of the
lais
tare

LINE

comfortable

existing

ATfllY SPEND MONEY IN BUYING ANEW
of Kll‘ Gloves
every time vou ... out?
P**J
Renovate
those you have with
JOI'VKVN INODOROUS KID GLOVE
CLEANER.
It will make them equal to new with
trouble. Be careftil to get the Genuine scarceiv anv
Sold by P uggists and Dealers In
Fancy
oua'
3 Goods
Price 25 cent* per bo'tle.
F. 0. WELLS &
CO.,
-182 Pulton Street, New Yorg.

nteauislup Co

Steamer. Dirigo anil Franconia
will, until further notice, run a.
k
follow.:
Leave Galt’. Wharf, Portland,
ar.d THUR8DAY at
olpln
eVTy
4 P. M., anil
DAi,
leaveMONDAY
Pier 3H E H. New YaA
ev"5'MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P M.
The Dingo ami Franconia are
litted un with fin*
accommodations for passengers, making this the mo» t

Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P M

Jlditional
,ManaS‘“9

At,i-

NEW ABBAlVGEnEJIT.

£rrMMOntrral-

person-

I’irffinm, Tennessee,

SEMI-WEEKLY

trains will arrive aa follows:
Sou til Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
^nebcCl Gorham and Bangor, at

riT'Slcepmg Cars on all night trains.
The Company are not
responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 in value
that
al) unless notice is given, and paid (and
for at the rate of
one passenger tor
every *500
value

*n

(K>tn,H

n

pl uesUv'i/'

|

Passenger

2

1

**ab<x>rd and Roa(irn0rRM '\ a.n'! 0T,*r theand
South Carolina
fa'1,? *2
J" R.
forth
^ G(no R.
to
and
«otv

HOUSEKEEPERS!

staGonsutlwP.' &
From

Steamships:—

MUNN
F.and

BILLIARD TABLES

follows:

So.

^eekliv•2
OLKsnd
BALTIMORE.

Willtam

cor.

of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf, Bostou.
30 p- M for nor-

eU(l

r-tvTV

Everything pertaining to Billiard* at lowest prices.
Illustrated Catalogues sent by mall.
H. W. COi LENDER, NEW YORK.
Successor to Phelan «£ Collender,
738 Broadway.
apl3ttw

GET

Steamships

r<<fc

STANDARD AMERICAN

Monday, Oct. 30, 1871,

as

be suft

THOMPSON'S
POMADE
OPTIME,
used daily, will make it so. It is entirely- a
Vegetable
Compound,exquisitely nerfumed.andsiieclallvadantedfor nourishing the Hair. Sold
and
by
brugglsts
Dca era in Faney Goods. Price 25 and 5(1 cents
per
v

TO

nn.l after

train at 7.30 A. M. for
1
a.
*
s
f ana’ an<l intermediate stations.
Mail
train
.stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for
v
Quebec,
Montreal and the West, at 1.10 P M
S°Uth Pa,1» a“» '-itermeiliate

xr

__

q ^M ^ ^

°V

l-!nj"“”?EvfaTrailm wil1 run

Alex

atu A.

AMERICAN

TRAINS.

*^0.

CHARLES

will leave
&•»
Maftor.
\\ hart,
foot of India

point in

OF

Steamer

►

consider it

ALTERATION

apl7

Trip AprU
The

the

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

of Roes «& SturdiCyrus Sturdivant, Gen-

or

Waldoboro and Damariscotta !
Fir.st

Railway

Do not be deceived by
Old reliable office,” or
best routes > advertised by other
parties, but call at
Grand 1 runk Office under Lancaster
Hall,or at the
Depot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
time and distance.
checked through and
Baggage
Pullman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago.
D. H. BLANCHARD’S,
oppo. Preble House,
8treet» Portland, Me.
FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
sept25dtf
Bangor, Me.

inquire

Agent.

Portland, March 17th, 1872.

and No

GREAT WEST.

con-

bnilt upon a
the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means of two horizontal diaphragms running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of
water.

Wednesday

o’clock P. M.

5

1''.'r,f-,r,l.K l,artiVulars
vant, 179 Commercial St.,

Cure disorders of Liver andStomach, Headache,
Dyspepsia, Sc. Sold everywhere at 25 cents.
mr4t3m

OAI-IFORNIAi
Or
other
the
engraving
THE
taining 1200 feet of heating

J

WEEK.

Caiidcn, Lincolnville. Belfast, Seak]*>rt, Sandy
Po.nt, Bucks]*ort, W interport and Hampden.
kn'eBwgor every Monday,
wilSISi9'and Friday
Wednesday
Mornings at 6 o'clock, toucLing at the above named landings, arriving
Port* at
land at

■oSHIHMtNVIlfSifMifflllllKfi
04lalUUUiW13IIIam!UIS2B

$5.00 SAVED
Trunk

H

permit,)

Caution.

THEA-NECTAR
by purchasing ticket-

TRlru PEB

——■■

Jhpl3t4w

Grand

O

0F R1CH"ill leave
1tail road
foot of State st.,
every Monday,
and
Friday Evenings, at 10 o’clock
■■■’■w;
commencing Monday, :2nd inst., for Bangor, (or as
for as ihe ice will
touching at Rockland

Don’t be deceived by worthless imitations.
Get
only Wells’s Carbolic Tablets. Price 25 ct» per
box.
JOHN Q. KEH^KJG. 18 Platt St., N. Y.,
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO..
feb26-3in
Portland, Me.

J°wn trains on DoWinffipbcogee, and Portsmouth, Groat Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock
train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M.. via Boston *
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M
Leave Saco River for Portlaud at 5.30 A.
M
Stages connect as follows:

iAt« ®2rhai5 fi)r

G

u£wer?t®a,UerCCITY

THROAT and LUNG Diseases.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are immediately relieved and statements
are
constantly being sent to the proprietor of relief
in cases of Throat difficulties of years’
standing.

and

Limmgton, daily.

Liirai

I

a

ferm,

7.MA.'Moan'dUM*

x

1872.

i n s i d k

lloamnr**,

and

TABLETS present Die Acid in coiuhinntion with other efficient remedies, in
THESE
popular
for the Cure of all

Portsmoutfi,

ver

N"

land: SR?•
M''itaSTiai tSiT JoneW.ud Machlaapor,,

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,
For

I 8 T O

—TO—

J

Lovell, daily.

ton and

K W

CAPT. DEEKINtl,

Passage Motley,'including fare from Boston to N York,
Cabin, $80, $180, $130 gold—according to accommodation. Steerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, $15
Gold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
ty* Passengers enbark at Canard Wharf, Jersey

attached**^

dally

ALE, ALE, ALE.
SMITH

BATAVIA,

|SC#riA,

P. M.

urdays, returning alternate days.
Centre M’aterboro’ for
Limerick, Parsonsfield,

F.

19 LINDALL
STREET, HO«TON
Is prepared to supply to families and
others, the best
American, English, and Scotch Ales, put up in ni£rt
and pint bottles, packed in quantities
of one
and upwards, and sent by
Express, C. O D i i.n
American Ale In quarter and half barrels.
aplHm

The favorite Steamer
L

Sat.

R.

At Buxton Centre for West
Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limmgton, dally.
At Centre Waterbbro’ for
Limerick,
Newtleld, Parsonsflcld and Osoii>ee,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

bottle.

WILLIAM J.
FIELD & CO., 34 Court Nqunre,
•
Boston, is prepared to furnish Porter, Ale
and PfatTs Lager Beer in halves and quarter barrels,’
also in qua:ts, pints, and i pints bottles in quantities of one dozen and upwards. Sent by Express (3.
O. D.
ap26dlm

R.

an<1

'"hosn.olraamn.o.ls.l^__

ENDALL'8 mills,
BY RANDALL
ANDREWS,
Late of the

Notice to Banders and Contractors.

r£S£SeSte‘,»in
V'llleM'l:,y
ifleations,ion
lnfregard
themselves the right
eeSie ^S?1,gn,';dProposalstoreceived
under ibis

AT-

Spring Arrangt-uirnt.

appointed to sail
YORK.
27.

Mathias.

TRIP PER WEEK.

HEW

ABYSSINIA, Sat Apl
CUBA, Wed., May 1.

Monday, Nov. 13th, and
further notice, trains will run as

Winter Arrangement.

surface,
new principle, namcly,fAaf of
stopping

HOUSE,

Steamers
l'KO.TI

Brunswick

at

OGDENSBURG

any

ap25tf

o?

S' V' Guernsey,aj>30t4w

&

A- M.

ME.

BANK,

ONE

l

a. m.

T
Leave
7.40
P.rtland,
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland ami 1.00 P.
M. from
W
^
trains with passenger ear

AT

England Map colored

? for 187A11*0. New
edSUeS ?Fd

I

Currency

-s»^follows:

r*

$50 OO
Town of Deering Bonds !

puhllshed. 81(H) to 8300 a month on
these, and our new
Pictorial & Religious Charts &
Pictures, largest and
best assortment In New England.
Apply for terms
i*ub. concord, n. h.
l»ox 3827, Boston.

Bouton.

TO

Desert and

Cabin, $80 & $1 00 Uold, According to
Accommodation. Steerage, $30

On and after

______

our

?•“ 51

L
East

Mt.

*.

Light Carriages k Sleighs,
No. 22

FOR SALE

9*

KEDAH, Sat., May IS.| ALEPPO, Sat.Tin.
tyPaaeeugere embark at theCunard Wharf

in.

PORTLAND

In BII-I.IMCN. Agent

ROSTOV

LUNT, General Superintendent.
Augusta, FebM4, 1872.
]tftf

com-

of

apia-dlm_PORTLAND,

liltOIf

$?M)0

Skin, Blood,Heart, Liver, Kidneys,
caused by Seminal Weakness,
was cured. This discovery, with

Parisian Gallery of

DIRECT

SAMAR'JT’ ^
,I'i,PALM“A*i!,e“'Mav21
May 14.
OLYMPUS Tum Mbv

Boetoiffe 50^

Practice

M'

WHARF, Bouton, *am.
Fare*1-°°- *«*«■*» taien at

IMSIDE UVE

SAMARIA. Tnes.

Night Express (from St. John), leaves
m.. Watervile 9:23,
Augusta 10:15, Bruns-'
6

P- m-> (remaining
2
-Vi4®’ Bl*th.
until 11.45).
Arrives at Portland at 1

were

gifted

*ratea-^
mchaiitf

Steamera appointed te sail

Bangor 7 p.

.1_

,_.

on

Wagons,

m.

Stages for Guilford, Abbott, Monson and Moosehead
Lake, leave Dexter at 11.00 a. m. Connecting with
the Night Express from Portland.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland for Houlton,
a“d St* J°hn’ for $8 00; and 10
Ha,lfe* for

K. Letront & Co.,
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

PRESENT given away to every New
Agent this
A month
to sell
New and Beautiful
Map of U.

Augusta 8:15 p.

PREPARED BY
C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
janl-e3dwly-l

Bladder, etc.,

low
Cork Har.

Jggggi

at

DR. J.

LOCKHART & SLOAN,
SucccessorB to E.
Every Style

the

harmless.

and resisted alltill it
a
initution to

Queenstown,

I>. M.

INDIA

R.

Train* From Portland.
Pasesnger trains leave Portland for Bangor, Mo.
«, (night express via Augusta,) at 12:30 a. m. Brunswick 2:23, Augusta 4:00, Watervflle 5:00. Arrives

Family Physic,

...C_I_.1

Large
by

A.T 7 O’CLOCK

Returning leave

RAILROAD.
“

a new

Family Carriage.

A

CENTRAL

PROPRIETOR OF TUB

CABRIOLETS,

WORK

&

entirely

Carriages
Philadelphia,

ORDERED

F. CHASE,
P. S. A P.

Supt.

MAINE

Preble Street,

Agents Wanted
_ap30t4w
Look ! Head

ntW,
ap22tf

have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and best physic for children, because mild as well as
efiectual. Being sugar coated, they are easv to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are

Heavy.

!

Boston.

Passengers ticketed through by either route.

Passengers from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
are ticketed through.
Fare
a
aiages connect at Dexter with the 7.15 p.m. train,
arnvingat Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.00 p. m
Leave Dover and Foxcroft at or about 6. 30
a. m
Connecting at Dexter with the%8.15* a. m. train for
Bo8ton’ Farc 40 Portland $5.00; to

CARRIAGES,
and

The public are invited to call and examine the
above named Carriages which are all of our own
make; and as to style, beauty of finish and durability
we warrant are not
surpassed by any builder in
the State.
We also hare a stook of
from Massachusetts, Connecticut and
which we sell at
prices to conform to the times.

DIGESTION;
My Jolly Friend’* Secret.

Central Railroad.
N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A.
M., and 3.30, 3.45 P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections
to New
York by one or other of the routes from

yet

..........

LINE

AILING FOR LIVERPOOL.
at

WHARF, Portland,

DAILY, (HCNDAYH EXCEPTED)

———

fying

nntn..

ATLANTIC

mail NTKAHKBN

'Calling

CITY,

Having commodious Cabin and State Room acruuunudatluna, will run alternately, leaving

i|>-

Arrangement of Trains, __■

Dr. R. J. JOURDAIN,

OUR
or,

Accommodation train.
§ Mail train.
t Express.
ttRuns Monday, Wednesday and
Friday only.
Ity The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the
Depot of the Maine
t

the most congenial purgative
perfected. Their
effects abundantly show how much they excel all other Pills.
are
safe
and
pleasant to take, but
They
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humors
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into action, and they impart health and
tone to Ine whole being.
They cure not only the every day complaints of everybody, but formidable and
dangerous diseases. Most eminent clergymen, most
skilful physicians, and our best citizeus send certifi-

Heavy.

EXTENSION TOP

Agents, Quick
it)

Platform Driving Buggies,
Top and No Top.

Three Spring Cut-Under Beach
Top and No Top.

ap30t4vv

rush for

Spring

Top,

Light and Heavy.

general

throughout the U. S. A
six inch, is used by the Government in the Patent Office,
Washington, D. C. Its simplicity of construction ami the
power it transmits renders it
the best water wheel ever invented.
Pamphlet tree. N.
E. BURNHAM, York, Pa.

7

Heavy.

EXTENSION-TOP CARRYALLS

use

Mtd

curing

OF

and No

tW-OOP.M'.5910

Portland tl’J.OO A. M., 110.40 A.
„Po^8,for
Pl*-30 B. M., Iff 8.00 P
M,*10.10 P. M
M'.'i>t,‘!|'ii8
‘Pullman a{
sleeping car express train,

ach, Erysipelas, Headache, Piles, Rheumatism,Eruptions and Skin
Diseases,
Biliousness,
Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors a
Salt Rheum, Worms.
Gout, Neuralgia, as a
Dinner Pill, and Puri-

diseases of the

Side Spring, Business Box Buggies

Light

BURNHAM'S
Turbine is in

New

and

at *1.10 A. M. t6.13 A.
A‘ M
M-“UP- M" t3 « P-

Leave Boston for Portland at t7.30 A. M 18 30 A
tl2.15P M.,,3.00P. M„ ttte.oo P. M. *8.00 P.M.
f°r Ponland at 8 00 AM., returning at
5 M P

Dr. HEATH disclosed the
Specialties
startling fact that a majority of those suffering with
NERVOUS DEBILITY, Exhausted Vitality, Premature Old Age, Paralysis, Epilepsy, Dyspepsia, Constipation, Piles, Rheumatism, Catarrh. Consumption,

befound at the old stand of

Light

A.I4IL A.IS7GEMKNT.

M

7:10 and

are

FOREST

ju2dly

^ga^days excepted)

Costivencss, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery. Foul Stom-

in these

Concord Style Business Wagons,

Round &

ap30t4w

a

&

Passenger trains leave Portland daifor Portsmouth ami
Boston, (Sun-

______

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

A

Sheriff.

E. K. LEMONT & Co.

f >r nervous trouble*

8PRIN&

DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, te call at his rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their
special accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is
specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find t invaluable in all cases of obsttuctions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable,
containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to amy part of the country, with full
directions,
by addressing
DR. HUGHES,
n 11865d&w No. 172 Cumberland
Street, Portlard,

enforced

apSdtf

CONSISTING

PORTLAND, SACO,

Commencing Monday, April 99d, 487«.

Stamp for Circular.

a

ap22dtf

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

detected.

CARRIAGES.

Side

EASTERN AND

M„

There are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system In a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a
ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin, milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such
cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the
urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so
writing, in a plain manner, a description of
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be
forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St., Portland.

le Let,
without board.
Also Ladv Boarders
corner
Center
and Free st, No
Apply
jun30tf

In

DODD’S NERVINE, and Invigorator.
For Nile by all druggist*. Price One Dollar.

rui

men

Middle-Aged Men,

Send

-j»//cruMenaenr,
Boston.

*,

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
Commercial Street, Portland.

we are consulted by one jr
with the above disease, some ot
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are
supposed
to have it. All such cases yield ts the
proper aud on
ly to correct course ot treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

,,

-*—»»**» a.

Fridays.

353

day passes but

a

young

For all the Purposes of

The Unlawful Sale of Intoxicating

of all other ailment*,) is

source

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES
Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that Produce sonnds as powerful as
those
of a Pianoforte, and till a huuBe with melndv Call
soon at 33 COURT STREET and select one
tke
it
iar/e a-ock, so that
may

Hardly

more

ALL PERSONS ENGAGED IN THE

Portlan

...

troubled with emissions in sleep,—a

men

wanted.

any

tFast Express.
1 Mondays, Wednesdays and

to foi-

Testify to This

hv

BROOKS

-AND-

•Accommodation.

CUBING

Top and No Top.

on

O. BAILEY & CO., 18
Exchange St.
ap26

J.

remove

'_

Horse, Express Wagon
-AND-

isisUULf.

succeeded in utilizing the medicinal
properties contained in the Oil, Pitch
and Resin of the Hemlock Tree, and
obtained a valuable preparation to bo
applied as a Salve or Plaster for Rheumatism, Croup, Pain or Soreness of
the Back, Chest or Stomach, Piles,
Salt Rheum, Scurvy, Sores, Ulcers.
Bunions, Sore Corns, Frost Bites,
Chilblains, Sore Breasts and Nipples,
Ringworms, Chafing, and Skin Diseases of an
inflammatory nature.
W. W. WHIPPLE, Agent,
ap30t4w
Portland, Me.

HOUSE,

___SAMUEL

rne

GLANLULOUS TUINTERNAL ABall obstructions of the
UTE*™E*

SCROkt/LA,
ami will

KENNEDY’S HE9KLOCK OINTMENT.
The proprietor, has, by the assistance
of Eminent Physicians and Chemists

M

wants to go West.
D. TEBBETS.

or

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station. Causeway street.

complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth—treated scientifically and a perfect cure war-

~

SPRINGVALE.
As the

oi

Stare,

LIQUORS.

is
aud nourishing. Like nulriciouB food takeu into the stomach, it assimilates and
amuses itself through the
circulation, giving6 vigor
*
and health.
It regulates the bowels, quiets the nerves, acts directly on the secretive organs, and, by its powerful
Tonic and restoring effects, produces
healthy and
vigorous action to the whole system.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt Street, New York.
Sole Agent for the United States.
^
Price One
Dollar per Bottle. Send for Circular.
mcli30
14w

r-

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

uiMea»e»

Young

Rochester,

IT*Freight

1TT1--e._

How Many Thonsands Can

Sheriffs Notice.

Child Again !

Lu'LBNRAi$LEZWESTINBS'
It
strengthening

_

Free to Book Agents.
We will send a handsome Prospectus of our New
illustrated Family Bible containing over 450 fine
Scripture Illustrations te any Book Agent, free oi
charge. Address National Publishing Ce., Phila., Pa
apl3f4w

1

..1

CUNARD

1873.

Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester aud Concord, N. H„ via C. & P. R. K.
A.
6.15*
Junction,
M., 3.45* P. M.
■Manchester aud Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell,6.15*. 9.10* A. M., 3.30t, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30t, 3.45* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Bust.>1] in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11 10 for New
York, the South and the West. 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.3ot P. M
train with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
The above trains leave P. S. A P. R. R. Station
foot of State street, where tickets can be
purchased
and baggage checked.
trains between Portland and Boston
J

Complexion.

Furnished Room

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurubeba
«»*

Let,

to let, containing? rooms, Sebago
TENEMENT
water. For (.articular, call at 31 LINCOLN

of

EBEN COREY,
Licensing Board of the City of Portland.
H. W. HERSEY, Treasurer.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
ap29td

TEBBETS

PLEASANT

▼

For

JOHN

ch,ll,r™1ha,f <**“•

S

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. StafeStSfSSflfMtlan, Portland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
M., 3.30t, 3.45*, 6.00J (express) P.M.
■
Returning *7.30, t8.30 A. M., *13.15,
*3.00, 6.00J (express) P. M

TO THE LADIES.

Iront room on second floor. Also
one room on third floor wilh board.
49 Franklin »1.oc28il•

\A ITH

LeiiK ami successfully used in its native country, as a
Powerful Tonic, and Potent Purifier of the
Blood, it
is found even to exceed the anticipations founded on
its great reputation.
According to the medical and
scientific periodicals of London and
Paris, it possesses
the Most Powerful Toxic
properties known to
Materia Meoica.

DROPSY,

and

anil's 45*p\WiU
lw accommodated
i.lvnC^l.'iat<i.,'
"tlPJI onanboard.
^ptain
V

THK superior sea-going
STEAMERS

film- snr

CAPTAIN A. 3. OLIVER,
Will leave the end of Custom Horn. Wharf
for
PEAKa1 Island at 8.15 A.M., and 3.15 P. M.dilly
k‘av“ 1>KAKS' Island 8.15 A.M.,

ls4t

Arrangement, April 93,

Eclectic Medical Infirmary*

IF

To

lid Tlftf nrolt fm-

is sure

FOR BOSTON.

K X P R K S S.

-__

Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

First- lass Houses to Let.
NO T sold previous to Oct 1st, the two end houses
in the new brick block of tour, on the corner ot
Neal and Pine see, will be rented on favorable ttrjns.
These are first class housea in every respect, conaii iDg 13 rooms, having all medcru improvements,
and Sebago water. Apply to JOHN T. HULL, 48
Union St.sep16

JURUBEBA!

ORGANIC WEAKNESS,

Inw

iylfttl

sighs the weary and exhausted one, as the languor
and lassitude of spring comes ui»on him. Come and
receive vigor and strength from the wonderful South
American Tonic

11u,cuj

J. W. PERKINS «fc CO.,

Do not wait for the consummation that

by

Let,
West Gorham House,
occuypied
seven
THE
Jedediah
To

Cook at No. 74 State Street.
AN exi>erienced
dc30 dtf

a

To Let.

or

THE

Wanted.

State St., Boston.

No. 20

repair.

For Sale

IN SEASON.

wl5

For Peaks’ Island.

—

Spring

ranted.

Let.

moderate.
For particulars apply to
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
West Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.
jan 12-d&wtf

MAN to

Would I Were

aplltf

ISLAND 13 miles from Portland and two
miles from main land, containing about 40
acres, together with the buildings thereon, consisting
of new
House, Barn, Sheds, and Fish
House, all in perfect
This is a good location for either Farmer or Fisherman.
The land is excellent—sea-dressing and
muck abnndaut. The harbor is good and in close
which with several
proximity to good fishing
markets near at hand majte it a rare chance to carry
on the market fishing and lobster business.
Terms

loam the Pressman’s trade.
YOUNG
Apply at Puess office, between 2 and 5 P. M.

Oh,

Apply to

whole or part ot tho block ot Brick
Portland Pier.
Apply at the Merchant. National Bank,

WANTED!

State
of Massachu-

immediate Ulerf

aplflw-

Island to

ANTIDOTE

By Unhappy Experience!

VERY

ap<Bd&w

STEAMERS.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow
Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.

House to Let.

tl
ST.aug23
To be Let,

Brodhead,

Col.

setts.

In

Flour and Grain, and heavv Gmri-rv Trn^».
Double counting room in 2d story. For terms apply to
EDWARD FOX.
mch27

convenient house of 10 rooms.
BRUNELL & CO., 150 Exchange st.

g£f“Reliable information cheerfully furnished at

The Pains and

Commercial Bt., corner of Union
St..occupiedby George M. Small. Suitable for

Cleanse

the
Blood of ail Impurities, and
give new Life and Vigor to
the whole svstem.
| They will RESTORE A
7 LOST APPETITE. RE-

SEEK FOR SOME

Middle street.

To Let

apr29 <11 wBoston, Mass.

TORPID LIVER and

THE

BOWELS,

$5000.

GEORGE WEBSTER,
34 School street, Room 14,

They invigorate the
STOMACH, STIMULATE

Have Confidence.
All who have committed au excess of any kind,
it
be
whether
the solitary vice of youth, or the
tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer yean.

Possession given immediately,
aplltfS. R. CLEMENT.

A

from the best
Barks and

care

family!

known to

Commercial st.

Young man of goood character—one who is
willing to devote himself to business during reasonable business hours—to engage in a light and
profitable business,which will pay at the rate of $10,000 x»er annum. The best of references giveu and required. Apply to or address

Roots, Herbs.

or

Vest article

179

ographers,

No. 157

PARTNER WANTED.

PURIFIER.

Seeds.

Applv to
MATTOCkS & FOX,
For Kent.

a

CSOODHCE’S

HERB

Chime
Is the

STURDIVANT,

price—and style, renders it the best
book for canvassers ever published. The field is clear
wit h no competition. Address at once. B. B. RUSSELL, Pub., Boston, Mass.
ap25d&w4w-wl7

or

SWAN & BARRETT,
H. M. PAYSON,

York and
and other

Agents for New Work by John S. C. AbBOOK
bott, suited to every family and all classes.
The theme—the

MEDICINE.

DOCTOR

THE GREAT BLOOD

-—

purchase of

freight Coal from New
Philadelphia to Portland

$5000.

PEOPLE’S

miwcj

*-concerning this bond
the same, inquire of

Wanted.

inar26thdtf__

apr27-eod 3t
THE

own

Company begins

Vessels

ROSS &

Price Four Cents.

F.

For Rent.
Store 92 Middle street, now occupied by Hoyt,

STORE

studies fit him for all the duties lie must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
aud cure-alls, purjiorting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
for it is a point generally conceded by tliqbest
syphilthat the study aud management of these
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment
and ours. The inexperienced general practitioner,
navmg neither opportunity nor time to make himsrlt acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most eases
making
an indiscriminate use of that
autiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

preparatory

good order.

BRICK

tinder will he suitably rewarded by leavat
COGIA HASSAN’S.
ap25tf

points east.

the Railroad
stant

Immediately,

between F. F. Hale’s and Hayes
YESTERDAY,
& Douglass,
Wallet containing from $15 to
The

ing

Caution to the Public.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well-tested experience in
the hands of a regularly-educated physician, whose

To Lei!
Store, No. 149 Commercial st., recently ocMessrs.
Purington & Butler; suitacupied hy
ble for wholesale Flour or Grocery Business. Gas,
Water and all modern conveniences. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & C O.,
146 Commercial trect.
janl6tf

88

Office, 49 l-9'Exchange Street.
all times.

ONE

__

P?*!?llplPlfja»*d

cess.

CASCO NATIONAL BANK,
April 17-dlrn_Portland, Me.
To Let*
2 story house, with stable attached; also for
sale, 1 pr. Ox wheels six inch rim with hay rack,
1 hay rigging suitable for one horse. Apply to John
H. Reed, Woodford’s Corner.apl8*lw th tf

mar28dtf

W. D. LITTLE A CO.

He would call the atteutiou of the afflicted to the
fact of his long-standing and well-earned reputation'
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill aud suc-

FOR SALE !
Four (4) Kingsley Steam Hammers, in
For further information address

the

Travelers for CALIFORNIA
tlie Went, South and Northmay obtain through Ticket*
the
beat and uioat reliable
“by
route from Portland or Bouton, or New York, to
any point desired, at the lowest rates, at the old
and reliable Union Ticket Agency of
__

STEAMERS.

Peak’. I.laud Nteamb.nl
t.mpuny.
STKA.VIKK

OLD

Passenger Ticket Agency!

or recently contracted,
entirely removing
dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and permanent cure.

ran, is well located, being less than 1-8 mile from
wharves or Railroad depots, both east and west;
fronts three streets, and is .well arranged for manufacture of car-springs and axles, cotton or woolen
goods or for a machine shop, foundry or paper mill.

THE

he can be consulted privately, aud with
the utmost confidence
by the afflicted, at ail
hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are Buttering under the
affliction of private diseases, whether arising from
imp me connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
bis entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, lie feels warranted In Guaranteeing a Cure in all Cases, whether of long

standing

high.
Room

grounds

A

IX

Financial Record.

story

Forge

AN

or transient boarders accommodarooms and board.
Two connected
with board, furnished or unfurnished, at 119
Cumberland Street, corner of FranklinfeblTtf

THE DAILY GLOBE.

Company itself a conand heavy purchaser of its

Free SL Block.

To

Largest Newspaper

with unquestionable Security.
The

3

CONVENIENT rent for a small family, Apap2dtf
_l*ly atJNo. 25 Winter st.

NOTICE.
vest; and to those who wish to in-

No.

Wanted.

$20.

3 1-2 stories

Rooms,

Devoting

There is in the building a 100 horse engine, main
inen of shafting, elevator, is piped for gas, water and
iteam, and has a never-foiling supply of pure wa-

Wanted.

The

INVESTMENT.

good

Wanted.
GOOD trimmer to take
of the trimming
A department in a Millinerycharge
Establishment. Enquire of
KALER, MERRILL & CO.,

SEE

Security

16 years old;

LOBENSTEIN,
No. 4 Deering Block.

FOR

Iron.

Norway.
Cast Steel,

Wanted.
active Boy from 15 to

Apply at
apSOdtf

Reviews of all New Books.

the
condition of the

...

with board in a private family, by
of three persons. Address, stating
terms and location, W., Portland P. O.
ap30*lw

rooms

FOR

BUILDING 160x40

rooms

PERMANENT
ted with good

Reports.

IMPURE

Tin.
Shipping,- 4 50 @5 00
none
Hay.
Banca, cash,
Pressed,!?ton26 00 @ 30 00 Straits, cash,., 48 (g 49
Loose,.30 00 @35 00 English,. 48 @ 49
Straw.18 00 @ 20 00 Char. I. C.. ..16 00 (g 16 50

Common,_
Refined,.

Telegram.

feet,
MAIN
Wing 70x40 feet, 3 1-2 stories high;
hieh.
120x32 feet. 1

Medical

WHERE

Mechanics.

to^Tet.

a

SMART

and

HIS

No. 172 Cumberland Street,

an

Apply to Symo.ndb & Libby.
ap25-lvr

Fint-ClaM (Modern) Brick Building,
For term of yeura—Bent low.

11HREE
family
\

a*

FOUND AT

PROCURE TICKETS
AT

Private

THE
Fogg and Breed.

Wanted.

Boarders Wanted.

BLOOD,

@ 63
@ 1 00
@ 85
Centrifugal,
(oj none
8
Refining@ 115
8}
Teas.
@ 85
40 @ 55
@ 60 Souchong,
@
Oolong. 55 (g 70
@ 35 00 Oolong, choice 75 (g) 1 00
Gunpowder.
Japan,. 65 ;£) 85
Blasting,. 4 50 @ 5 00 Japan, choice 1 00 (a)

ap25tf

Wan fed.
to do housework. Apply at
ap25tf

Wanted

Dramatic Record.

„„

Hav. Brown
Nos. 12 & 16 10^@ 11J
Hav. White,
(g none

A

CAN DE

tf

Store to Let.
Exchange st., recently occupied

Manufacturers

capable girl
71 Brackett St.

FOR

Completest

Ad-

country.

a

Coffee A,.
Extra C,.

drain.

Day.

FOR THE

ill

Raisins,
none Syrups,.
Bunch,!? box,
40 (a'
Layer,new,.3 00 @ 0 00 Eagle Sugar Refiner
Muscatel,. 3 50 @ 3 62
Val.newt>lb. 13 @
Lemons. 4 00 @ 5 00 Extra C....
Oranges,!?box 4 00 ffi 5 00 Mus. Gro...

of the

Latest & Fullest News by

Starch.

9 @
Pearl,.
Sugar.
Granulated,..

IMMEDIATELY

A

FOR

30

w

few male aud female agents to
canvass for the National Linen Marker and Card
Printer. The largest indneements ever offered to
Agents. No capital required, Canvassers will find
it for their interest to do all business through this office; for reference please call or address “Portland
Hand Stamp Co., No. 11 and 12 Fluent Block, Portland Me.
apl5 lm

GOOD Milliner; must also understand the selling of Millinery goods. Wanted also an experienced Saleswoman. Apply at 335 Congress st.
May 1-dlw

FOR

20 <o)

28

Wanted.
a

Correspon-

dence.

Mace,.1 65 ® 1 70
Nutmegs,-1 20 ® 1 25

Pepper.

SUITABLY

ap22tf

St. Martin,..
Mackerel, 4^ bbl.,
none
3 00 @ 3 50
Bay No. 1, 12 50 @ 14 0( Bonaire.
Bay No. 2, 10 00 ® 12 (X Cadiz,duty pd 2 50 @ 3 25
Large 3,. 7 00 (a) 8 00 Cadiz,in bond 1 75 @ 2 25
Shore No. 1,. 15 50 ® 17 5( Liverpool,duty
No.

2,.11 00 ® 12 5(
paid.2 50 @3 25
Large No. 3 7 00 @ 8 00 Liv. in bond,.! 50 (@2 25
Medium,... 6 50 ® 7 50 Gr’nd butter, 25 @
Clam Bait,... 7 50 ® 8 50
Spracuse,... .none @
Flour.
Soap.
Superfine,.... 7 00 @ 7 50 Ex St’m Herd
9
@
Spring x,- 8 00 ® 9 00 Family.
<g g
aa,... y uu (a; y ou 1*0. 1,.
7
(at
Mich.Winter, 9 50 @ 9 75 ICliem. Olive,.
@ 10
XX10 00 @ 10 75 Crane’a,.
^ 13
Illinois X.8 50 ffi 8 75 Soda,.
(g) 13
XX,-10 00 @11 50
Spicet.
St. Louis X,.. 9 50 @ 10 00 Caauia, pure,. 47 Cal 50
XX, 11 50 ffi 13 50 sieves,. 21 a} 25

A Good Cook
recommended, is wanted at No. 33
Free St., by C. W. Goddard.
ap26tf

FOR

10

Salera as.
Saleratus, »lb, 7 @

A
ed.

GOOD

Backs. 18 00 @
Clear. 17 00 @
Mess,. 15 00 @ 15 50

Round Hogs

Wanted Immediately,
LADY Book-keei>er—one who is familiar with
Double aud Single entry; good reference requirAddress Mechanic,{Portland P. O.
ap26dlw

and after May 1,1872, stages will leave Portland and Brldgton every day, (Sundays excepted) at 7 o’clock a. m, passing over the old route.
at Raymond with Stage from Bolster
Mills and intermediate places on that route Mondays,
Wednesdays, Fridays, and on return Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays.
Tickets sold on the Boston Boat for all places
on the above route.
All Express business promptly and faithfully attended ty. Book at the United States Hotel. All orders left at 34 Centre st. will be attended to.
CHADBOURN & CHURCH.
my 1-dtf

Pork,

50
75
75
50

H. BROOKS.

Old Line Re-Established! A

..

5
4
3
4

ap26dlw

Connecting

j

W.

GEO.

Wanted.

ON

Hoot,. 25®
Bi-Carb Soda,
6*®
Borax,. 35 ®
Camphor,.... 80 ®

55 Elaine,.
58 (a) 60
8i Relinedporgie 60 @ 65
37
Paint*.
83 Port. Lead,.. 11 25 @
i .'ream Tartar 45 ® 50 PurcUr'd do 11 50
@ 12 00
Indigo,.1 25 ® I 50 Pure Dry do 11 50
Am. Zinc.... 12 00 @ 13 00
Logwood ex.,. 11 ®
4 @
5
Madder,. 17 ® 18 Rochelle Veil
Naptha, |>gal 25 ® 30 Eng.Ven.Red
4J@ 5
11 @
12
Upium,. 6 50 ® 6 75 Red Lead,.
11 @
12
Rhubarb,.... 1 00 ® 1 50 Litharge,....
Plus ter.
Sal Soda,.
4J® 5
20
Saltpetre,.... 13®
Soft, ton,.
@3 00
51 Hard,.
Sulphur,. 4J«
fe'2 75
Yitrol,. 14 ® 15 Ground.in bis 8 00 @ 9 00
Hack.
Calcined, lirls 2 75 @ 3 00
No. 1,.
Produce.
@ 48
No. 3,.
® 44 Beef Side,lb 10 @ 12
No. 10,.
® 30 Veal,. 10 @ 12
6 @ 11
Ravens,
Mutton,.
26
8 oz.,.
Chickens,.... 22 @ 25
10 oz.,..
324
Turkeys,. 22 @ 25
Dyevrood*.
Eggs, 19 doz., 17 @ 19
Bar wood,—
3 @
Potatoes,$9 bu 50 @ 60
Brazil Wood,.
5 ®
7 Onions,...... 2 50 @ 3 25
7
Provisions.
6®
Camwood,....
Fustic..
3 Mess Beef,.. 10 00 @ 12 00
2}®
Ex Mess,. 13 00 @ 14 50
Logwood,
CamjKjachy, 14@ 2] Plate,. 13 00 @ 15 00
St. Domingo, 24®
Ex Plate,.. 15 50 @16 50

ett st.

on

ST.

ap25*lw

RAILROADS.

B. HUGHES

DR. J.

all

Wanted Immediately.
mWO good Bakers, (none other need apply). Also
A a good Stable Boy—one who is acquainted with
the eare of Horses, ut^Brooks’ Bakery, No. 79 Brack-

FIRST Clrss Tailor to go into the
dress “BETHEL,” Bethel P. O.

Arrow

4

by

Terms reasonable.
PLEASANT

• Oyster Saloon.
STORE
II Middle it.

MEDICAL.

_.

To Let.
front room 21J FREE

I

THE

ax

Peach Wood,
54®
RedWood....
34 ®
Flab.
Cod. per qtl.,
L’ge Shore, 5 25 @
L’ge Bank, 4 50 ®
Small,. 3 25 ®
Pollock,. 4 00 ®

want felt

a

d3wmayl

peared.

___

Spruce ex, 30 00 @ 35 00
\lo. No.l, 20 00 (a) 26 00
@60 00
Fine,

13

This work meets

classes of Evangelical Christians.
Published by
James R. Osgood & Co. Exclusive territory and
liberal terms offered. Apply to H. A. BROSVN &
Co., Managers, 144 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Lnnber.
blear Pine,

38
23

15 (g
Candle*.

@

28
Mid. Weight 29
Heavy,. 29
Slaughter,.. 38
\w. Call,-1 00

Agents Wanted

conduct the
son’s “HOME
TO
Yjear.”

leather.

York,
Light,.

Bauer.

30

‘fiS

i

Sew

CracketHjtnoO
Family,Vtb...
Store,.

W
8

9>@

Sheet* Ml*.
Pig.

TO LEI.

--

For Portland.

w -..A

®
9@

Pot,...

First Class

KING WILLIAM.

Prices Correal.
for the PpEss to May 1.

Portland Wholesale

Appin.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

__n;t Mill.lie 8t„

WILDER
Upstair..

TIIE

SECRET MEDICAL COUNSELLOR
»'«1 12 illustrative engravings. A new
medical w.rk, written by Ur. B\
Hallock, who has
had greater auceearin the treatment
of dlaeam which
are described In this work thau
fell t«
imrhapscver
ine lot or mortal man.
It treats on Lost Manhood,
Nervous aud General
Seminal Weakuess,
Debility,
and all diseases of the
Generative Organs in both
Sent free on receipt of stamp. Address
HALLOCK MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 143 Court St„
Boston, Mass.
B.—Dr. Hallock, who is the Chief Consulting
I liysician of the Institute, can be consulted
person
mcb26d3m
aliy or by mail.

Diseases of the Skin.
Mr.

WM. B. TRUFANT, the discoverer ol
lent remedy for the cure of

SALT

an

excel-

RHEUM,

And other diseases of the Skin, liua conslpi.il to us a
Ointment. The eliar•luantity of hi* Comjioiiod and
acter of the manufacturer, ami the abundant evidence
last
the
twenty-five
year*, of the
furnished during
nafclv and efficacy of the remedy, give* a* confidence
In ottering it for the rtllef o! mitterer*.
A fresh supply just tecelved and for sale Wholesale
and Retail In this city by ML II. liny, w. F
and by H. WooriPhillip,! W. Perkin,
.lde, Ml Congress* anilI by respectable Druggists
everywhere, her caehby the dozen a very UberaYdlsconnt to the tratle. Price *1, with full direction.
For fbrthcr particulars see the article
_mchfld2tn _WM. B. TRUFANT, Bath. Me.
..

iroott;

H*

*

Wood i

OucdSOFT ~OOI) tor sale at No 43 Liu
v.du street. Also
Dry Edging*
WM. HUSK,

